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News
The Union Water Ministry has excavated an old, dried-up river in Allahabad that linked the
Ganga and Yamuna rivers. The “ancient buried river” is around 4 km wide, 45 km long and
consisted of a 15-metre-thick layer buried under soil. The newly discovered river was a “buried
paleochannel that joins the Yamuna river at Durgapur village, about 26 km south of the current
Ganga-Yamuna confluence at Allahabad. The paleochannels reveal the course of rivers that
have ceased to exist.
Significance of this river:
Knowledge on subsurface connectivity between Ganga and Yamuna rivers will play a very
crucial role in planning of Ganga cleaning and protecting safe groundwater resources.
The aim is to develop it as a potential groundwater recharge source.
The evidence from paleochannels also suggests that the mythological Saraswati river did
indeed exist.
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News
The government is planning to procure penicillin centrally for three years and give it to all
children between 5-15 years who are diagnosed with rheumatic fever. The drug will be
dispensed through primary health centres or administered by ASHAs.
Rheumatic fever:

A rare but potentially life-threatening disease, rheumatic fever is a complication of
untreated strep throat caused by bacteria called group A streptococcus.
The main symptoms fever, muscle aches, swollen and painful joints, and in some cases, a
red rash typically begin two to four weeks.
The knees, ankles, elbows, and wrists are the joints most likely to become swollen from
rheumatic fever.
The pain often migrates from one joint to another.
However, the greatest danger from the disease is the damage it can do to the heart.
Why a concern?
India has a high burden of rheumatic fever and rheumatic heart disease the latter often
goes undiagnosed and leads to many maternal deaths at the time of childbirth.
Studies indicate the prevalence of rheumatic heart disease in India to be about 2/1000
population.
However surveys conducted in school children in the age group of 5-16 years by ICMR
gives overall prevalence of 6/1000.
Rheumatic fever is endemic in India and remains one of the major causes of
cardiovascular disease, accounting for nearly 25-45% of acquired heart disease.
Reviving Penicillin:
Penicillin, discovered in 1928, is still the first line antibiotic in many western countries, but
it gradually went out of the Indian market even though some of its more expensive
derivatives continue to be prescribed.
Penicillin appears to reduce the attack rate in rheumatic fever by as much as 80%.
Penicillin went out of production in India because of unrealistic price control.
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News
At a panel discussion hosted recently by the students of Delhi Ambedkar’s University, the topic
was ,‘ Are we heading for an economic crisis?’.
Presumably they had been prompted by the all absorbing news of a slowing economy. It is
indeed correct that such a slowing is taking place.
Globally industrial growth driven by mindless consumption is the cause of climate change. But
India does need some growth as income levels here are still very low. The problem of low
incomes can however be tackled even with less growth so long as it is of the appropriate type.
So,the slowing of growth in India cannot reasonably be termed a crisis.
Rural employment:
Rural unemployment along with urban unemployment is termed as one among the serious
problems in India, since it creates a ripple effect across the economy. Apart from the personal
loss to individual and their family, it results in lower purchasing power (economically),
consumption of goods and services will go down.
What are reasons of rural unemployment in India?
Unemployment wasn’t widespread in rural areas, since most people were engaged in
agriculture which helped them earn a living. Despite droughts, people continue to pursue
agriculture. But with the advancement of technology through industrial civilization, textile mills
and others sort of factories began to grow in India during British era. Though it led to mass
migration of people to rural areas, drought like conditions and lack of income from agriculture
created huge unemployment among rural youth.
Production Decline:
We must now answer the question of why rural incomes are growing so slowly. The recent
history of crop agriculture points towards one reason. In the 9 years since 2008-2009 this
activity has recorded zero or negative growth in five.
When growth fluctuations include production decline a particular feature emerges. Households
incurring consumption debt in bad crops years would be repaying it in the good ones.
When non-agricultural firms observe slow agricultural growth they are likely to shrink their
investment rate is to only deal with a symptom. It is rural income generation that is the problem.
Conclusion
Offering solutions to rural unemployment in India must have three dimensional approach. Firstly,
adequate changes must be brought in the form of quality of Indian education. Indian
government should select a committee which includes value and skill based syllabus in schools

and universities. Because almost all the syllabus taught is of no use to the industrial needs.
Indian government should encourage and develop the agriculture based industries in rural
areas by offering incentives, interest free loan for seasonal unemployment people. Besides,
more assistance must be offered to self- employed people in the area of cottage and small
scale industries etc. These persons should be helped financially, providing raw materials and
technical training.
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News
SpaceX unveiled a prototype design of its next-generation Starship spacecraft that will take
people or cargo to the moon, Mars or other destinations in space or around Earth.
Starship
SpaceX’s Starship spacecraft will be capable of carrying up to 100 people on longduration interplanetary flights and deliver as much as around 100 tons of payload for
building bases on Moon and Mars cities.
It has been designed for full and rapid reusability.
Starship was first unveiled in 2016 as a fully reusable spacecraft and back then, it was
called Interplanetary Transport System (ITS).
In 2017, it was renamed the Big Falcon Rocket (BFR) and the design was updated as
well.
The spacecraft was finally named Starship in 2018 with more design improvements.
Design:
It is 164 feet (50 meters) tall and has a diameter of nine meters.
It will be launched into space with the help of its Super Heavy booster, which can include
up to 37 Raptor engines, though only 24 would be required for each mission.
Super Heavy measures 223 feet in length, while its diameter is also nine meters.

Why Starship?
According to the SpaceX CEO, the Earth will face a near-extinction event at some point in
time, which is why a “backup” plan for all humankind is needed.
The ultimate goal is to colonize Mars over the next 100 years and SpaceX has been quite
vocal of his idea in the past.
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News
The economic outlook update released by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) highlighted that
the number of urban inhabitants in ‘Developing Asia’ has increased “almost five-fold since
1970”.
Developing Asia:
It refers to a group of 45 countries that are members of the ADB.
World Urbanisation Prospects data:
The report, tracking World Urbanisation Prospects data, states that the two-thirds of the
nearly 1.5 billion additional city dwellers in the region belonged from India and China.
As such, between 1970 to 2017, the urban population in this bunch of countries grew from
375 million to 1.84 billion.
The region led the global increase in the urban population in this period and accounted for
53 per cent of it.
Low pace of urbanization:
The ADB reports states that, notwithstanding the fast growth in urban population,
“developing Asia’s urbanisation rate still lagged at 46% in 2017”.
Urbanisation rate means the percentage of the population living in urban areas.
The US achieved the 46 per cent urbanisation mark over a century ago while Japan

reached there in the early 1950s. But the US and Japan are far cries at the moment.
Developing Asia’s urbanisation rate in 2017 was lower than the average in other
developing economies (which stood at 58 per cent) and the average in the developed
economies (which stood at 81 per cent).
India, specifically, has 34 per cent of its population living in urban areas.
Reason: Population rise:
Developing Asia urbanized faster than the rest of the world not only in terms of absolute
growth, but also in terms of growth rate.
Urban population in this region increased at an average of 3.4 per cent per annum
between 1970-2017.
This is much faster than the 2.6 per cent in the rest of the developing world mainly Africa
and Latin America and 1.0 per cent in the developed world.

Source: Indian Express
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News
In the last five years, India has transformed from being the highest contributor to global open
defecation to torch-bearer for global sanitation.
Key pillars behind the success of SBM:
Political leadership – Inspired by the top leadership and commitment, various chief ministers
took up the cause. Leaders at all levels are prime catalysts for large-scale transformations.
Public financing – Over Rs 1 lakh crore was committed to ensuring universal access to
sanitation, thereby backing the political will with budgetary support.
Partnerships – SBM (G) partnered with implementers and influencers — national and
international development agencies, media houses, civil society, celebrities, as well as all
departments/ministries of the government of India.
People’ participation – SBM-G trained over half a million swachhagrahis, who triggered
behaviour change in every village in India.
SBM-G brought in a unique blend of young professionals and experienced but driven
bureaucrats, and each person became committed to the goal.
Behavior change – SBM-G engaged extensively with the media, leveraging popular culture,
and associating Bollywood stars, sportspersons and other influencers to promote the message
of sanitation.
Way ahead
10-year sanitation strategy to move from ODF to ODF Plus
Sustaining the SBM-G gains
Ensuring that no one is left behind
Ensuring access to solid and liquid waste management for all villages
Ensure piped water supply to all households by 2024. This will boost SBM-G’s
sustainability efforts.
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News
A more than 1,500 sq.km. D28 iceberg recently broke off Antarctica.
D28
The iceberg, dubbed D28, broke away from the Amery ice shelf according to observations
from European and American satellites.
It is about 210 metres thick and contains 315 billion tonnes of ice.
The east of Antarctica where D28 broke off is different from the west of the continent and
Greenland, which are rapidly warming due to climate change.
Not related to Climate Change
Scientists found that the event is part of a normal cycle and is not related to climate
change.
The figures are huge, but iceberg production is part of the normal cycle of ice shelves,
which are an extension of the ice cap.
Ice shelves have to lose mass because they gain mass.
The gain in mass comes from snow falling on the continent and glaciers that move slowly
toward the shore.
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News
The Supreme Court has recalled its directions in a March 20, 2018 verdict that had
effectively diluted provisions of arrest under the SC & ST (Prevention of Atrocities) Act,
1989.
This was following a plea by the Centre seeking a review of that judgment.
The court accepted that Dalits have suffered for long and negated the basis of last year’s
judgment in which the court had commented on false cases under the Act.
Review of a judgment
‘Review’ of a Supreme Court judgment is done by the same Bench.
‘Overruling’ means that the law laid down in one case is overruled in another case.
When a higher court on appeal alters the judgment of a lower court, it is called ‘reversal.’
Generally, a review is heard in the judge’s chamber, but may be heard in open court in
important cases as in the Sabarimala and Rafale cases, in which no order has been
pronounced yet.
Why was the SC/ST Act enacted?
Since crimes against SCs and STs are fundamentally hate crimes, the Rajiv Gandhi
enacted the Act in 1989.
It gave furtherance to the provisions for abolition of untouchability (Article 17) and equality
(Articles 14, 15).
Why reviewed now?
The review stated that despite various measures to improve the socio-economic
conditions of the SCs and STs, they remain vulnerable.
They are denied number of civil rights. They are subjected to various offences, indignities,
humiliations and harassment.
They have, in several brutal incidents, been deprived of their life and property.

Source: Indian Express
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Context
In recent times, economic discussion in India has focused largely on the stress on central
government finances. But state government finances are also facing headwinds.
State of states’ finance:
States increasingly account for a larger share in general government spending.
An RBI report on state finances notes that over the past two years, the overall size of state
budgets has reduced. This may have “inadvertently deepened” the economic slowdown.
States have pegged their revenues to grow at a slower pace largely due to lower tax
devolution and grants.
Revenue expenditure tends to be sticky in nature — rising due to higher interest and
pension payments.
States have offset slower revenue growth by curtailing capital spending, which will lower
overall public sector capex.
RBI report also notes that state debt to GDP has surged to 25%of GDP in 2019-20.
Bringing it down to 20% as per FRBM review committee will be challenging.
Challenges facing state finances
The strains on state finances stem from several sources.
States are increasingly undertaking capital expenditure through state public sector
enterprises.
States extend support to these enterprises through guarantees on their borrowings, “weak
cost recovery mechanisms”, as in the case of the power and transport sectors, pose a
fiscal risk.
Under UDAY agreements, states have to take over incremental losses of power discoms.
Sharp cuts in corporate taxes and sluggish GST collections will also impact tax devolution
to states.
There are concerns over the fiscal costs of Ayushman Bharat.
Centre has also asked the 15th Finance Commission to look into the possibility of
providing funds for defence and internal security. These are likely to come at the expense
of states.
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Context
The idea of NGOs started in the 90s. It held that apart from the government agencies,
corporates, the cooperative sector, and other citizens could get together for common
developmental causes.
Role of NGOs:
The development required technology, capital, and other resources.
But above all, the motivation and capability of the concerned people to utilise their
resources in an efficient, equitable, and sustainable manner.
The decade of the 90s saw sweeping changes in the way rural development — particularly
matters relating to natural resources.
Rural communities were required to prepare and implement micro plans appropriate to
local conditions and needs. Joint Forest Management (1990), watershed development
(1995), participatory irrigation management (1997) and Swajaldhara (2003) are good
examples.
The decision at Bhopal – 8 principles:
It prepared eight declarations based on eight principles:
The centrality of community-based organisations (CBOs)
Equity
Decentralisation.
Need of a facilitating agency
Monitoring and evaluation
Training and software
Sustained momentum of development
Organisational restructuring.
Way Forward
If we decide to plan again with the large number of new schemes that were declared after
planning was abolished, we must reinvent these principles.

Source: Indian Express
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News
The Further Fund Offer 2 (FFO 2) of Bharat 22 Exchange-Traded Fund (ETF), which is part of
the government’s divestment programme, will be open for subscription for investors.
Bharat 22
Bharat 22 is an ETF that will track the performance of 22 stocks, which the government
plans disinvest.
The ETF unit represents a slice of the fund, issued units are listed on exchanges for
anyone to buy or sell at the quoted price.
The B22 will span six sectors, such as basic materials, energy, finance, FMCG, industrials
and utilities.
Besides public sector banks, miners, construction companies, and energy majors, the ETF
will also include some of the government’s holdings in SUUTI (Specified Undertaking of
Unit Trust of India).
The B22 ETF will be managed by ICICI Prudential AMC while Asia Index will be the index
provider.
The index will be rebalanced annually.
About Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs)
ETFs are mutual funds listed and traded on stock exchanges like shares.
The ETF simply copies an index and endeavors to accurately reflect its performance.
In an ETF, one can buy and sell units at a prevailing market price on a real-time basis
during market hours.
There are four types of ETFs already available Equity ETFs, Debt ETFs, Commodity
ETFs and Overseas Equity ETFs.
The Bharat 22 ETF to be offered now allows the Government to park its holdings in
selected PSUs in an ETF and raise disinvestment money from investors at one go.
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News
Indian legal demands for online content removal are the fourth highest in the world, according to
a report.
India on the top
For the study, the researchers collated all data to find out which governments censor
online content the most and which channels are targeted by each government.
India is followed by Russia, Turkey, France, Mexico, Brazil, Germany, Pakistan, the US
and the UK in the top 10.
India and Russia are well ahead, accounting for 19.86 and 19.75 percent of the overall
number of removal requests (390,764), respectively, Bischoff said.
While India sent 77,620 content removal requests, Russia sent 77,162 requests during the
study period.
However, these two countries do not always dominate the top spots across all channels.
Why censorship in India?
The findings come at a time when India is trying to find ways to fight misinformation
spread on social media.
According to Twitter records, many content removal demands from the Ministry of
Electronics and Information Technology simply cited a violation of Section 69(A) of the
Information Technology Act, 2000.
On the hit list: Social media contents:
While Facebook received most of the content take down requests from India, Google got it from
Russia, Microsoft from China, Twitter from Turkey and Wikimedia from the US.

Source: THE HINDU
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News
The new monsoon model, called the Coupled Forecast Model (CFS), deployed by the IMD
under the National Monsoon Mission (NMM) has failed to forecast the excess rainfall received
during Aug-Sept 2019.
National Monsoon Mission (NMM)
Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES) had launched NMM in 2012 with a vision to develop a
state-of-the-art dynamical prediction system for monsoon rainfall on different time scales.
The responsibility of execution and coordination of this mission is vested to the Indian
Institute of Tropical Meteorology (IITM), Pune.
Climate Forecast System (CFS) of USA has been identified as the basic modelling system
for the above purpose, as it is one of the best among the currently available coupled
models.
Objective
To build an ocean atmospheric model for –
Improved prediction of monsoon rainfall on extended range to seasonal time scale (16
days to one season) and
Improved prediction of temperature, rainfall and extreme weather events on short to
medium range time scale (up to 15 days).
About Coupled Forecast Model (CFS)
The American model called “Climate Forecast System” (CFS) is developed by National
Centres for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), USA.
CFS is a coupled ocean-atmosphere modeling system that combines data from ocean,
atmosphere and land for providing long range forecasting (seasonal prediction of Indian
Monsoon).
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Context
India is embarking on a “very large campaign” to get rid of single-use plastic.
Plastic – threats
Plastic poses a serious threat to the planet.
This oil-derived material is not bio-degradable. Careless disposal pollutes the
environment.
The urban crisis of choked drains and garbage heaps, which can’t be incinerated.
Several species at threat of polymer ingestion.
Marine life has been suffering since much plastic waste ends up in the sea and in the
bellies of aquatic creatures.
Micro-particles are increasingly being detected in fish, which puts people at risk of
contaminant-caused illnesses.
The mission:
The government clarified that it would spread awareness about the menace of plastic and
create plastic-free zones around heritage sites to begin with.
In the absence of sufficient alternatives to plastic, an outright ban would have caused
much disruption across the country.
Users of some flexible items such as carry bags can easily switch to slightly more
expensive material. Those of hard-plastic products, such as disposable syringes, would
have found an overnight switch-over difficult to achieve.
It intends to ask all states to enforce existing rules against the storage, manufacture, and
use of some single-use products, such as polythene bags.
Other steps needed:
Efforts should first be directed at waste disposal mechanisms. These remain archaic.
Separation-at-source garbage collection has seen only patchy success in India.
Plastic items rarely have separate channels for recycling.
Moral suasion could change attitudes here.A nudge of some sort such as express trash
clearance assured to those who put anything “poly” in marked-out bins.
Final disposal will need well-sealed landfills, inspired loosely by burial crypts for spent
nuclear fuel rods.
Conclusion
As demand begins to decline, a timeline could be declared for the elimination of some

categories of plastic use. How well the objective is achieved would depend on how well we
combine coaxing with coercion to wean the world off plastic.
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Context
The Supreme Court has recalled its 2018 order that diluted provisions of the Scheduled Castes
and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989. The previous judgement.A two-judge
bench had forbidden the arrest of public servants and private persons without prior permission
in cases filed under the SC/ST Act. It insisted on a preliminary inquiry before registering an FIR
in such cases.
Current judgement:
The three-judge bench observed that the March 20, 2018 judgment was “against the spirit
of the Constitution”.
The Court also found that the guidelines for the execution of the Act given in the 2018
order were beyond its remit and an encroachment on the legislature’s domain.
The 2018 order had read the Act without taking into consideration the social context and
imperatives that led to its enactment in the first place.
Incidents involving Dalits in the last few years:
The 2018 order triggered unrest among Dalits. It gave fresh impetus to the mobilisations
that started in the wake of a series of high-profile crimes against the community.
Dalits came under attack from communities whose political-ideological prejudices found
validation from elements of the Hindutva agenda such as cow protection. The public
flogging of five Dalits by cow vigilantes in Una is a case in point.
Attempts were made to crush Dalit assertion. The suicide of Rohith Vemula had bought to
the fore the issue of caste discrimination on campus.
They created a new narrative of Dalit resistance and agency that led to the emergence of
a new generation of leaders such as Jignesh Mevani and political outfits including the
Bhim Army.
Conclusion

It is creditable that the Supreme Court has revisited its order and recalled it. It is in accordance
with the spirit of the Constitution and institutional resilience.
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News
The crisis unfolding at PMC Bank is a tip of the iceberg of larger, unresolved problems in
India’s banking sector.
Roots of the cause:
The roots of the crisis in the banking sector go back to the unresolved problem of nonperforming assets (NPAs).
These are magnified in the case of cooperative banks due to lax governance and a dicey
business model.
Other problems with the cooperative sector:
Bad loans and poor governance.
The business model offers depositors high-interest rates and lends money to borrowers of
dubious credentials at low interests.
It can easily run into difficulty due to the resultant wafer-thin profit margins.
Poor regulatory response – it has so far been symptomatic and shows little understanding
of the underlying disease.
Way ahead for cooperative banks:
Fundamentally reformed governance so that a crisis such as this one does not occur in
the future.
The long-run health of the banking sector requires short-run transitional costs. This
dichotomy between long-run and short-run cost—is at the root of many deferred or
unfinished reforms.
Rationalizing taxes is a good start. But it cannot serve as a fix to the sort of problems that
we are seeing at PMC Bank and other troubled banks.
Conclusion:
The fundamental political economy problem is that public sector banks serve multiple masters
and, as a consequence, loan decisions are not always based on economic and financial logic.

Source: Live Mint
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Context
The spokesperson for Iran’s nuclear agency announced that the country had the ability to
enrich uranium up to 20% and it had launched advanced centrifuge machines.
Implications
This further violates its commitments under the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA).
It is also an escalation of the brinkmanship since US President Donald Trump withdrew from the
JCPOA in May 2018.
JCPOA
The 2015 JCPOA came into being after arduous negotiations.
It placed restrictions on Iran’s nuclear programme and removed the harsh economic
sanctions on the country.
Since the US’s withdrawal from the deal, the Trump administration has ramped up the
sanctions, and its anti-Iran rhetoric. Iran has flouted the limits placed on its nuclear
programme.
The US assumed that the sanctions would increase disaffection in Iran to such a degree
that the government would be overthrown.
The moderate, democratically-elected Rouhani government has suffered due to the
sanctions. The nuclear deal was pushed despite the recalcitrant sections of the Islamic
state as opposed to any accord with the US.
Indian role
India has managed to walk the diplomatic tightrope between the US and Iran.
India has a very close relationship with the US and also has close historical and trade ties
with Iran.
India could join Paris and other world powers in nudging both countries towards talks.
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News
A rare disease has killed five elephants in Odisha. The four deaths in Nandan Kanan Zoo are
the first reported cases of EEHV-related deaths in an Indian zoo while the death in the forest too
is the first known such case in the wild in India.
EEHV
EEHV is a type of herpesvirus that can cause a highly fatal haemorrhagic disease in
young Asian elephants.
The disease is caused by a virus called EEHV, or elephant endotheliotropic herpesvirus.
EEHV is lethal for young elephants between the ages of one and 12.
Symptoms:
Most elephants carry just as most humans carry a cold virus.
When EEHV is triggered, the elephant dies of massive internal bleeding and symptoms
which are hardly visible.
Some elephants show symptoms such as reduced appetite, nasal discharge and swollen
glands, researchers say.
The disease is usually fatal, with a short course of 28-35 hours.
No cure yet:
There is no true cure for herpes-viruses in animals or in humans because herpes viruses
go latent.
The disease has a short course which means that we have to take a very quick call on a
suspected EEHV case and kick off treatment protocols.
This treatment is a combination of anti-viral therapy, aggressive fluid therapy (to counter
haemorrhaging), immuno-stimulant drugs (selenium and Vitamins C, E), anti-pyretics and
analgesics (to bring down fever).
Why it is a concern?
The death of the Chandaka forest elephant has worried officials in Odisha.
If elephants in the wild start falling prey to the virus, then treatment will be very difficult.

If a young elephant dies before reproducing, it affects the population of the species as a
whole in the concerned geography.
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News
Among the parties in a famous temple suit appeals now being heard by the Supreme Court is
the Lord represented by His “next friend”.
God as a juristic person:
A juristic person, as opposed to a “natural person” (that is, a human being), is an entity
whom the law vests with a personality.
The Supreme Court has clarified this in the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee
vs Som Nath Dass and Others (2000) order.
It states that the very words Juristic Person connote recognition of an entity to be in law a
person which otherwise it is not.
In other words, it is not an individual natural person but an artificially created person which
is to be recognised to be in law as such.
From when did this recognition begin?
The treatment of deities as juristic persons started under the British.
Temples owned huge land and resources, and British administrators held that the legal
owner of the wealth was the deity, with a shebait or manager acting as trustee.
In 1887, then Bombay HC held in the Dakor Temple case: “Hindu idol is a juridical subject
and the pious idea that it embodies is given the status of a legal person.
This was reinforced in the 1921 order in Vidya Varuthi Thirtha vs Balusami Ayyar, where
the court said, “under the Hindu law, the image of a deity ‘juristic entity’, vested with the
capacity of receiving gifts and holding property”.

God: Not always a legal person:
A juristic entity or person is one in whom the law reposes rights or duties in its own name.
A company is a juristic person, who can hold or deal with property in its own name.
While God as an abstract concept is not a juristic entity, deities in Hindu law have been
conferred personhood, as capable of being bestowed with property, or leading it out or
suing to take back possession.
Thus, by a legal fiction installed deities at Hindu places of worship have been treated like
other real persons for the purpose of law
However, not every deity is a legal person. This status is given to an idol only after its
public consecration, or pran pratishtha.
Other than Hinduism:
A mosque has never been held as a juristic person, because it’s a place where people
gather to worship; it is not an object of worship itself. Neither has a church.
In Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee vs Som Nath Dass and Others (2000), the
SC ruled that the Guru Granth Sahib cannot be equated with other sacred books.
Guru Granth Sahib is revered like a Guru and is the very heart and spirit of gurudwara.
The reverence of Guru Granth on the one hand and other sacred books on the other hand
is based on different conceptual faith, belief and application.
However, the court clarified that “every Guru Granth Sahib cannot be a juristic person
unless it takes juristic role through its installation in a gurudwara or at such other
recognised public place.”
Who else holds such legal status?
In May, the Punjab and Haryana High Court held that the “entire animal kingdom” has a
“distinct legal persona with corresponding rights, duties, and liabilities of a living person”.
On March 20, 2017, the Uttarakhand High Court declared that the Ganga and Yamuna
would be legally treated as “living people,” and enjoy “all corresponding rights, duties and
liabilities of a living person”.
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News
Recently, the Supreme Court in D.A.V. College Trust and Management Society Vs. Director of
Public Instructions held that NGOs which were substantially financed by the appropriate
government fall within the ambit of ‘public authority’ under Section 2(h) of the RTI Act, 2005.
Public Authority
Under this section of the RTI Act, ‘public authority’ means “any authority or body or
institution of self-government established or constituted by or under the Constitution.
It also included any NGO substantially financed directly or indirectly by funds provided by
the appropriate government.
Impact of the judgement:
The judgment can have wide ramifications to the ambit of the RTI regime on national
political parties.
In D.A.V., the court held that ‘substantial’ means a large portion which can be both, direct
or indirect.
It need not be a major portion or more than 50% as no simple formula can be resorted to
in this regard. If land in a city is given free of cost or at a heavily subsidised rate to
hospitals, educational institutions or other bodies, it can qualify as substantial financing.
It underscored the need to focus on the larger objective of percolation of benefits of the
statute to the masses.
Application to political parties
In 2010, ADR filed an application under RTI to all national parties, seeking information
about “10 maximum voluntary contributions” received by them in the past five years.
None of the national political parties volunteered to disclose the information.
In 2013, a full bench of the CIC delivered a historic judgment by declaring that all national
parties came under ‘public authorities’ and were within the purview of the RTI Act.
They were directed to designate central public information officers (CPIOs) and the
appellate authorities at their headquarters within six weeks.
In 2013, The Right to Information (Amendment) Bill was introduced in Parliament to keep
political parties explicitly outside the purview of RTI. It lapsed after the dissolution of the
15th Lok Sabha.
Notwithstanding the binding value of CIC’s order under Section 19(7) of the Act, none of
the six political parties complied with it.
All the parties were absent from the hearing when the commission issued show-cause
notices for non-compliance at the hearing.
In 2019, a PIL was filed in the Supreme Court seeking a declaration of political parties as
‘public authority’ and the matter is sub judice.
DAV judgment to political parties:

Drawing an analogy between the Supreme Court’s judgment on D.A.V. and the political
parties’ issue, it can be argued that national parties are ‘substantially’ financed by the
Central government.
The various concessions, such as allocation of land, accommodation, bungalows in the
national and State capitals, tax exemption against income under Section 13A of the
Income Tax Act, free air time on television and radio, etc. can easily satisfy the
prerequisite of Section 2(h) of the RTI.
If an entity gets substantial finance from the government, there is no reason why any
citizen cannot ask for information to find out whether his/her money which has been given
to the entity is being used for the requisite purpose or not.
From the preamble of the RTI Act, the ultimate aim is the creation of an ‘informed’
citizenry, containment of corruption and holding of government and its instrumentalities
accountable to the governed.
Need to bring political parties under RTI:
The Law Commission opines that political parties are the lifeblood of our entire
constitutional system.
Political parties act as a conduit through which interests and issues of the people get
represented in Parliament.
Since elections are predominantly contested on party lines in our parliamentary
democratic polity, the agenda of the potential government is set by them.
As noted by Ambedkar, the working of a Constitution does not depend wholly upon the
nature of the Constitution. The factors on which the working of those organs of the State
depend are the people and the political parties they will set up.
Conclusion:
It is hoped that the Supreme court will further the positive advances made in this direction.
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News
With the 25 basis points (bps) rate cut, RBI returned to the conventional wisdom of a rate
change in multiples of 25bps.
RBI statement
MPC decided to continue with an accommodative stance as long as it is necessary to
revive growth while ensuring that inflation remains within the target.
RBI’s decision to increase the household income limit for borrowers of NBFCs and MFIs
is welcome. It will enhance credit delivery to a larger customer base at the bottom of the
pyramid.
There is an attempt to boost the domestic forex derivatives market. RBI has decided to
allow domestic banks to offer foreign exchange prices to non-residents on a 24-hour
basis.
???????Efficacy of rate cuts:
This may push the debt markets to take a cue from the second-generation policy signals
and yields may soften from the current level.
Efficacy of rate cuts is questionable against elevated household leverage, deteriorating
company fundamentals, and weak demand.
The number of downgrades in H1FY20 grew by 66% vis-à-vis a 20% de-growth for the
number of upgrades. The pace of downgrades has been increasing.
Financial flows to the commercial sector in H1FY20 are significantly lower due to a decline
in funding from banks and non-bank sources.
Despite a rising interest scenario, credit had expanded by over ?1.65 trillion but contracted
by ?93,700 crores even as we are in an aggressive rate cut cycle. This indicates credit risk
aversion continues to play center stage for the non-bank sector.
Fiscal policy:
Centre has done a remarkable job in maintaining fiscal consolidation.
We are increasingly concerned about the fiscal position of the states.
Way ahead
More clarity is needed to crystallize the KYC requirements for off-shore entities as also

their tax implications.
In the current context, an only monetary policy rate cut would not work in isolation. It must
be complemented by fiscal expansion.
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Context
Recently Punjab University had proposed to merge Department of Urdu language with school of
foreign languages to be set up after merging departments of French, Russian, German,
Chinese and Tibetan.
The move earned huge criticism and Punjab CM objected to this move of PU and said that Urdu
is an Indian language like any other Indian language.
Origin of Urdu Language
The origin of Urdu language had taken place in India several centuries back and the
names of three places-all in India- are quoted in the historical references.
All the historical references indicate that origin of Urdu had taken place in Punjab state of
India.
The great poet Ameer Khusro, in his book ‘Ghurrat-ul- Kamal’ had written that Masood
Lahori a renowned poet born in Lahore in 11th century had composed poetry in Hindvi
(Urdu) which is also called Dehlavi.
This shows that Urdu was very much originated from Punjab as Lahore was the part of
greater Punjab only before partition.
Even if it has derived some root words from Persian and Arabic languages then they were
changed into Urdu language in India.
Before it is called Urdu, it was familiar with other names including Hindustani, Hindavi,
Dehlavi and Rekhta.

The subject, object, auxiliary, verb, grammar, tenses of Urdu are very much Indian and
like the Hindi language.
How it got developed and flourished and where?
As per the historical references after its origin in Punjab, Urdu got developed and
flourished in Delhi along with part of Haryana state and some states in South where it was
developed in the form of ‘Dakhni (Deccani) language’.
Historians said that it had developed and flourished in Delhi during the period of ‘Delhi
Sultanate’ from 12th to 16th century and then during the period of ‘Mughal Empire’ in
Delhi from 16th century to 19th century.
It flourished as several court poets used this language in their great poetry and writings.
And then it was also developed in Deccan states.
Connection with Deccan India
When Delhi Sultanate and then Mughal Empire spread its wings towards the Deccan,
Urdu speaking people of Delhi spread the language in South.
There it got developed and flourished in Dakhan (Deccan) states mainly in Karnataka,
nowadays Telangana, part of Kerala and Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra.
The language derived even local words of the local languages of those states and
developed it as a ‘Dakhni’ language which was a bit distinctive of Urdu language in
North.
It was during the reign of Delhi Sultanate emperor Muhammad –bin-Tughlaq who had
decided to move his capital from Delhi to Daulatabad or Devagiri or Deogiri ( a presentday Aurangabad) in 1327 in Maharasthra.
With the migration of Delhi’s people, the several Urdu speaking people of Delhi spread its
usage in Maharashtra for seven years till the capital of Delhi Sultanate was not reversed
to Delhi in 1334.
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News

Planet Nine
Hidden in the outer Solar System lurks a presence, believed to be a gigantic planet
orbiting the same Sun and casting a visible influence on the behaviour of a number of
other objects.
Although it has not yet been spotted, this behaviour would be difficult to explain if such a
presence did not exist.
It is popularly referred to as Planet Nine, the presumed ninth planet of the Solar System,
and occasionally as Planet X.
Planet of tiny black hole?
Scientists have proposed that this could be a tiny black hole instead.
They have shown that the behaviour of certain Trans-Neptunian Objects like a primordial
black hole.
Primordial black hole
A primordial black hole is one that is believed to have formed immediately after the
creation of the universe.
Like Planet Nine, primordial black holes too have been predicted to exist including by the
late Stephen Hawking but none has been spotted as yet.
What do we know of Planet Nine so far?
Over the years, scientists have sought to explain several puzzling aspects of the Solar System
by attributing these to the influence of Planet Nine.
In a 2016 paper made out a case for Planet Nine’s existence by arguing that it could be
responsible for the peculiar alignment of icy objects on the outskirts of the Solar System.
What, then, is the basis of the new suggestion about a black hole?
Researchers based their theory proposed two gravitational anomalies.
One is the unusual orbits of asteroids beyond the orbit of Neptune, which have fed the
prediction of Planet Nine, estimated to be somewhere between 5 and 20 times the mass
of the Earth.
The other anomaly was observed thousands of light years away, by a project called the
Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE).
In six observations, an object bent the light of a star like black holes do. This is called
microlensing.
Can the black hole be found?
The catch is that it is much harder to look for a black hole than to look for a planet,
especially when the black hole is predicted to be of small dimensions.
However, it is reasonable to expect a dark matter halo surrounds this black hole.

If dark matter can annihilate into particles we know, the halo surrounding the black hole
would radiate high energy photons and the halo would be visible in X-rays and gamma
rays.
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News
The second informal summit between the leaders of India and China is scheduled to take place
in the second week of October.
Wuhan summit
At the Wuhan Summit last year, a decision was made to hold more such summits, aimed
at ensuring “higher levels of strategic communications.”
China agreed to an informal summit in 2018 despite so many achievements and it actually
did not needed to make concessions to India.
Choice of Mamallapuram:

Wuhan was picked by President Xi Jinping as the venue last year to demonstrate China’s
economic resilience and might.
Mamallapuram is symbolic of India’s ‘soft power’. It is an important town of the Pallava
dynasty that ruled this part of south India from 275 CE to 897 CE, is renowned for its
architecture, widely admired across the world.
Mamallapuram and the Pallava dynasty are also historically relevant. The earliest
recorded security pact between China and India involved a Pallava king from whom the
Chinese sought help to counter Tibet, which had by then emerged as a strong power
posing a threat to China.
Post Wuhan:

Since then, China has met with certain setbacks geo-politically and economically.
India is beset by a host of economic woes and now seems better positioned today than in
2018.
Doklam and the disputed border between the two countries remains an issue of concern.
Hopes raised at the Wuhan Summit that the two countries would jointly work together on
an economic project in Afghanistan did not work. China, along with countries like Pakistan,
remains more intent on ensuring that India has no role to play there.
Relations between China and the U.S. have sharply deteriorated. A vast majority of
nations in the West have cooled off towards China.
A further strengthening of India-Russia ties, as also a new triangular relationship of
Russia, India and Japan, appear to be altering equations in the East Asian region.
Contradictory outlook of the two countries:
China and India continue to compete and have a contradictory outlook on many strategic
and civilisational issues.
These include the nature of Asian security, regional stability and the role of the U.S. in the
region.
The China-Pakistan axis has been further cemented.
China’s domestic scene :
The economy is far more fragile than in early 2018.
Internal security concerns such as unrest in Tibet, inroads made by radical extremist
groups in Xinjiang and the latest turn of events in Hong Kong are also reinforcing fears.
The relentless attack by the U.S. on China’s economic practices has only aggravated the
problem.
Way Forward:
India must ensure that it does not provoke China to the point where it would be inclined to
indulge in ‘adventurism’.
“Subduing the enemy without fighting” has been a recurrent theme in Chinese thinking, and
while informal summits have their uses, it is imperative not to overlook this aspect.
China’s efforts are likely to be directed towards ‘disruption’, concentrating on disrupting the
strategic alliances that India has forged.
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News
Vishnu Nandan, a 32-year-old polar researcher from Kerala, will be the only Indian among 300
scientists from across the world aboard the MOSAiC expedition.
MOSAiC
MOSAiC stands for Multidisciplinary drifting observatory for the Study of Arctic Climate.
It aims for studying the impact of climate change on the Arctic and how it could affect the
rest of the world.
MOSAiC is the largest ever Arctic expedition in history, will be the first to conduct a study
of this scale at the North Pole for an entire year.
Previous studies have been of shorter periods as the thicker sea ice sheets prevent
access in winter.
Key highlights:
Under it, the German research vessel Polarstern has been anchored on a large sheet of
sea ice in the Central Arctic.
They will allow the water to freeze around them, effectively trapping themselves in the vast
sheet of white that forms over the North Pole each winter.
They will build temporary winter research camps on the ice, allowing them to perform tests
that wouldn’t be possible at other times of the year or by satellite sensing.
Significance:
The results of MOSAiC mission will contribute to enhance understanding of the regional
and global consequences of Arctic climate change.
It will be helpful in understanding the reasons behind the sea-ice loss and improve
weather and climate predictions.
Its expeditions will support safer maritime and offshore operations, increase coastalcommunity resilience, contribute to an improved scientific basis for future traffic along
northern sea routes.
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News
A town in Punjab’s Kapurthala district, Sultanpur Lodhi, is at the centrestage of the 550th birth
anniversary celebrations of Guru Nanak Dev, founder of the Sikh religion.
The Guru Nanak Dev link:
It was in Sultanpur Lodhi that the Sikhism founder is believed to have attained
enlightenment.
The janamsakhis depict the birth stories or biographies of Guru Nanak Dev written
towards the end of the 16th century.
It is said that he was a changed man after he took a dip in the rivulet Kali Bein that flowed
through the middle of the town, and disappeared for three days.
The Guru said that he had seen the “navkhand”. Those days, geographers had divided
the earth into nine continents.
It is after this episode in Kali Bein that Guru Nanak said he had seen all the nine
continents.
Legacy
Historians say it was in Sultanpur Lodhi that Guru Nanak came into intimate contact with
Islam.
The janamsakhis depict the tension between a section of the clergy and Guru Nanak
following his enlightenment.
His utterances were not received kindly by the qazi.
He complained to Daulat Khan Lodhi (then governor of Lahore) that Nanak was being
blasphemous.
Janamsakhis claim Daulat Khan Lodhi became very fond of Nanak and defended him
against critics.
Today the town is home to several gurdwaras in the memory of Guru Nanak.
Most of them were commissioned during the Khalsa empire when the Sikh rulers staked
out the places associated with Guru Nanak and built gurdwaras there.
Architectural history:

Sultanpur Lodhi was a major centre of Buddhism from the first century to the sixth century
when it was called Sarwmanpur.
In the 11th century, the town was founded by Sultan Khan Lodhi, a general of Mohammad
Ghaznavi.
Sikander Lodhi, assigned the construction of Sultanpur to Daulat Khan in the 15th century.
It was the central point in the trade route between Delhi and Lahore.
A footnote in Babarnama, the autobiography of Mughal emperor Babur, mentions Daulat
Khan Lodhi as the founder of the town.
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News
One of the world’ fastest growing economy,India is now facing sluggish growth with the RBI
sharply cutting GDP growth forecast to 6.1% for 2019-2020 which is slowest in last 6 years.
Effects on primary sectors:
The ripples of the slowdown are gradually moving to the primary sectors which are already
reeling under an unprecedented confluence of pressure. Real agriculture and allied GVA grew
by 2.9% during 2011-12 to 2017-18 while National Agriculture Policy 2000 it should be around
4% to attain an overall economic growth of 8%.
The current growth rate in farm sector is less than adequate to take on developmental
challenges originating SDGs mainly zero hunger, gender equality, no poverty, life on land. The
key to addressing the slowdown lies in selective group of reforms in the key sectors.
Reasons for the Slowdown in the Economic Growth:
The slowdown in the Indian economy is partly cyclical and partly structural.

Two cyclical factors are Shadow banking stress (NBFC crisis) and weaker global demand.
Structural factors may include:
The rates of savings and investment in the Indian economy have declined, as also exports
and total credit.
This has led to a slowdown among the major industries, like the automobiles, diamond,
textiles industry, and several Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) are
experiencing a continuous decline, which has led to the retrenchment of 3.5 lakh workers
so far.
Agriculture is in crisis today on account of rising costs of imgs and low prices of produces,
and low public investments in this sector.
Apart from it, there is income stagnation in urban areas.
The slowdown in consumption is the major worry for India’s economic slump(consumption
has been the main driver of India’s growth).
There is a sharp fall in Private Consumption and as well as Public Expenditure.
Externally, the US-China trade war is the leading dampener in India's growth story.
In addition to this, the timing of some of the policy changes, the goods and services tax,
demonetisation, measures to curb corruption, and the move to flexible inflation targeting
led to a combination of lower inflation, higher real rates, and lower nominal growth.
Way Forward:
To occasional dip on growth due to various reasons will slow the pace to achieving the $5 trillion
economy by 2024. This is the right time to execute a slew of doable agricultural reforms as the
role of agriculture in reversing the slowdown is immense in the light of its nearly 20%
contribution to a $5 trillion economy. Therefore, a blend of efforts from a range of sectors
agriculture and allied sectors is warranted to enable overall growth.
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News
Recently on board with Chandrayaan-2 mission, an instrument called CLASS, designed to

detect signatures of elements in the Moon’s soil, had detected charged particles during the
mission.
This happened in September, during the orbiter’s passage through the “geotail”.
Geotail
The geotail is a region in space that allows the best observations.
The region exists as a result of the interactions between the Sun and Earth.
The Sun emits the solar wind, which is a continuous stream of charged particles. These
particles are embedded in the extended magnetic field of the Sun.
Since the Earth has a magnetic field, it obstructs the solar wind plasma.
This interaction results in the formation of a magnetic envelope around Earth.
On the Earth side facing the Sun, the envelope is compressed into a region that is
approximately three to four times the Earth radius.
On the opposite side, the envelope is stretched into a long tail, which extends beyond the
orbit of the Moon. It is this tail that is called the geotail.
About CLASS
CLASS stands for Chandrayaan 2 Large Area Soft X-ray Spectrometer.
For the CLASS instrument seeking to detect element signatures, the lunar soil can be best
observed when a solar flare provides a rich source of X-rays to illuminate the surface.
Secondary X-ray emission resulting from this can be detected by CLASS to directly detect
the presence of key elements like Na, Ca, Al, Si, Ti and Fe.
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News
Aarey Colony
The Aarey Milk Colony was envisioned by Dara N Khurody, the less famous colleague of
Verghese Kurien. The two shared Ramon Magsaysay Award for their work in 1963.The Colony
was established in 1949 and was inaugurated by then Prime Minister Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
in 1951.
Why under siege?
The felling of trees is aimed at creating space for the construction of a Mumbai Metro train
shed, is being opposed by environmentalists as well as local residents.
This has sparked campaigns and protests all across the country.
The Aarey forest is very close to the Sanjay Gandhi National Park. The activists argue that
the Aarey forest is part of the same vegetation cover.

Where do things stand in the Aarey Milk Colony tree-felling case matter?
This means that while the Mumbai Metro Rail Corporation Limited (MMRCL) cannot cut
any more trees at the site of the proposed car shed, it can go ahead with construction
activity related to the project.
The court directed that everyone arrested for protesting the felling of the trees should be
released.
What is the core issue?
The site is on the bank of the Mithi River, with several channels and tributaries flowing into
it and construction for the “polluting industry” could flood Mumbai.
The court accepted the letter of litigant as PIL and set up the special Bench.
The petitioners had questioned the propriety and legality of the BMC Tree Authority’s
permission for the tree-felling, and asked for Aarey to be declared a flood plain and a
forest.
Activists argue that Aarey is an extension of Sanjay Gandhi National Park, and that the
car shed would pave the way for greater commercial exploitation of the area.
Why does Metro want the car shed here?

MMRCL argues that this land belongs to the state it is with the Dairy Development Department
— and therefore, the long, messy, and expensive process of acquisition can be avoided, with
zero additional cost to citizens.
Aarey is located 800 metres from SEEPZ, the last station on the 33.5-km Colaba-SEEPZ line
the optimum distance from where operations can be serviced swiftly.
How will this affect Aarey environment?
The proposed car shed will house washing, maintenance, and repair works facilities.
A railway car shed is a “Red Category” industry, which causes the highest level of
pollution.
Activists say activities at the shed will generate oil, grease, and electrical waste, besides
hazardous materials such as acid and paints.
Also, construction of the depot will increase exploitation of ground water resources, they
say.
What is the argument about the environmental cost of the project?
According to a report the area is home to 86 species of butterfly, 90 species of spider, 46
species of reptiles, 34 species of wildflower, and nine leopards.
As per the BMC’s tree census, there about 4.5 lakh trees in Aarey, which is described as
Mumbai’s green lung.
Activists says the Aarey depot plot is the sole surviving natural floodplain of the Mithi,
whose reclamation through construction and felling of trees would lead to greater
inundation during the monsoon.
Arguments for the Project
The proposed car shed will be set up on only 33 hectares, which is barely 2% of the 1,278
hectares of the green belt.
Also, the trees that were felled over the weekend stood on only 17% of the land
earmarked for the car shed.
The MMRCL has said that 60% of the trees are non-native and exotic, and can be
replaced by native species.
The MMRCL has argued that the Metro will bring enormous environmental benefits by
reducing the overall carbon footprint.
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Context
India’s overnight ban on high-value currency notes in 2016 was a shock.
Studies
According to a study published recently by the US National Bureau of Economic
Research, demonetization reduced jobs by up to 3%.
It also hurt economic activity by a similar magnitude in the first two months after it took
effect.
Research has also found that the exercise aimed at spiking black money, curbing
corruption and depriving terrorists of funds led to a 2% decline in bank lending in that
period.
The research paper examines the impact of demonetization across the country at the
district level to make national-effect estimates.
Research
The research method employed reveals that the note ban’s shock was felt unevenly
across the country.
Some regions were hit harder than others because they had a higher proportion of highvalue notes in circulation.
The study’s period of analysis has not captured the secondary effects of the ban which
are still being felt.
Late 2016 disrupted a recovery of India’s economy and sent it into a prolonged slump
from which it is yet to emerge.
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Context
Sheikh Hasina made a four-day official visit to India.
Joint statement
The joint statement contained mutual appreciation for steps taken in various fields and
outlines of what is intended in the use of ports and connectivity, water sharing, power,
gas, education, culture, defence.
For Bangladesh, the reference to the plight of the “forcibly displaced” persons of Rakhine
in Myanmar is a positive development.
The joint statement lacked the vision of the one issued after Hasina’s visit in 2010. The
effort then was to raise the relationship after a dark period of suspicion and hostility.
From the meet
Bangladesh PM articulated points critical for the future welfare of South Asia.
To move beyond the majority-minority mindset… Pluralism has been the strength. To
celebrate South Asia’s diversities in religion, ethnicity and language.
To manage geopolitical realities through friendship and collaboration. To balance regional
political realities for the interest of people.
Bangladesh – internal picture:
After two terms in power, there would be a degree of public apathy towards the Awami
League government.
There’s also a steady increase in the GDP, improvement in all parameters of economic
activity as also law and order.
The committed pushback against jihadi activities supported from foreign shores.
Trouble in India-Bangladesh relations
The National Register of Citizens has been a worry for Bangladesh. Given the
impoverished and uneducated status of those affected, it is questionable how the levels of
appeal can be accessed.
The NRC, to be extended to all of India may eventually fall-out on Bangladesh and IndoBangladesh relations.
What Bangladesh delivered
The Ganga Waters Agreement had removed an intractable problem permanently vitiating
the relationship.
The Land and Maritime Boundary Agreements were of mutual benefit.
Bangladesh has comprehensively addressed Indian concerns with regard to support

to militant elements in the North-east.
India
It continues to be unable to deliver on Teesta.
The Ganga Barrage project in Bangladesh carries economic advantages as well as
political overtones but has not been addressed with suitable despatch by India to enable
Bangladesh to obtain external funding.
Delay in implementation of the BBIN is inexplicable.
Way ahead
India should not be perceived as committed to the Awami League.
India’s perceived quasi-support to the BNP prior to the 2001 elections and its
consequences should not be forgotten.
India’s internal aberrations should not derail the one substantive relationship we have
developed in the neighbourhood.
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News
NITI Aayog’s strategy for water resources is a constitutional of failed policies of the past.
NITI Aayog released its strategy for New India @75 which defined clear objectives for
2022-23 with an overview of 41 distinct areas.
Effective strategic planning must satisfy three essential requirements. One acknowledges
and analyse past failures. Two suggesr realistic and implementable goals and three
stipulate who will do what and within what time frame. The ‘strategy’ for water fails on all
three counts.
No new vision:
The document reiterates two failed ideas adopting an integrated river basin management
approach and setting up of river basin management approach and setting up of river basin
organisation for major basins.
The integrated management concept has been around for 70 yeras but not even on
moderate size basin has been managed thus anywhere in the world.
The water resources regulatory authority is another failed idea. Maharashtra established a
water resources regulatory authority in 2005.But far from an improvement in managing
resources water managing resources water management in Maharashtra is worse.
Goals include providing adequate and safe piped water supply to all citizens and livestock
,providing irrigation to all farm providing water to industries and clean flow in the Ganga
and other rivers along with their tributaries.
Who is accountable?
A strategy document must specify who will be responsible and accountable for achieving the
specific goals and in what time-frame.
NITI Aayog does not say who will do this encouraging and how? Should the state water
Ministries do this by restricting or even withholding recalcitrant industry’s access to fresh
water?
However the free electricity provided by solar units further encourage unrestricted pumping of
groundwater and will further aggravate the problem of a steady decline of groundwater levels.
Way Forward:
India’s water problems can be solved with existing knowledge technology and available funds.

It is unfortunate that NITI Aayog has failed to admit this and has prescribed only a continuation
of past failed policies.
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News
Starting October 15, some stricter measures to fight air pollution will come into force in Delhi’s
neighbourhood, as part of the Graded Response Action Plan (GRAP). As pollution rises, and it
is expected to as winter approaches, more measures will come into play depending on the air
quality.
Graded Response Action Plan (GRAP):
In 2014, when a study by the WHO found that Delhi was the most polluted city in the
world, panic spread in the Centre and the state government.
Approved by the Supreme Court in 2016, the plan was formulated after several meetings
that the Environment Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority (EPCA) held with state
government and experts.
The result was a plan that institutionalized measures to be taken when air quality
deteriorates.
GRAP works only as an emergency measure.
Three major policy decisions that can be credited to EPCA and GRAP are the closure of
the thermal power plant at Badarpur, bringing BS-VI fuel to Delhi before the deadline set
initially, and the ban on Pet coke as a fuel in Delhi NCR.
How it works?
As such, the plan does not include action by various state governments to be taken

throughout the year to tackle industrial, vehicular and combustion emissions.
When the air quality shifts from poor to very poor, the measures listed under both sections
have to be followed since the plan is incremental in nature.
If air quality reaches the severe+ stage, GRAP talks about shutting down schools and
implementing the odd-even road-space rationing scheme.
Severe+ or Emergency
(PM 2.5 over 300 µg/cubic metre or PM10 over 500 µg/cu. m. for 48+ hours)
Stop entry of trucks into Delhi .
Stop construction work.
Introduce odd/even scheme for private vehicles and minimise exemptions.
Task Force to decide any additional steps including shutting of schools.
Very Poor
Stop use of diesel generator sets
Enhance parking fee by 3-4 times
Increase bus and Metro services.
Moderate to poor:
Heavy fines for garbage burning.
Close/enforce pollution control regulations in brick kilns and industries.
Mechanised sweeping on roads with heavy traffic and water sprinkling.
Has GRAP helped?
The biggest success of GRAP has been in fixing accountability and deadlines.
For each action to be taken under a particular air quality category, executing agencies are
clearly marked.
What measures have been taken in other states?
One criticism of the EPCA as well as GRAP has been the focus on Delhi.
While other states have managed to delay several measures, citing lack of resources,
Delhi has always been the first one to have stringent measures enforced.
In a recent meeting that discussed the ban on diesel generator sets, the point about Delhi
doing all the heavy lifting was also raised.
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News
Zero Budget Natural Farming has no scientific validation and its inclusion into agricultural policy
appears unwise. Most criticisms of modern agricultural practices are criticism of post-Liebig
developments in agricultural science.

What is Zero Budget Natural Farming?
Zero Budget Natural farming (ZBNF) is said to be “do nothing farming”.
It involves the application of nature’s principles in farming.
It practises no-till, no chemical use in farming.
Alongside, dispersal of clay seed balls to propagate plants is done.
The key aspects integral to it and which require locally available materials are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Seeds treated with cow dung and urine
Soil rejuvenated with cow dung, cow urine and other local materials to increase microbes
Cover crops, straw and other organic matter to retain soil moisture and build humus
Soil aeration for favourable soil conditions
These methods are combined with natural insect management methods when required.
The ZBNF is a technology of the future with a traditional idiom.

Importance of ZBNF highlighted in Economic Survey 2018-19:
The Economic Survey mentioned Zero Budget Natural Farming (ZBNF) along with Vedic
Farming, Homa Farming and Cow Farming and how these “climate friendly” agricultural
practices can enable “elimination of chemical pesticides” and restoration of soil organic
matter and fertility.
But an even bigger push for ZBNF and in the Union Budget speech of Finance Minister,
where she talked of the need to “go back to basics” and “replicate this innovative
model (that) can help in doubling our farmers’ income in time for our 75th year of
Independence”.
ZBNF success in Southern states:

In Andhra Pradesh: With its combination of delta regions, arid and hilly tribal
areas, districts in Andhra Pradesh are similar to those in other parts of the country and
could therefore serve as a model for replication.
The approach taken to monitor the improvements is vital to understanding the outcomes
of large-scale changes that are under way; this is critical to expanding the ZBNF to other
States. As ZBNF is applied in India’s various agro-ecological zones, making farmers the
innovators is essential.
Resilient food systems are the need of the day given the variability of the monsoons due
to global warming and declining groundwater in large parts of India.
The drought-prone Rayalaseema region (Andhra Pradesh) is reportedly seeing promising
changes already in farms with the ZBNF.
Conclusion:
The programme can have a positive effect on many of the sustainable development goals.
As ZBNF is applied in India’s various agro-ecological zones, making farmers the
innovators is essential.
Agricultural scientists in India have to rework their strategy so that farming is in
consonance with nature.
The dominant paradigm of chemical-based agriculture has failed and regenerative
agriculture is the emerging new science.
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News
Delhi will have to accept China’s role in Bangladesh while shaping its ties with Dhaka.
India’s abiding regional strategic objective ought to be one which ensures that Bangladesh
does not morph into Pakistan either by way of being compelled into choosing Beijing over Delhi
or nurturing radical Islamic ideologies domestically. It is to the credit of both Dhaka and Delhi
that despite some missteps the bi-lateral is currently described as the best ever and a template
for India’s ties with its other neighbours.
Wuhan Summit:

The coastal town of Mamallapuram (aka Mahabalipuram) has pipped the sacred city of
Varanasi to host the historic informal summit between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and
Chinese President Xi Jinping.
The historical Buddhism connection is being capitalised well with statutes of Buddha seen
at various vantage points in Mamallapuram, which is getting a major facelift with hundreds
of workers toiling round-the-clock to ensure that the town is ready for the historic meeting
between October 11 and 13.
Historical connect between Mamallapuram with China:
Historians said that the ancient port town of Mamallapuram was used effectively by the
Pallavas to trade with China.
More importantly, Buddhist monk Bodhidharma, who was an icon in China, was the third
prince of a Pallava king who travelled to China from Kancheepuram via Mamallapuram in
527AD.
He went on to become the 28th patriarch of Buddhism succeeding Prajnatara.
Mamallapuram and the Pallava dynasty are also historically relevant, for the earliest
recorded security pact between China and India (in the early 8th century) involved a
Pallava king (Rajasimhan, or Narasimha Varma II), from whom the Chinese sought help to
counter Tibet, which had by then emerged as a strong power posing a threat to China.
Significance of these informal summits:
Informal meet at Wuhan resulted in invoking of Wuhan Spirit, which sought to reset ties
between India and China.
Wuhan Spirit is in line with the five principles of peaceful coexistence (Panchsheel) jointly
advocated by China and India in the 1950s. Under Wuhan Spirt:
Both countries agreed that they form the “backbone” of economic globalisation, and they
should jointly make positive contributions to global peace and development.
The two nations have agreed to cooperate, for the first time ever, on a joint project in
Afghanistan.
Changing relations: Treading with caution:
India also has other reasons to be more optimistic than a year ago because India’s
relations with the U.S. have attained a new high.
The Quad (the U.S., India, Japan and Australia) has gained a new lease of life.
China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) has also come under increasing attack, due to debt
trap diplomacy (China taking the lease of Sri Lanka’s Hambantota port for 99 years).
India’s relations with Russia have acquired a fresh dimension, incorporating economics
alongside a longstanding military relationship.
India’s line of credit to develop Russia’s Far East has fundamentally changed the nature
of India-Russia relations.
Due to Trade war, relations between China and the U.S. have sharply deteriorated.
Also, a new triangular relationship of Russia, India and Japan, appears to be altering

equations in the East Asian region.
Conclusions:
India will have to accept this as part of the evolving regional strategic calculus enabled by
china’s economic trade fiscal clout and shape its own ties with Dhaka in such amannner that a
truly win-win option can emerge.
The maritime domain and the Bay of Bengal in particular with Dhaka as the coxswain ought to
be envisioned at Mamallapuram.
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News
To avoid communication blackouts that led to 20 fishermen going missing in the aftermath of
Cyclone Okchi in 2017, a slew of government departments, research agencies and private
companies have developed GEMINI.
GEMINI:
GEMINI is a portable receiver linked to ISRO-satellites, that is “fail-proof” and warn
fishermen of danger.
The Indian National Centre for Ocean Information Services (INCOIS), a Hyderabad
institute collaborated with Accord, a private company, to develop a box-shaped receiver.
It has an antenna and in-built battery that can last three to four days, according to a
brochure describing the device.
GEMINI works on GAGAN developed by ISRO and the Airports Authority of
India and is an India-made global positioning system and relies on the positioning system
by ISRO’s GSAT satellites.
Why need GEMINI?
The satellite-based communication is the only suitable solution for the dissemination of
such emergency information.
And affordable satellite based communication system should be made part of the
dissemination chain to deal with cyclones, high waves and tsunamis.
Limitations
The device allows only one-way communication it can’t be used by fishermen to make
calls, for instance.
At ?9,000 a device, it’s also relatively expensive for the average fisherman, say officials,
but attempts are on to subsidise it by as much as 90%.
The device could be more easily accessible to India’s 900,000 fishermen if the chips
powering mobile phones were able to receive signals from the GAGAN system.
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News
This year’s Nobel Prize in Chemistry recognizes the rechargeable lithium-ion batteries that
power most of the portable devices that we use, such as mobile phones and more recently the evehicles. The prize has been given jointly to Stanley Whittingham, John B Goodenough and
Akira Yoshino.
Li-Ion battery:
Lithium-ion battery is the most dominant battery system finding applications for variety of
societal needs including handy consumer electronics goods such as mobile phones,
laptops, cameras and many other portable consumer gadgets apart from industrial
applications and aerospace.
Most of the current domestic demand is met by batteries imported from China, South
Korea and Taiwan.
The Li ion cell production initiative is part of Central Government’s plan to achieve 100%
EVs in the country by 2030.
Working:
Batteries convert chemical energy into electricity.
A battery comprises two electrodes, a positive cathode and a negative anode, which is
separated by a liquid chemical, called electrolyte, which is capable of carrying charged
particles.
The two electrodes are connected through an electrical circuit.
When the circuit is on, electrons travel from the negative anode towards the positive
cathode, thus generating electric current, while positively charged ions move through the
electrolyte.
Advantages of Li-Ion Batteries:
Low maintenance: One major lithium ion battery advantage is that they do not require and
maintenance to ensure their performance. Ni-Cad cells required a periodic discharge to ensure
that they did not exhibit the memory effect. As this does not affect lithium ion cells, this process
or other similar maintenance procedures are not required.
High energy density: The high energy density is one of the chief advantages of lithium ion

battery technology. With electronic equipment such as mobile phones needing to operate longer
between charges while still consuming more power, there is always a need to batteries with a
much higher energy density. In addition to this, there are many power applications from power
tools to electric vehicles. The much higher power density offered by lithium ion batteries is a
distinct advantage. Electric vehicles also need a battery technology that has a high energy
density.
How it is different from conventional batteries?
Single-use batteries stop working once a balance is established between the electrical
charges.
In rechargeable batteries, an external power supply reverses the flow of electric charges,
so that the battery can be used again.
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Context
Mahabalipuram or Mamallapuram where PM Modi will meet China’s President Xi Jinping on
October 11 & 12 in an informal Wuhan-style summit, had ancient links with Buddhism and China
through the maritime outreach of the Pallava dynasty.
When the Pallavas ruled?
The name Mamallapuram derives from Mamallan, or “great warrior”, a title by which the Pallava
King Narasimhavarman I (630-668 AD) was known. It was during his reign that Hiuen Tsang,
the Chinese Buddhist monk-traveller, visited the Pallava capital at Kanchipuram.
Narasimhavarman II (c.700-728 AD), also known as Rajasimhan, built on the work of earlier
Pallava kings to consolidate maritime mercantile links with southeast Asia.
The Descent of the Ganga/Arjuna’s Penance, a rock carving commissioned by
Narasimhavarman I, with its depiction of the Bhagirathi flowing from the Himalayas, may serve

as a reminder of the geography of India-China relations, and their shared resources.
Overseas mission:
He sent a mission to the Tang court in 720 with a request that would seem unusual in the
context of India-China relations today.
The emissaries of the Pallava king sought the permission of Emperor Xuangzong to fight
back Arab and Tibetan intrusions in South Asia.
Pleased with the Indian king’s offer to form a coalition against the Arabs and Tibetans, the
Chinese emperor bestowed the title of ‘huaide jun’ (the Army that Cherishes Virtue) to
Narayansimha II’s troops.
Continuing connections:
In later centuries, the Coromandel coast retained its importance for trade between China and
the west. In the 17th and 18th centuries, it was a staging post for the Dutch, French and British
for control of the seas between South Asia and Southeast Asia, as the Europeans fought to
protect their trade routes with China and other countries in the region.
The ancient port city of Pondicherry, 80 km south of Mahabalipuram, was a French colony
famous for its Chinese exports known as “Coromandel goods”, including crepe de chine. Today
the Union Territory, with its French legacy, Tamil residents, Bengali and international devotees
of Sri Aurobindo, is among the most diverse and cosmopolitan of cities in South India.
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News

India requires multiple interventions to prevent mental health disorders among adolescents.
With over 18% of India’s population aged 10-17 the future f the country will be driven by this segment.
The government has introduced many initiatives for their health, nutrition, education, and
employment.
Suicide among adolescents:
Happy childhood becoming a challenge for many. Recent data suggest that mental health
disorders are on the rise among 13-17 years olds with one out of five children’s in schools
suffering from depression.
According to the National Mental Health Survey of 2016 the prevention of mental
disorders was 7.3% among 13-17 years old.
Half of all mental health disorders in adulthood starts by 14 years of age with many cases
being undetected. Those who suffer from depression and anxiety in adulthood may often
being experiencing this from childhood and it may peak during adolescents and their early
20s.
Depression and suicidal thoughts are two of the most frightening things a person can face
in their lifetime. Unfortunately, acting on those suicidal thoughts is a far too common
scenario for many across the world, including students.
These cases force us to recognise that youth suicides are ubiquitous, and the educational
ecosystem must take the blame for this.
Harsh Facts that need Immediate Attention:
According to the National Crime Records Bureau, between 2014 and 2016, 26,476
students committed suicide in India. Of them, 7,462 committed suicide due to failure in
various examinations.
The rising number of these cases provokes a serious discussion on the way in
which outcomes of education are perceived in India.
The instrumental value of education in India is its potential in generating socio-economic
and cultural capital through a promise of decent job opportunities in the future. But the
education system has not been successful in generating enough job options.
For instance, the International Labour Organisation’s World Employment and Social
Outlook Trends Report of 2018 says that in 2019, the job status of nearly 77% of Indian
workers would be vulnerable and that 18.9 million people would be unemployed.
With their job future being so bleak, students are put under constant pressure to perform.
They have failed to learn to enjoy the process of education. Instead, the constant
pressure and stress has generated social antipathy and detachment among them.
Resiliency Factors:
The presence of resiliency factors can lessen the potential of risk factors to lead to suicidal
ideation and behaviours. Once a child or adolescent is considered at risk, schools, families, and

friends should work to build these factors in and around the youth. These include:
Family support and cohesion, including good communication.
Peer support and close social networks.
School and community connectedness.
Cultural or religious beliefs that discourage suicide and promote healthy living.
Adaptive coping and problem-solving skills, including conflict-resolution.
General life satisfaction, good self-esteem, sense of purpose.
Easy access to effective medical and mental health resources.
Conclusion:
Suicide is the second leading cause of death among school age youth. However, suicide is
preventable. Youth who are contemplating suicide frequently give warning signs of their
distress. Parents, teachers, and friends are in a key position to pick up on these signs and get
help. Most important is to never take these warning signs lightly or promise to keep them secret.
Parents are crucial members of a suicide risk assessment as they often have information critical
to making an appropriate assessment of risk, including mental health history, family dynamics,
recent traumatic events, and previous suicidal behaviours.
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News
The world must heed the IMF warning that everyone loses in a trade war. The IMF has some
words of advice for global leaders on how to resuscitate the faltering global economy.
Going down together:
IMF new Managing Director Kristalina Georgevia singled out India along with Brazil as
witnessing a pronounced growth slowdown as global growth experiences a synchronized
downswing.
The IMF expect growth to slowdown in nearly 90% of the world this year in contrast to two
years ago when nearly 75% of the world witnessed accelerated growth.
In fact global growth is expected to hit its lowest rate since the beginning of the current
decade.
In July the IMF cut its FY 2020 growth forecast for the Indian Economy by 30 basis points
to 7%.
It would not be a surprise if given the further deterioration in growth since then, the IMF
cuts its India forecast once again.
She made the right noises about how everyone loses in a trade war and how
synchronised global policy action can help everyone.
What the IMF chief did not get into during her speech however was the failure of even the
prolonged period of extremely loose monetary policy to sustain global growth.
Even worse this time around as the global economy slows interest rates are near or below
zero in much of the developed world and corporations and governments are burdened
with unsustainable amounts of debt.
Conclusion:
From an Indian point of view what is worth nothing is the IMF chief’s emphasis on the need for
structural reforms to boost growth particularly in the emerging market economies. The
government at the centre which came to power on the promise of delivering big-bang structural
economic reforms will do well to heed such advice.
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News
The Motor Vehicles Amendment Bill , 2019 passed by the Lok Sabha on 23 July and Rajya
Sabha on 31 July has 63 clauses with the aim of reducing road traffic fatalities and injuries in
India.
‘MOTOR VEHICLES (AMENDMENT) BILL 2019’:
Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Bill 2019
The Bill has amended the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 to provide for road safety.
Salient features of the Act are:
Road safety: The bill has increased penalties for traffic violations and offences like juvenile
driving, drunken driving, driving without licence, dangerous driving, over-speeding, overloading
etc. Penalty to be increased by 10% every year.
Vehicle Fitness: The Bill has mandated automated fitness testing to reduce corruption for
vehicles and introduced penalty for deliberate violation of safety/ environmental regulations.
Recall of vehicles: Defective vehicles will be compulsorily recalled. The manufacturer will
either will reimburse for full cost or replace the defective vehicle.
Road Safety Board: A National Road Safety Board will be created to advise the central and
state governments on all aspects of road safety and traffic management.
Protection of Good Samaritan: The bill defines ‘Good Samaritan’ is defined as a person who
renders emergency medical or non-medical assistance to road accident victims. Guidelines
have been incorporated to prevent their.
Cashless Treatment during Golden Hour : The time period of up to one hour following a
traumatic injury, during which the likelihood of preventing death through prompt medical care is
the highest.
Compulsory insurance: Motor Vehicle Accident Fund to be constituted to provide compulsory
insurance cover to all road users in India.

All these are intended to reduce traffic crashes by at least 50% by 2030.
Out of the many amendments proposed in the Act the increased penalties have been
implemented in many states from September 1, 2019.
At the same time many states have decided to “dilute” the suggested increase in penalties.
Penalties as deterrents:
New penalties have been introduced for faulty registration details the concessionaire or
the contractor who is responsible for a faulty road design or has not followed standards
and for guardians of juvenile offenders to be penalised.
While there have to be penalties for offenders there does not seem to be nay correlation
between stricter and higher penalties and a reduction in road traffic crashes in countries
where road traffic deaths have reduced over the years.
Challenges:
Unfortunately, the states who are topping the list of accidents are avoiding the
implementation.
“Chalta Hai” attitude prevails.
With a Fund already existing to provide compensation for hit and run accidents, the
purpose of the new Accident Fund is unclear.
History of corruption may ripe up to the highest.
State governments will issue licenses to taxi aggregators as per central government
guidelines. Currently, state governments determine guidelines for plying of taxis. There
could be cases where state taxi guidelines are at variance with the central guidelines on
aggregators.
While the penalties for contravening provisions of the proposed scheme on interim relief to
accident victims are specified in the Bill, the offences that would warrant such penalties
have not been specified. It may be argued that imposing penalties without knowing the
nature of the offences is unreasonable.
Way Forward:
Therefore, if there is to be a reduction in India in the growing health burden due to traffic
crashes it requires establishing a system or institutional structure which enables the generation
of new knowledge new road standards thereby ensuring safe highways and urban roads. Thus,
we have a long way to go in ensuring sage road behaviour.
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Context
The new round of US sanctions against China have turned the light on surveillance
technologies including facial recognition that gained much traction in recent years.
US sanctions on Chinese tech companies:
US announced measures against around two-dozen entities.
Some of them are leading companies in China’s artificial intelligence industry.
They manufacture surveillance cameras as well as work on facial recognition.
The rest are public security agencies in China.
These entities will no longer be able to access US technology products without a license.
New centers of tensions:
There is an additional dimension to the trade war human rights and the treatment of
China’s Muslim minorities.
So far the US administration has been criticised for downplaying human rights
considerations in America’s external relations. But, now, bringing human rights into the
arguments on technology could mark a decisive moment in the unfolding conflict.
The misuse of technology by China – outside China
A growing facial recognition industry has also created the basis for China’s export of
surveillance systems around the world.
According to a recent report of Washington-based Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, Chinese companies have exported surveillance technologies based on AI to 63
countries. 36 of these countries are participants in China’s Belt and Road Initiative.
China’s exports come with soft loans and the promise of better law and order. When Sri
Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena visited Beijing, weeks after the Easter bombings,
China reportedly offered to share surveillance technologies to strengthen Colombo’s war
on terror.
Two sides of technology:

It can be deployed to prevent terrorism or curb political protest.
Many technology companies already use facial recognition for commercial use. Some
brands of smart phones and laptops now use facial recognition technology for logging you
in.
Way ahead
The challenge in democracies is about defining appropriate norms for their use and finding a
balance between multiple imperatives.
China’s expansive use of surveillance technologies and the US challenge to it mark the
beginning a wider global debate on the use of facial recognition as a political, security and
commercial tool.
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News
A report by Oxfam a confederation of independent charitable organisations focussing on the
alleviation of global poverty has flagged violation of labour rights on the tea estates of Assam.
Key Findings
Extremely Low Wages:
Workers are paid in a ‘blend’ of cash and in-kind benefits and services. Cash payments
are supplemented by the provision of food rations and free housing, healthcare and
primary education, as required by the Plantations Labour Act (PLA), 1951.
Plantation owners describe wages in terms of the total value of both cash and in-kind

benefits, claiming that this meets minimum wage levels.
India’s Minimum Wage Act of 1948 stipulates that in-kind benefits may not form part of
the minimum wage calculation.
However, the Act is not compulsory and Assam (like West Bengal) has agreed an
exception for tea companies.
Injustice for Women:
Women do the labour-intensive, low-paid task of plucking tea, while men get the better
paid, more respected factory jobs.
They are excluded from decision making and from pay and working conditions
negotiations, partly due to being under-represented in trade unions.
Main Reason: Inequality of Power
Supermarkets and tea brands in India retain more than half (58.2%) of the final consumer
price of black processed tea sold in the country, with just 7.2% remaining for workers.
The relentless squeeze by supermarkets and brands on the share of the end consumer
price for tea makes poverty and hardship for workers in Assam more likely.
Suggestions:
Enabling Living Wages: Closing the gap between current wages and living wages for tea
workers could be supported in one of two ways:
Either by supermarkets increasing the end consumer price of tea, alongside making a
commitment to pass this increase to workers rather than increasing their own margins.
Or alternatively, by maintaining current prices but redistributing some of the retailer and tea
brand share of the end consumer price to workers.
For ending hardships:
Tea brands and supermarkets should work with trade unions, civil society, producers and
the relevant government bodies to address the systemic challenges facing the industry
and end the human suffering of the millions of workers who depend on tea for their
livelihood.
There is a need to ensure that women workers have a voice in decision making and can
work in decent conditions without discrimination.
Plantations Labour Act (PLA), 1951.
The PLA of 1951 provides for the welfare of plantation labour and regulates the working
conditions on plantations.
The Government of India is planning to subsume the PLA in the Labour Code on
Occupational Safety, Health and Working Conditions Bill, 2019.

This new Bill inter alia aims to provide fair wages to plantation workers by limiting the inkind component of their pay and instead providing welfare facilities through the welfare
schemes of the government.
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News
The world must heed the IMF warning that everyone loses in a trade war. The IMF has some
words of advice for global leaders on how to resuscitate the faltering global economy.
Going down together:
IMF new Managing Director Kristalina Georgevia singled out India along with Brazil as
witnessing a pronounced growth slowdown as global growth experiences a synchronized
downswing.
The IMF expect growth to slowdown in nearly 90% of the world this year in contrast to two
years ago when nearly 75% of the world witnessed accelerated growth.
In fact global growth is expected to hit its lowest rate since the beginning of the current
decade.
In July the IMF cut its FY 2020 growth forecast for the Indian Economy by 30 basis points
to 7%.
It would not be a surprise if given the further deterioration in growth since then, the IMF
cuts its India forecast once again.
She made the right noises about how everyone loses in a trade war and how
synchronised global policy action can help everyone.
What the IMF chief did not get into during her speech however was the failure of even the
prolonged period of extremely loose monetary policy to sustain global growth.
Even worse this time around as the global economy slows interest rates are near or below
zero in much of the developed world and corporations and governments are burdened
with unsustainable amounts of debt.
Conclusion:
From an Indian point of view what is worth nothing is the IMF chief’s emphasis on the need for
structural reforms to boost growth particularly in the emerging market economies. The
government at the centre which came to power on the promise of delivering big-bang structural
economic reforms will do well to heed such advice.
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News
The Motor Vehicles Amendment Bill , 2019 passed by the Lok Sabha on 23 July and Rajya
Sabha on 31 July has 63 clauses with the aim of reducing road traffic fatalities and injuries in
India.
‘MOTOR VEHICLES (AMENDMENT) BILL 2019’:
Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Bill 2019
The Bill has amended the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 to provide for road safety.
Salient features of the Act are:
Road safety: The bill has increased penalties for traffic violations and offences like juvenile
driving, drunken driving, driving without licence, dangerous driving, over-speeding, overloading
etc. Penalty to be increased by 10% every year.
Vehicle Fitness: The Bill has mandated automated fitness testing to reduce corruption for
vehicles and introduced penalty for deliberate violation of safety/ environmental regulations.
Recall of vehicles: Defective vehicles will be compulsorily recalled. The manufacturer will
either will reimburse for full cost or replace the defective vehicle.
Road Safety Board: A National Road Safety Board will be created to advise the central and
state governments on all aspects of road safety and traffic management.
Protection of Good Samaritan: The bill defines ‘Good Samaritan’ is defined as a person who
renders emergency medical or non-medical assistance to road accident victims. Guidelines
have been incorporated to prevent their.
Cashless Treatment during Golden Hour : The time period of up to one hour following a
traumatic injury, during which the likelihood of preventing death through prompt medical care is
the highest.
Compulsory insurance: Motor Vehicle Accident Fund to be constituted to provide compulsory
insurance cover to all road users in India.

All these are intended to reduce traffic crashes by at least 50% by 2030.
Out of the many amendments proposed in the Act the increased penalties have been
implemented in many states from September 1, 2019.
At the same time many states have decided to “dilute” the suggested increase in penalties.
Penalties as deterrents:
New penalties have been introduced for faulty registration details the concessionaire or
the contractor who is responsible for a faulty road design or has not followed standards
and for guardians of juvenile offenders to be penalised.
While there have to be penalties for offenders there does not seem to be nay correlation
between stricter and higher penalties and a reduction in road traffic crashes in countries
where road traffic deaths have reduced over the years.
Challenges:
Unfortunately, the states who are topping the list of accidents are avoiding the
implementation.
“Chalta Hai” attitude prevails.
With a Fund already existing to provide compensation for hit and run accidents, the
purpose of the new Accident Fund is unclear.
History of corruption may ripe up to the highest.
State governments will issue licenses to taxi aggregators as per central government
guidelines. Currently, state governments determine guidelines for plying of taxis. There
could be cases where state taxi guidelines are at variance with the central guidelines on
aggregators.
While the penalties for contravening provisions of the proposed scheme on interim relief to
accident victims are specified in the Bill, the offences that would warrant such penalties
have not been specified. It may be argued that imposing penalties without knowing the
nature of the offences is unreasonable.
Way Forward:
Therefore, if there is to be a reduction in India in the growing health burden due to traffic
crashes it requires establishing a system or institutional structure which enables the generation
of new knowledge new road standards thereby ensuring safe highways and urban roads. Thus,
we have a long way to go in ensuring sage road behaviour.
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Context
The new round of US sanctions against China have turned the light on surveillance
technologies including facial recognition that gained much traction in recent years.
US sanctions on Chinese tech companies:
US announced measures against around two-dozen entities.
Some of them are leading companies in China’s artificial intelligence industry.
They manufacture surveillance cameras as well as work on facial recognition.
The rest are public security agencies in China.
These entities will no longer be able to access US technology products without a license.
New centers of tensions:
There is an additional dimension to the trade war human rights and the treatment of
China’s Muslim minorities.
So far the US administration has been criticised for downplaying human rights
considerations in America’s external relations. But, now, bringing human rights into the
arguments on technology could mark a decisive moment in the unfolding conflict.
The misuse of technology by China – outside China
A growing facial recognition industry has also created the basis for China’s export of
surveillance systems around the world.
According to a recent report of Washington-based Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, Chinese companies have exported surveillance technologies based on AI to 63
countries. 36 of these countries are participants in China’s Belt and Road Initiative.
China’s exports come with soft loans and the promise of better law and order. When Sri
Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena visited Beijing, weeks after the Easter bombings,
China reportedly offered to share surveillance technologies to strengthen Colombo’s war
on terror.
Two sides of technology:

It can be deployed to prevent terrorism or curb political protest.
Many technology companies already use facial recognition for commercial use. Some
brands of smart phones and laptops now use facial recognition technology for logging you
in.
Way ahead
The challenge in democracies is about defining appropriate norms for their use and finding a
balance between multiple imperatives.
China’s expansive use of surveillance technologies and the US challenge to it mark the
beginning a wider global debate on the use of facial recognition as a political, security and
commercial tool.
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News
A report by Oxfam a confederation of independent charitable organisations focussing on the
alleviation of global poverty has flagged violation of labour rights on the tea estates of Assam.
Key Findings
Extremely Low Wages:
Workers are paid in a ‘blend’ of cash and in-kind benefits and services. Cash payments
are supplemented by the provision of food rations and free housing, healthcare and
primary education, as required by the Plantations Labour Act (PLA), 1951.
Plantation owners describe wages in terms of the total value of both cash and in-kind

benefits, claiming that this meets minimum wage levels.
India’s Minimum Wage Act of 1948 stipulates that in-kind benefits may not form part of
the minimum wage calculation.
However, the Act is not compulsory and Assam (like West Bengal) has agreed an
exception for tea companies.
Injustice for Women:
Women do the labour-intensive, low-paid task of plucking tea, while men get the better
paid, more respected factory jobs.
They are excluded from decision making and from pay and working conditions
negotiations, partly due to being under-represented in trade unions.
Main Reason: Inequality of Power
Supermarkets and tea brands in India retain more than half (58.2%) of the final consumer
price of black processed tea sold in the country, with just 7.2% remaining for workers.
The relentless squeeze by supermarkets and brands on the share of the end consumer
price for tea makes poverty and hardship for workers in Assam more likely.
Suggestions:
Enabling Living Wages: Closing the gap between current wages and living wages for tea
workers could be supported in one of two ways:
Either by supermarkets increasing the end consumer price of tea, alongside making a
commitment to pass this increase to workers rather than increasing their own margins.
Or alternatively, by maintaining current prices but redistributing some of the retailer and tea
brand share of the end consumer price to workers.
For ending hardships:
Tea brands and supermarkets should work with trade unions, civil society, producers and
the relevant government bodies to address the systemic challenges facing the industry
and end the human suffering of the millions of workers who depend on tea for their
livelihood.
There is a need to ensure that women workers have a voice in decision making and can
work in decent conditions without discrimination.
Plantations Labour Act (PLA), 1951.
The PLA of 1951 provides for the welfare of plantation labour and regulates the working
conditions on plantations.
The Government of India is planning to subsume the PLA in the Labour Code on
Occupational Safety, Health and Working Conditions Bill, 2019.

This new Bill inter alia aims to provide fair wages to plantation workers by limiting the inkind component of their pay and instead providing welfare facilities through the welfare
schemes of the government.
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News
While speaking at the UN Secretary General’s Climate Action Summit PM Modi had announced
the launch of the Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure (CDRI).
Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure:
Each time a natural disaster occurs anywhere in the world, countries try to provide
immediate relief, but there is no focus on building disaster-resilient Infrastructure.
CDRI could fill this gap of funds and technology and help developing countries to build
disaster-resilient Infrastructure.
For instance, India is a world leader in preventing human deaths due to disasters. The
United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR) has praised India’s
zero casualty approach and playing a pioneering role model for global community for
drawing up a national and local strategy to reduce disaster losses and risks.
CDRI is an attempt to bring countries together to share and learn from the experiences of
one another to protect their key infrastructure highways, railways, power stations,
communication lines, water channels, even housing against disasters.
Need to protect infrastructure:
Many countries, including India, have over the years developed robust disaster
management practices that have helped in sharply reducing human casualties in a
disaster.
However, the economic costs of a disaster remain huge, mainly due to the damage
caused to big infrastructure.
According to a recent estimate by the World Bank, Cyclone Fani, which hit Odisha in May
this year, caused damage to the tune of $4 billion.
Moving away with basic infrastructure:
Much of the developing world is still building its basic infrastructure.
Many developed countries are also in the process of replacing old infrastructure that has
completed their lifetimes.
Future infrastructure needs to take into account the heightened risks arising out of the
increased frequency and intensity of extreme weather events and other adverse impacts
of climate change.
Even existing infrastructure would need to be retrofitted to make them more resilient.

International Forum:
Disaster preparedness and infrastructure creation are largely national endeavors.
However, modern infrastructure is also a web of networked systems, not always confined
to national boundaries.
There are increasing numbers of trans-national and trans-continental highways and
railways; transmission lines carry electricity across countries; assets on a river are shared.
Damage to any one node can have cascading impacts on the entire network, resulting in
loss of livelihoods and disruption in economic activity in places far away from the site of a
disaster.
CDRI and Belt Road Initiative:
CDRI has sometimes been seen as India’s response to the Belt Road Initiative, China’s
ongoing multi-billion-dollar programme to recreate the ancient Silk Route trading links.
China is building massive new land and maritime infrastructure in several countries.
India and some other nations view this as an attempt by China to use its economic and
military heft to usurp strategic assets in other countries.
Unlike BRI, CDRI is not an attempt by India to create or fund infrastructure projects in
other countries.
Having said that, international initiatives like these are not without any strategic or
diplomatic objective.
CDRI and Solar Alliance:
A more relevant comparison of CDRI can, however be made with the International Solar
Alliance (ISA) that India launched at the climate meeting in Paris in 2015.
ISA, which has evolved into a treaty-based organisation with more than 50 countries
already signed up, aims at a collective effort to promote the deployment of solar energy
across the world.
Its objective is to mobilise more than $1 trillion into solar power by 2030, and to deploy
over 1,000 GW of solar generation capacity in member countries by that time.
India hosts ISA, with its headquarters in Gurgaon. The CDRI secretariat too would be
based in New Delhi.
ISA is about climate change mitigation deployment of more solar energy would bring
down the reliance on fossil fuels, thereby reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
With these two initiatives, India is seeking to obtain a leadership role, globally, in matters
related to climate change.
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News
Elastocaloric effect
When rubbers bands are twisted and untwisted, it produces a cooling effect.
This is called the “elastocaloric” effect, and researchers have suggested that it can be
used in a very relevant context today.
Researchers have found that the elastocaloric effect, if harnessed, may be able to do
away with the need of fluid refrigerants used in fridges and air-conditioners.
These fluids are susceptible to leakages, and can contribute to global warming.
How it works?
In the elastocaloric effect, the transfer of heat works much the same way as when fluid
refrigerants are compressed and expanded.
When a rubber band is stretched, it absorbs heat from its environment, and when it is
released, it gradually cools down.
In order to figure out how the twisting mechanism might be able to enable a fridge, the
researchers compared the cooling power of rubber fibres, nylon and polyethylene fishing
lines and nickel-titanium wires.
Efficiency:
The level of efficiency of the heat exchange in rubber bands “is comparable to that of
standard refrigerants and twice as high as stretching the same materials without twisting”.
To demonstrate this setup, the researchers developed a fridge the size of a ballpoint pen
cartridge that was able to bring down the temperature of a small volume of water by 8°C
in a few seconds.
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News
In at least three of the major financial sector scams in the last couple of months in India,
featuring Punjab National Bank, IL&FS, Punjab and Maharashtra Cooperative Bank, apart from
poor governance and fraudulent practices, a common thread has been a supervisory failure.
Supervision
The country’s leading financial sector regulator, RBI, has been responding only after the
event.
As in IL&FS, in the PMC case too, there appears to be culpability on the part of the
management and the board of the bank.
Bank’s loan exposure to a single firm, HDIL, alone constituted 73% of its assets and
several dummy accounts were created to camouflage this.
The issue of dual control by the RBI and state governments has been cited as a hurdle by
the regulator for its inability to effectively supervise cooperative banks.
Limitations in superseding the board of directors or removing directors of these banks,
unlike in commercial banks.
Cooperative banks & Credit delivery:
The role of co-operative banks in ensuring credit delivery to the unorganised sector and
last-mile access, to small businesses, is huge, as the large banks continue to focus on
bigger cities and towns.
A recent RBI report shows that fund flows to the commercial sector have declined by 88%
in the first six months of this current fiscal. That would have hurt small businessmen,
traders, and the farm sector.
Regulation – RBI
The central bank has already started building an internal cadre for the supervision of
banks and other entities aimed at enhancing its oversight capabilities.
This should be complemented by legislative changes which could lead to greater
regulatory control and powers for the RBI.
An insolvency regime for financial firms is the need of the hour.
India needs not just a few large banks and lenders with a national or regional presence

but also other players such as cooperative banks, small finance, and payment banks.
There is a need for greater accountability on the part of India’s financial regulators.
Carving out a separate authority for supervision may only lead to regulators working in
silos.
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News
India is in the middle of a sharp growth slowdown. The debate surrounding the slowdown is
whether it is a cyclical downturn or a structural correction. Diagnosing the problem is key for
devising policy responses.
Slowdown
Cyclical slowdowns can be dealt with using temporary fiscal and monetary stimulus.
Structural problems require long-run policy responses.
The slowdown is structural – Oil imports
Most of the growth between 2014 and 2017 was sparked by a sharp increase in
government spending.
Given India’s oil imports, the decline in the world price of oil by almost $50 a barrel
between 2014 and 2016 represented a windfall revenue gain of 3% of GDP.
Since the fiscal deficit barely moved, the government effectively used the windfall to
finance various government schemes.
Now that oil prices have reverted towards their previous levels, a stable fiscal deficit
demanded a reduction in government expenditures.
Structural slowdown – investment demand
Throughout the period 2016-2018, there was a criticism of the Monetary Policy
Committee’s refusal to cut rates.
It was argued that high real interest rates, along with the restrictions by RBI on banks’

lending to deal with the NPA problem, were jointly responsible for low investment demand.
Sovereign bonds:
The idea needs to be pursued for multiple reasons.
Sovereign bonds would force government debt to be priced in a more competitive setting.
Currently, it is priced in a sheltered domestic bond market.
Issuing sovereign bonds will force greater clarity and transparency of macroeconomic data
since international creditors will demand that.
Things like failure to achieve policy targets or reticence in releasing data will attract rapid
punishment by markets. This will provide greater discipline for policymaking.
Way ahead:
The government should revisit the appointments process to key technical and regulatory
bodies.
Functions like monetary policy, banking supervision, data collection and dissemination, the audit
of government financial accounts need to be independent of government direction.
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News
While speaking at the UN Secretary General’s Climate Action Summit PM Modi had announced
the launch of the Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure (CDRI).
Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure:
Each time a natural disaster occurs anywhere in the world, countries try to provide
immediate relief, but there is no focus on building disaster-resilient Infrastructure.
CDRI could fill this gap of funds and technology and help developing countries to build
disaster-resilient Infrastructure.
For instance, India is a world leader in preventing human deaths due to disasters. The
United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR) has praised India’s
zero casualty approach and playing a pioneering role model for global community for
drawing up a national and local strategy to reduce disaster losses and risks.
CDRI is an attempt to bring countries together to share and learn from the experiences of
one another to protect their key infrastructure highways, railways, power stations,
communication lines, water channels, even housing against disasters.
Need to protect infrastructure:
Many countries, including India, have over the years developed robust disaster
management practices that have helped in sharply reducing human casualties in a
disaster.
However, the economic costs of a disaster remain huge, mainly due to the damage
caused to big infrastructure.
According to a recent estimate by the World Bank, Cyclone Fani, which hit Odisha in May
this year, caused damage to the tune of $4 billion.
Moving away with basic infrastructure:
Much of the developing world is still building its basic infrastructure.
Many developed countries are also in the process of replacing old infrastructure that has
completed their lifetimes.
Future infrastructure needs to take into account the heightened risks arising out of the
increased frequency and intensity of extreme weather events and other adverse impacts
of climate change.
Even existing infrastructure would need to be retrofitted to make them more resilient.

International Forum:
Disaster preparedness and infrastructure creation are largely national endeavors.
However, modern infrastructure is also a web of networked systems, not always confined
to national boundaries.
There are increasing numbers of trans-national and trans-continental highways and
railways; transmission lines carry electricity across countries; assets on a river are shared.
Damage to any one node can have cascading impacts on the entire network, resulting in
loss of livelihoods and disruption in economic activity in places far away from the site of a
disaster.
CDRI and Belt Road Initiative:
CDRI has sometimes been seen as India’s response to the Belt Road Initiative, China’s
ongoing multi-billion-dollar programme to recreate the ancient Silk Route trading links.
China is building massive new land and maritime infrastructure in several countries.
India and some other nations view this as an attempt by China to use its economic and
military heft to usurp strategic assets in other countries.
Unlike BRI, CDRI is not an attempt by India to create or fund infrastructure projects in
other countries.
Having said that, international initiatives like these are not without any strategic or
diplomatic objective.
CDRI and Solar Alliance:
A more relevant comparison of CDRI can, however be made with the International Solar
Alliance (ISA) that India launched at the climate meeting in Paris in 2015.
ISA, which has evolved into a treaty-based organisation with more than 50 countries
already signed up, aims at a collective effort to promote the deployment of solar energy
across the world.
Its objective is to mobilise more than $1 trillion into solar power by 2030, and to deploy
over 1,000 GW of solar generation capacity in member countries by that time.
India hosts ISA, with its headquarters in Gurgaon. The CDRI secretariat too would be
based in New Delhi.
ISA is about climate change mitigation deployment of more solar energy would bring
down the reliance on fossil fuels, thereby reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
With these two initiatives, India is seeking to obtain a leadership role, globally, in matters
related to climate change.
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News
Elastocaloric effect
When rubbers bands are twisted and untwisted, it produces a cooling effect.
This is called the “elastocaloric” effect, and researchers have suggested that it can be
used in a very relevant context today.
Researchers have found that the elastocaloric effect, if harnessed, may be able to do
away with the need of fluid refrigerants used in fridges and air-conditioners.
These fluids are susceptible to leakages, and can contribute to global warming.
How it works?
In the elastocaloric effect, the transfer of heat works much the same way as when fluid
refrigerants are compressed and expanded.
When a rubber band is stretched, it absorbs heat from its environment, and when it is
released, it gradually cools down.
In order to figure out how the twisting mechanism might be able to enable a fridge, the
researchers compared the cooling power of rubber fibres, nylon and polyethylene fishing
lines and nickel-titanium wires.
Efficiency:
The level of efficiency of the heat exchange in rubber bands “is comparable to that of
standard refrigerants and twice as high as stretching the same materials without twisting”.
To demonstrate this setup, the researchers developed a fridge the size of a ballpoint pen
cartridge that was able to bring down the temperature of a small volume of water by 8°C
in a few seconds.
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News
In at least three of the major financial sector scams in the last couple of months in India,
featuring Punjab National Bank, IL&FS, Punjab and Maharashtra Cooperative Bank, apart from
poor governance and fraudulent practices, a common thread has been a supervisory failure.
Supervision
The country’s leading financial sector regulator, RBI, has been responding only after the
event.
As in IL&FS, in the PMC case too, there appears to be culpability on the part of the
management and the board of the bank.
Bank’s loan exposure to a single firm, HDIL, alone constituted 73% of its assets and
several dummy accounts were created to camouflage this.
The issue of dual control by the RBI and state governments has been cited as a hurdle by
the regulator for its inability to effectively supervise cooperative banks.
Limitations in superseding the board of directors or removing directors of these banks,
unlike in commercial banks.
Cooperative banks & Credit delivery:
The role of co-operative banks in ensuring credit delivery to the unorganised sector and
last-mile access, to small businesses, is huge, as the large banks continue to focus on
bigger cities and towns.
A recent RBI report shows that fund flows to the commercial sector have declined by 88%
in the first six months of this current fiscal. That would have hurt small businessmen,
traders, and the farm sector.
Regulation – RBI
The central bank has already started building an internal cadre for the supervision of
banks and other entities aimed at enhancing its oversight capabilities.
This should be complemented by legislative changes which could lead to greater
regulatory control and powers for the RBI.
An insolvency regime for financial firms is the need of the hour.
India needs not just a few large banks and lenders with a national or regional presence

but also other players such as cooperative banks, small finance, and payment banks.
There is a need for greater accountability on the part of India’s financial regulators.
Carving out a separate authority for supervision may only lead to regulators working in
silos.
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News
India is in the middle of a sharp growth slowdown. The debate surrounding the slowdown is
whether it is a cyclical downturn or a structural correction. Diagnosing the problem is key for
devising policy responses.
Slowdown
Cyclical slowdowns can be dealt with using temporary fiscal and monetary stimulus.
Structural problems require long-run policy responses.
The slowdown is structural – Oil imports
Most of the growth between 2014 and 2017 was sparked by a sharp increase in
government spending.
Given India’s oil imports, the decline in the world price of oil by almost $50 a barrel
between 2014 and 2016 represented a windfall revenue gain of 3% of GDP.
Since the fiscal deficit barely moved, the government effectively used the windfall to
finance various government schemes.
Now that oil prices have reverted towards their previous levels, a stable fiscal deficit
demanded a reduction in government expenditures.
Structural slowdown – investment demand
Throughout the period 2016-2018, there was a criticism of the Monetary Policy
Committee’s refusal to cut rates.
It was argued that high real interest rates, along with the restrictions by RBI on banks’

lending to deal with the NPA problem, were jointly responsible for low investment demand.
Sovereign bonds:
The idea needs to be pursued for multiple reasons.
Sovereign bonds would force government debt to be priced in a more competitive setting.
Currently, it is priced in a sheltered domestic bond market.
Issuing sovereign bonds will force greater clarity and transparency of macroeconomic data
since international creditors will demand that.
Things like failure to achieve policy targets or reticence in releasing data will attract rapid
punishment by markets. This will provide greater discipline for policymaking.
Way ahead:
The government should revisit the appointments process to key technical and regulatory
bodies.
Functions like monetary policy, banking supervision, data collection and dissemination, the audit
of government financial accounts need to be independent of government direction.
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News
The Norwegian Nobel Committee’ awarded this year’s Peace Prize to Abiy Ahmed, the Prime
Minister of Ethiopia.
Reasons for the prize:
It is a recognition of his efforts for peace in East Africa.
Mr. Abiy, became Prime Minister in April 2018 after his predecessor Hailemariam
Desalegn resigned amid a political crisis and social unrest.
He has taken steps to politically stabilise the country and establish peace on its borders.
Conflict with Eritrea:
Eritrea gained independence from Ethiopia in 1991 and has fought a disastrous border
war during 1998-2000 with its big neighbour.
It split thousands of families and killed about 80,000 people.
In Eritrea, the dictatorship used the prolonged border conflict as a convenient excuse for
conscription and repression of its critics leading to a mass refugee outflow.
Mr. Abiy took steps to resume the stalled peace process. He led Ethiopia’s first state visit
to Eritrea and met its President, Isaias Afwerki.
Reforms at home:
He also initiated reforms at home, such as lifting the ban on opposition political parties,
releasing political prisoners and jailed journalists and removing media curbs.
Half of his Cabinet members are women and his government has welcomed the dissidents
who were living in exile to return.
Challenges ahead:
His biggest challenge is to calm ethnic tensions in his conflict-ridden country.
Ethiopia is a multi-ethnic federation ruled by the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary
Democratic Front with a tight grip.
Mr. Abiy has loosened this grip and called for a pan-Ethiopian identity and a freer
economy and polity.
His reform agenda was challenged by ethno-nationalists both within and outside his party.
His government remained a spectator when ethnic violence was unleashed in several
parts of the country over the past year, and sub-nationalisms emerged stronger.

Conclusion
Being a Nobel peace prize winner, he should come up with a national action plan to end
violence, ease ethnic tensions and resettle the thousands displaced by the violence.
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News
The Comprehensive National Nutrition Survey studied 1.2 lakh children between 2016 and 2018
and measured food consumption, anthropometric data, micronutrient levels, anaemia, iron
deficiency and markers of non-communicable diseases.
Core Indicators:
Diet diversity meal frequency an minimum acceptable diet are the three core indicators of
nutrition deficiency among infants and young children.
Higher schooling in another, children received better diets. Only 11.45 of the children of mothers
with no schooling received adequately diverse meals, while 31.8% whose mothers finished
class 12th received diverse meals.
Children in the age group of 10-19 showed a higher prevalence of pre-diabetes if their mother
had finished schooling .
The prevalence of high cholesterol levels was at 6.2% in these children (age group of 10-19) as
opposed to 4.8% among those whose mothers never attended school.
The proportion of children aged two to four consuming dairy products, eggs and other fruits and
vegetables increased with the mothers while 80.5% of the children of mothers who completed
their schooling .

Flip Side:
Higher level of education among mothers meant that their children received meals less
frequently because chances of the women being employed and travelling long distances to
work went up-50.4% of children in the age of 6-23 months born to illiterate mothers versus
36.2% among those who had finished schooling.
Conclusion:
Such children were also at a higher risk of cholesterol as relative prosperity could lead to higher
consumption of sugary drinks and foods high in cholesterol. The prevalence of high cholesterol
levels was 6.2% in these children as opposed to 4.8% among those whose mothers attended
school.
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News
The pristine beaches of the Great Nicobar island , India’s southern most territory are under
threat from plastic.
Threat of plastic in beaches:
About 10 countries including India contributed to the plastic litter in the Great Nicobar
island. They were Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Singapore, Philippines, Vietnam, India,
Myanmar, China and Japan.
Major portion of the litter (40.5%) was of Malaysian origin. It was followed by Indonesia
(23.9%) and Thailand (16.3%).The litter of Indian origin only amounted to 2.2%
The overwhelming contribution from Indonesia and Thailand was likely due to its proximity
to the island; the plastic is likely to have made its way to the island because of water

currents via the Malacca Strait, which is a major shipping route.
The huge quantities of marine debris observed on this island might be due to improper
handling of the solid waste from fishing/mariculture activity and ship traffic.
Plastic pollution has emerged as one of the severest threats to ocean ecosystems and its
concentration has reached 5,80,000 pieces per square kilometre.
Plastic represents 83% of the marine litter found. The remaining 17% is mainly textiles,
paper, metal and wood.
Strain of Tourism:
However the researchers also point out that litter of the Indian origin on beaches and
mangroves of the Andaman Islands is continuously increasing.
This is probably due to lack of proper guidelines and inadequate staff to monitor these islands.
Biggest threat:
Plastic pollution has emerged as one of the severest threats to ocean ecosystems and its
concentration has reached 5,80,000 pieces\km. Plastic represents 83% of the marine litter
found.
The remaining 17% is mainly textiles, paper, metal and wool.
About Great Nicobar Island:
The Great Nicobar Island of Andaman has an area of about 1044 sq. km.
According to the 2011 census, has a population of about 8,069.
The island is home to one of the most primitive tribes of India — the Shompens.
The island includes the Great Nicobar Biosphere Reserve (GNBR) comprising of the
Galathea National Park and the Campbell Bay National Park.
The island harbours a wide spectrum of ecosystems from tropical wet evergreen forests,
mountain ranges and coastal plains.
The island is also home to giant robber crabs, crab-eating macaques, the rare megapode
as well as leatherback turtles.
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Indian government desperate to raise more tax revenues. It missed its tax targets last fiscal
year, (poor goods and services tax (GST) collections). Its declared budgetary target for the
current year requires tax receipts to increase by around 25%, when the first quarter increase
was only 6%.
MNCs Tax Evasion:
MNCs manage to avoid taxation in most countries, by shifting their declared costs and
revenues through transfer pricing across subsidiaries, practices described as “base
erosion and profit shifting” (BEPS).
Digital companies, some of the largest of which make billions of dollars in profits across
the globe, but pay barely any taxes anywhere.
The International Monetary Fund has estimated that countries lose $500 billion a year
because of this.
Base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS):
Base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS) refers to corporate tax planning strategies used by
multinationals to “shift” profits from higher–tax jurisdictions to lower–tax jurisdictions, thus
“eroding” the “tax–base” of the higher–tax jurisdictions
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) define BEPS
strategies as also “exploiting gaps and mismatches in tax rules
Initiatives to curb BEPS by the OECD and the Trump administration have failed.
The OECD G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting Project (or BEPS Project):
It is an OECD/G20 project to set up an international framework to combat tax avoidance
by multinational enterprises (“MNEs”) using base erosion and profit shifting tools
The aim of the project is to mitigate tax code loopholes and country-to-country
inconsistencies so that corporations cannot shift profits from a country with a high
corporate tax rate to countries with a low tax rate.
Implementation phase, 116 countries are involved, including a majority of developing
countries.
The BEPS project looks to develop multilateral dialogue and could be achieved thanks to
a successful international cooperation, unavoidable when it comes to such a domestic and
sovereign topic.
Conclusion:
A government that is currently ineffective in battling both economic slowdown and declining tax
revenues cannot afford to neglect this crucial opportunity.
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News
There is a anxiety all over about the economic slowdown in the country. While the government
is still in denial mode data flowing uninterrupted that sector is starting at a seriously challenging
situation.
Data:
Private consumption has contracted and is at an 18-quarter low of 3.1%
Rural consumption is in a deep southward dive and is double the rate of the urban
slowdown
Credit off-take by micro and small industries remains stagnant;
Net exports have shown little or no growth;
GDP growth is at a six-year low with the first quarter of FY20 registering just 5%;
Unemployment is at a 45-year-high.
Recession:
The technical term for the same is growth recession.
A recession is defined in economics as three consecutive quarters of contraction in GDP.
But since India is a large developing economy, contraction is a rarity.
The last instance of negative growth for India was in 1979.
Consumption:
The growth of the Indian economy had been predominated by consumption inclusive of
both Private Final Consumption Expenditure (PFCE) as well as the Government Final
Consumption Expenditure (GFCE).
The recent sharp fall in PFCE in the June quarter to 3.1 per cent compared to 7.2 per cent
in the March quarter has significantly contributed to the recent slowdown.
Measures taken and their impacts :

Recently announced Bank mergers further disturb a major chunk of the banking system in
the coming year.
Recently announced package for the automobile sector or making banks pass on interest
rate cuts to businesses have little impact
The announcement of a transfer of Rs 1.76 lakh crore from the RBI to the government will
allow the government to maintain the fiscal deficit target at 3.3%. But, this will not provide
the needed stimulus.( fiscal deficit today is 9%)
Government revised GST for the automobile sector, opened up FDI in contract
manufacturing sector and even announced the recapitalization of the banking sector.
Way forward:
Focus on optimum utilization of funds granted by RBI and direct them to boost investment in the
economy both infrastructural and research investment.
Structural shifts over the long run can be achieved through tapping into the health and
education sectors that long for quality improvements.

Source: THE HINDU
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GS-IV: Prize for peace

News
The Norwegian Nobel Committee’ awarded this year’s Peace Prize to Abiy Ahmed, the Prime
Minister of Ethiopia.
Reasons for the prize:
It is a recognition of his efforts for peace in East Africa.
Mr. Abiy, became Prime Minister in April 2018 after his predecessor Hailemariam
Desalegn resigned amid a political crisis and social unrest.
He has taken steps to politically stabilise the country and establish peace on its borders.
Conflict with Eritrea:
Eritrea gained independence from Ethiopia in 1991 and has fought a disastrous border
war during 1998-2000 with its big neighbour.
It split thousands of families and killed about 80,000 people.
In Eritrea, the dictatorship used the prolonged border conflict as a convenient excuse for
conscription and repression of its critics leading to a mass refugee outflow.
Mr. Abiy took steps to resume the stalled peace process. He led Ethiopia’s first state visit
to Eritrea and met its President, Isaias Afwerki.
Reforms at home:
He also initiated reforms at home, such as lifting the ban on opposition political parties,
releasing political prisoners and jailed journalists and removing media curbs.
Half of his Cabinet members are women and his government has welcomed the dissidents
who were living in exile to return.
Challenges ahead:
His biggest challenge is to calm ethnic tensions in his conflict-ridden country.
Ethiopia is a multi-ethnic federation ruled by the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary
Democratic Front with a tight grip.
Mr. Abiy has loosened this grip and called for a pan-Ethiopian identity and a freer
economy and polity.
His reform agenda was challenged by ethno-nationalists both within and outside his party.
His government remained a spectator when ethnic violence was unleashed in several
parts of the country over the past year, and sub-nationalisms emerged stronger.

Conclusion
Being a Nobel peace prize winner, he should come up with a national action plan to end
violence, ease ethnic tensions and resettle the thousands displaced by the violence.
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GS-II: Education of mothers directly linked to better nutrition for children.

News
The Comprehensive National Nutrition Survey studied 1.2 lakh children between 2016 and 2018
and measured food consumption, anthropometric data, micronutrient levels, anaemia, iron
deficiency and markers of non-communicable diseases.
Core Indicators:
Diet diversity meal frequency an minimum acceptable diet are the three core indicators of
nutrition deficiency among infants and young children.
Higher schooling in another, children received better diets. Only 11.45 of the children of mothers
with no schooling received adequately diverse meals, while 31.8% whose mothers finished
class 12th received diverse meals.
Children in the age group of 10-19 showed a higher prevalence of pre-diabetes if their mother
had finished schooling .
The prevalence of high cholesterol levels was at 6.2% in these children (age group of 10-19) as
opposed to 4.8% among those whose mothers never attended school.
The proportion of children aged two to four consuming dairy products, eggs and other fruits and
vegetables increased with the mothers while 80.5% of the children of mothers who completed
their schooling .

Flip Side:
Higher level of education among mothers meant that their children received meals less
frequently because chances of the women being employed and travelling long distances to
work went up-50.4% of children in the age of 6-23 months born to illiterate mothers versus
36.2% among those who had finished schooling.
Conclusion:
Such children were also at a higher risk of cholesterol as relative prosperity could lead to higher
consumption of sugary drinks and foods high in cholesterol. The prevalence of high cholesterol
levels was 6.2% in these children as opposed to 4.8% among those whose mothers attended
school.
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GS-III: ‘Foreign’ plastic invades Great Nicobar Island.

News
The pristine beaches of the Great Nicobar island , India’s southern most territory are under
threat from plastic.
Threat of plastic in beaches:
About 10 countries including India contributed to the plastic litter in the Great Nicobar
island. They were Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Singapore, Philippines, Vietnam, India,
Myanmar, China and Japan.
Major portion of the litter (40.5%) was of Malaysian origin. It was followed by Indonesia
(23.9%) and Thailand (16.3%).The litter of Indian origin only amounted to 2.2%
The overwhelming contribution from Indonesia and Thailand was likely due to its proximity
to the island; the plastic is likely to have made its way to the island because of water

currents via the Malacca Strait, which is a major shipping route.
The huge quantities of marine debris observed on this island might be due to improper
handling of the solid waste from fishing/mariculture activity and ship traffic.
Plastic pollution has emerged as one of the severest threats to ocean ecosystems and its
concentration has reached 5,80,000 pieces per square kilometre.
Plastic represents 83% of the marine litter found. The remaining 17% is mainly textiles,
paper, metal and wood.
Strain of Tourism:
However the researchers also point out that litter of the Indian origin on beaches and
mangroves of the Andaman Islands is continuously increasing.
This is probably due to lack of proper guidelines and inadequate staff to monitor these islands.
Biggest threat:
Plastic pollution has emerged as one of the severest threats to ocean ecosystems and its
concentration has reached 5,80,000 pieces\km. Plastic represents 83% of the marine litter
found.
The remaining 17% is mainly textiles, paper, metal and wool.
About Great Nicobar Island:
The Great Nicobar Island of Andaman has an area of about 1044 sq. km.
According to the 2011 census, has a population of about 8,069.
The island is home to one of the most primitive tribes of India — the Shompens.
The island includes the Great Nicobar Biosphere Reserve (GNBR) comprising of the
Galathea National Park and the Campbell Bay National Park.
The island harbours a wide spectrum of ecosystems from tropical wet evergreen forests,
mountain ranges and coastal plains.
The island is also home to giant robber crabs, crab-eating macaques, the rare megapode
as well as leatherback turtles.
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GS-IIII: A tax policy that could work.

Indian government desperate to raise more tax revenues. It missed its tax targets last fiscal
year, (poor goods and services tax (GST) collections). Its declared budgetary target for the
current year requires tax receipts to increase by around 25%, when the first quarter increase
was only 6%.
MNCs Tax Evasion:
MNCs manage to avoid taxation in most countries, by shifting their declared costs and
revenues through transfer pricing across subsidiaries, practices described as “base
erosion and profit shifting” (BEPS).
Digital companies, some of the largest of which make billions of dollars in profits across
the globe, but pay barely any taxes anywhere.
The International Monetary Fund has estimated that countries lose $500 billion a year
because of this.
Base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS):
Base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS) refers to corporate tax planning strategies used by
multinationals to “shift” profits from higher–tax jurisdictions to lower–tax jurisdictions, thus
“eroding” the “tax–base” of the higher–tax jurisdictions
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) define BEPS
strategies as also “exploiting gaps and mismatches in tax rules
Initiatives to curb BEPS by the OECD and the Trump administration have failed.
The OECD G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting Project (or BEPS Project):
It is an OECD/G20 project to set up an international framework to combat tax avoidance
by multinational enterprises (“MNEs”) using base erosion and profit shifting tools
The aim of the project is to mitigate tax code loopholes and country-to-country
inconsistencies so that corporations cannot shift profits from a country with a high
corporate tax rate to countries with a low tax rate.
Implementation phase, 116 countries are involved, including a majority of developing
countries.
The BEPS project looks to develop multilateral dialogue and could be achieved thanks to
a successful international cooperation, unavoidable when it comes to such a domestic and
sovereign topic.
Conclusion:
A government that is currently ineffective in battling both economic slowdown and declining tax
revenues cannot afford to neglect this crucial opportunity.
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GS-III: A lodestar to steer the economy.

News
There is a anxiety all over about the economic slowdown in the country. While the government
is still in denial mode data flowing uninterrupted that sector is starting at a seriously challenging
situation.
Data:
Private consumption has contracted and is at an 18-quarter low of 3.1%
Rural consumption is in a deep southward dive and is double the rate of the urban
slowdown
Credit off-take by micro and small industries remains stagnant;
Net exports have shown little or no growth;
GDP growth is at a six-year low with the first quarter of FY20 registering just 5%;
Unemployment is at a 45-year-high.
Recession:
The technical term for the same is growth recession.
A recession is defined in economics as three consecutive quarters of contraction in GDP.
But since India is a large developing economy, contraction is a rarity.
The last instance of negative growth for India was in 1979.
Consumption:
The growth of the Indian economy had been predominated by consumption inclusive of
both Private Final Consumption Expenditure (PFCE) as well as the Government Final
Consumption Expenditure (GFCE).
The recent sharp fall in PFCE in the June quarter to 3.1 per cent compared to 7.2 per cent
in the March quarter has significantly contributed to the recent slowdown.
Measures taken and their impacts :

Recently announced Bank mergers further disturb a major chunk of the banking system in
the coming year.
Recently announced package for the automobile sector or making banks pass on interest
rate cuts to businesses have little impact
The announcement of a transfer of Rs 1.76 lakh crore from the RBI to the government will
allow the government to maintain the fiscal deficit target at 3.3%. But, this will not provide
the needed stimulus.( fiscal deficit today is 9%)
Government revised GST for the automobile sector, opened up FDI in contract
manufacturing sector and even announced the recapitalization of the banking sector.
Way forward:
Focus on optimum utilization of funds granted by RBI and direct them to boost investment in the
economy both infrastructural and research investment.
Structural shifts over the long run can be achieved through tapping into the health and
education sectors that long for quality improvements.
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Why was this award given ?
For the experimental approach to alleviate Global poverty

Who give the award ?
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences

Name of the award :
Sveriges Riksbank Prize in economic Sciences

Awardees :
a. Abhijit Banerjee
b. Esther Duflo
c. Michael Kremer

Impact of this approach :
a. To fight Global poverty
b. Effective interventions for improving educational outcomes and child health.

Approach :
" Evidence based approach"- based on the concept of clinical trials of pharmaceutical industry.

Technique used :
Breaking down the big picture questions into smaller and more manageable and measurable questions. These questions would
be answered by the most affected.
Eg. Rajasthan vaccination program was a huge success when the women were given free bags of pulses in return of bringing
their child to vaccination.

Institutions that choose winners: (Pt Shots)

1. Nobel prize in Physics and Chemistry : by The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
2. Nobel prize in Physiology or Medicine : by The Karolinska Institutet
3. Nobel prize in Literature : by The Swedish Academy
4. Nobel Peace prize : 5 member Committee elected by the Norwegian Parliament
5. Prize in Economic prizes : The Royal Swedish Acdemy of Sciences
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NCERT CURRICULUM FOR PRESCHOOL
GS-II | 15 October,2019
First preschool curriculum released by NCERT

GUIDELINES:
#Children between 3 to 6 years should be taught in their own mother tongue
#Learning through playing rather than Rote learning, examinations and test.
#Applicable in all schools anganwadis ,nursery schools, kindergarten, Play Schools.
#Draft national education policy : recommended that RTE to be extended to 3 years of preschool

before Class 1.

#On no account, should children be made to take any form of test or examination either oral or written.
#Focus on emotional and social stability.
#The guidelines have also defined parameters for infrastructure, qualifications and salary for preschool Staff, admission
process and records and registers to be maintained, monitoring and supervision mechanism and importance of coordination
and convergence with community and parents.

Objectives of NCERT:
The main objectives of the National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT) are to:
(i) undertake, aid, promote and coordinate research in areas related to school education;
(ii) prepare and publish model textbooks, supplementary material, newsletters, journals and other related literature;
(iii) organize pre-service and in-service training of teachers;
(iv) develop and disseminate innovative educational techniques and practices;
(v) collaborate and network with state educational departments, universities, NGOs and other educational institutions;
(vi) act as a clearing house for ideas and information in matters related to school education;
(vii) act as a nodal agency for achieving goals of universalisation of elementary education.

Source: THE HINDU
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Context:
Debate over Rafale deal and light combat aircraft Tejas.

Difference between Tejas and Rafale:
1. Light combat aircraft Tejas is lightweight multi combat aircraft.
Raffle is medium weight multirole combat aircraft.
2. Both are 4++ category fighter jets. ( Even Pakistan has procured 5th generation category fighter jets from China India still is
procuring only e 4++ category rafel fighter jet).
3. Tejas is made 100% in India where as Rafale is a foreign procurement and is also highly expensive.
4. Both fighter jets have similar power, speed and range.

Other advantages of light combat aircraft Tejas:
a. Air to air refuelling
b. Naval variant is under development
c. AESA Radar.
d. Good weapon carrying capability.

Disadvantages in Tejas Manufacturing :
a. Delay in manufacturing by HAL and lack of bulk production.
b. Problem through delay in production of Kaveri engine.

Advantages of Rafale:
a. It is a fully developed naval variant.
b. Easy or reliable maintenance
c. Easy weapon integration
d. AESA radar

Disadvantages of Rafale:
a. Not made in India
b. 4 + + fighter jet
c.highly expensive
d. Not much of difference with Tejas.
e. Problem of training of air and ground crew,building of infrastructure and operationalizing new types will decrease the effective
rate of force accretion.

Solutions:
1. Tejas can be manufactured in bulk and used where Rafael need not be inducted . Tejas can be used as second line of
Defence guarding the borders.
2. Faster adoption of Tejas MK 2 for Indian Navy.
3. Faster adoption of 5th generation Advanced medium combat aircraft (AMCA).
4. Tejas will be the only light fighter jet in the world which will have its own trainer variant ,carry carrier naval variant and

naval trainer variant.
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About Asia-Pacific Trade and Investment Report (APTIR):
The Asia-Pacific Trade and Investment Report (APTIR) is a recurrent
publication prepared by the Trade, Investment and Innovation Division of the
United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific.
It provides information on and independent analyses of trends and
developments in:
(a) intra- and inter-regional trade in goods and services;
(b) foreign direct investment;
(c) trade facilitation measures;
(d) trade policy measures; and
(e) preferential trade policies and agreements.
The report offers insights into the impacts of these recent and emerging
developments on countries’ abilities to meet the challenges of achieving
inclusive and sustainable development.
The Asia-Pacific Trade and Investment Report (APTIR) is a biennial
publication.

2019 Theme:
The theme of APTIR 2019 is Navigating Non-tariff Measures (NTMs) towards

Sustainable Development.

What is Non trade Measures ?
NTMs include technical measures such as sanitary (for protection of human and
animal health), and phytosanitary (for protection of plant health), or SPS, and
Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT), which are related to environmental and
sustainable standards that are set to block or slow down trade instead of regular
tariffs or duties.

About Non Tariff Measures (NTMs):
Non-tariff measures (NTMs) have increased in the past two decades and are
affecting trade as well sustainable development goals (SDGs) in Asian
countries.
NTMs affect 58 per cent of the trade in Asia-Pacific.
NTMs can have a direct impact on the performance of trading partners. They
can also impact issues such as health, safety, environment, climate, public
security and peace, which in turn, influence SDGs.
Around half the Asia-Pacific’s economies have at least one
NTM addressing water and energy efficiency and only 10 per cent have
measures addressing illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing and
illegal timber trade.
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Why was this award given ?
For the experimental approach to alleviate Global poverty

Who give the award ?
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences

Name of the award :
Sveriges Riksbank Prize in economic Sciences

Awardees :
a. Abhijit Banerjee
b. Esther Duflo
c. Michael Kremer

Impact of this approach :
a. To fight Global poverty
b. Effective interventions for improving educational outcomes and child health.

Approach :
" Evidence based approach"- based on the concept of clinical trials of pharmaceutical industry.

Technique used :
Breaking down the big picture questions into smaller and more manageable and measurable questions. These questions would
be answered by the most affected.
Eg. Rajasthan vaccination program was a huge success when the women were given free bags of pulses in return of bringing
their child to vaccination.

Institutions that choose winners: (Pt Shots)

1. Nobel prize in Physics and Chemistry : by The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
2. Nobel prize in Physiology or Medicine : by The Karolinska Institutet
3. Nobel prize in Literature : by The Swedish Academy
4. Nobel Peace prize : 5 member Committee elected by the Norwegian Parliament
5. Prize in Economic prizes : The Royal Swedish Acdemy of Sciences
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First preschool curriculum released by NCERT

GUIDELINES:
#Children between 3 to 6 years should be taught in their own mother tongue
#Learning through playing rather than Rote learning, examinations and test.
#Applicable in all schools anganwadis ,nursery schools, kindergarten, Play Schools.
#Draft national education policy : recommended that RTE to be extended to 3 years of preschool

before Class 1.

#On no account, should children be made to take any form of test or examination either oral or written.
#Focus on emotional and social stability.
#The guidelines have also defined parameters for infrastructure, qualifications and salary for preschool Staff, admission
process and records and registers to be maintained, monitoring and supervision mechanism and importance of coordination
and convergence with community and parents.

Objectives of NCERT:
The main objectives of the National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT) are to:
(i) undertake, aid, promote and coordinate research in areas related to school education;
(ii) prepare and publish model textbooks, supplementary material, newsletters, journals and other related literature;
(iii) organize pre-service and in-service training of teachers;
(iv) develop and disseminate innovative educational techniques and practices;
(v) collaborate and network with state educational departments, universities, NGOs and other educational institutions;
(vi) act as a clearing house for ideas and information in matters related to school education;
(vii) act as a nodal agency for achieving goals of universalisation of elementary education.
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Context:
Debate over Rafale deal and light combat aircraft Tejas.

Difference between Tejas and Rafale:
1. Light combat aircraft Tejas is lightweight multi combat aircraft.
Raffle is medium weight multirole combat aircraft.
2. Both are 4++ category fighter jets. ( Even Pakistan has procured 5th generation category fighter jets from China India still is
procuring only e 4++ category rafel fighter jet).
3. Tejas is made 100% in India where as Rafale is a foreign procurement and is also highly expensive.
4. Both fighter jets have similar power, speed and range.

Other advantages of light combat aircraft Tejas:
a. Air to air refuelling
b. Naval variant is under development
c. AESA Radar.
d. Good weapon carrying capability.

Disadvantages in Tejas Manufacturing :
a. Delay in manufacturing by HAL and lack of bulk production.
b. Problem through delay in production of Kaveri engine.

Advantages of Rafale:
a. It is a fully developed naval variant.
b. Easy or reliable maintenance
c. Easy weapon integration
d. AESA radar

Disadvantages of Rafale:
a. Not made in India
b. 4 + + fighter jet
c.highly expensive
d. Not much of difference with Tejas.
e. Problem of training of air and ground crew,building of infrastructure and operationalizing new types will decrease the effective
rate of force accretion.

Solutions:
1. Tejas can be manufactured in bulk and used where Rafael need not be inducted . Tejas can be used as second line of
Defence guarding the borders.
2. Faster adoption of Tejas MK 2 for Indian Navy.
3. Faster adoption of 5th generation Advanced medium combat aircraft (AMCA).
4. Tejas will be the only light fighter jet in the world which will have its own trainer variant ,carry carrier naval variant and

naval trainer variant.
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About Asia-Pacific Trade and Investment Report (APTIR):
The Asia-Pacific Trade and Investment Report (APTIR) is a recurrent
publication prepared by the Trade, Investment and Innovation Division of the
United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific.
It provides information on and independent analyses of trends and
developments in:
(a) intra- and inter-regional trade in goods and services;
(b) foreign direct investment;
(c) trade facilitation measures;
(d) trade policy measures; and
(e) preferential trade policies and agreements.
The report offers insights into the impacts of these recent and emerging
developments on countries’ abilities to meet the challenges of achieving
inclusive and sustainable development.
The Asia-Pacific Trade and Investment Report (APTIR) is a biennial
publication.

2019 Theme:
The theme of APTIR 2019 is Navigating Non-tariff Measures (NTMs) towards

Sustainable Development.

What is Non trade Measures ?
NTMs include technical measures such as sanitary (for protection of human and
animal health), and phytosanitary (for protection of plant health), or SPS, and
Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT), which are related to environmental and
sustainable standards that are set to block or slow down trade instead of regular
tariffs or duties.

About Non Tariff Measures (NTMs):
Non-tariff measures (NTMs) have increased in the past two decades and are
affecting trade as well sustainable development goals (SDGs) in Asian
countries.
NTMs affect 58 per cent of the trade in Asia-Pacific.
NTMs can have a direct impact on the performance of trading partners. They
can also impact issues such as health, safety, environment, climate, public
security and peace, which in turn, influence SDGs.
Around half the Asia-Pacific’s economies have at least one
NTM addressing water and energy efficiency and only 10 per cent have
measures addressing illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing and
illegal timber trade.
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History :
Ottoman Empire under Khilafat ideology ruled the whole West Asia along with Syria till World War 1 with Istanbul as its capital.
After World War I, Kemal Ataturk's Revolution transitioned from Ottoman Empire to secular Turkish National identity

Present Ideology of Erdogan:
1. Similar views like Ottoman's Khilafat .Reiterating Turkish Islamic rules (against Kemal's secular ideology).
2. Wanted to establish buffer zone or safe zone upto 480 km wide and 35 km Deep till Rojava.
Puropose: a. To shift Syrian refugees
b. To secure Turkish territory.
3. Calls PKK( Kurdish Workers Party) as terrorist organisation and calls YPG (People's Protection Unit) as an affiliation of
PKK.
4. With the loss of his party in June mayoral election in Istanbul, he hopes for a successful military operation to gain popularity.

Advantages of Turkey:
1. It is the second largest armed forces in NATO
2. Flat and arid terrain also favours Turkey

Operations conducted by Turkey :
Operation Olive branch
Operation Peacespring

Impacts of Turkey's unilateral acions :
1. Spill over effects outside West Asia even in Europe.
2. Decline in America's dominance due to its pullover.
3. Attacking YPG may Unleash the IS terrorist imprisoned by them.
4. SDF started supporting Bashar Al Assad.
5. Increasing Syrian human rights violations and refugees.
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Context:

Economic slowdown of India ,weather due to cyclical Downturn or structural factors.

Projections:
IMF projects India's annual GDP at 6.1 %.
World Bank projects India's annual GDP of 6%
Moody's rating agency projects it as 5.8%
Most of the multilateral Agencies call it a structural failure.

Reasons for structural failure :
1.Weak financial sector due to high NPA and high share of NBFCs on banks total credit. NBFCs has borrowed 40% of bank's
credit.
It poses broad-based contagion risks.
2. Sharp slowdown in major economies such as the US and Eurozone has spill over effects in India. This scenario has lead
to Protectionist policies and trade wars.
Eg: "America first policy" ; "Made in China 2025" policy
3. Poor domestic demand.
4. Poor Industrial growth due to twin balance sheet problem.
5. Poor agricultural growth rate due to poor reforms in the institutional factors like land and credit.

Solutions :
1. Financial sector reforms to solve problem of both banking crisis and economic recession
2. Codification of labour laws and land laws
3. Infrastructure creation
4. Increase the rural demand

Economic cycle :
It is the alternating expansion and contraction of the business or economy.

How the Economic Cycle Works :
The four stages of the economic cycle are also referred to as the business cycle. These four stages are expansion, peak,
contraction, and trough.
During the expansion phase, the economy experiences relatively rapid growth, interest rates tend to be low, production
increases, and inflationary pressures build. The peak of a cycle is reached when growth hits its maximum rate. Peak growth
typically creates some imbalances in the economy that need to be corrected. This correction occurs through a period of
contraction when growth slows, employment falls, and prices stagnate. The trough of the cycle is reached when the economy
hits a low point and growth begins to recover.

Stages in economic cycle :

Expansion ,peek , recession ,depression, trough and recovery.
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INTRODUCTION:
Services Exports Promotion Council (SEPC), set-up by the Ministry of Commerce & Industry, has brought out the India
Intellectual Property (IP) Guide at Cannes in MIPCOM 2019 for the Media and Entertainment (M&E) industry.

GUIDELINES:
Catalogue of over 60 Indian IPs, popular in over 160 countries.
Tries to break the narrative of only low-end work being done in India and to promote innovation.
IP is the most important asset in the service sector like M&E Industry
Intellectual Property (IP), especially in the innovation economy of today, is vital to a large number of SEPC's
stakeholders.

Committe will be set up by SEPC to help small and medium entertainment companies to access critical aspects of IP
creation.
The aim is to assist companies and content creators to maximise the value of IP.

SEPC ( SERVICES EXPORT PROMOTION COUNCIL ):
SEPC is an Export Promotion Council set by Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Government of India.
It is an apex trade body which facilitates service exporters of India.
As an advisory body it actively contributes to the formulation of policies of Government of India and acts as
an interface between the Services Industry and the Government.
SEPC has been instrumental in promoting the efforts of Indian service exporting community, and in projecting India’s
image abroad as a reliable supplier of high quality services.
IT organizes a large number of promotional activities such as buyer-seller meets (BSM) – both in India and abroad,

TRIPS AGREEMENT:
The TRIPS Agreement came into effect on 1st January 1995, is considered till date most complete multilateral agreement on
intellectual property. The areas of intellectual property it covers are as following:
Trademarks
Industrial designs;
Copyright and related rights (i.e. producers of broadcasting organisation, the rights of performers);
Geographical indications which include appellations of origin;
The lay-out designs (topographies) of assimilated circuits;
The information which are not closed which includes test data and trade secrets;
Patents which include protection of new varieties of plants;
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Context:
The 2019 Global Hunger Index report has been released.
The GHI ranks countries on a 100-point scale, with 0 being the best score (no
hunger) and 100 being the worst. Values less than 10 reflect low hunger, values
from 20 to 34.9 indicate serious hunger; values from 35 to 49.9 are alarming; and
values of 50 or more are extremely alarming.

What is Global Hunger Index?

The Global Hunger Index (GHI) is jointly published by Concern worldwide and
Welthungerhilfe. The score if the index is calculated by the International Food
Policy Research Institute (IFPRI). It measures and tracks hunger at regional,
national and global levels.
The GHI scores are based on a formula that captures three dimensions of
hunger—insufficient caloric intake, child undernutrition, and child mortality—using
four component indicators:
1. UNDERNOURISHMENT: the share of the population that is under-nourished,

reflecting insufficient caloric intake
2. CHILD WASTING: the share of children under the age of five who are wasted

(low weight-for-height), reflecting acute undernutrition.
3. CHILD STUNTING: the share of children under the age of five who are

stunted (low height-for-age), reflecting chronic undernutrition.
4. CHILD MORTALITY: the mortality rate of children under the age of five.

Key findings:

India’s status:
India ranked 102 on the index among 117 qualifying countries with a score of
30.3. Even North Korea, Niger, Cameroon fared better than India.
Neighboring countries too bagged better spots — Sri Lanka (66), Nepal (73),
Pakistan (94) and Bangladesh (88).
India bagged the top spot in child wasting rate in the world with an increase
of 4.3 percentage points in nine years.
Around 90 per cent of children aged between 6 and 23 months in the country
don’t even get minimum required food.
When it comes to stunting in children under five, the country saw a dip, but
it’s still high — 37.9 per cent in 2019 from 42 per cent in 2010.
Despite the Swachh Bharat campaign, open defecation is still practiced in

India. It jeopardises the population’s health and severely impacts children’s
growth and their ability to absorb nutrients.

Global scenario:
1. The report is topped by Central African Republic.
2. It is becoming difficult to feed the world due to climate change.
3. While there has been progress in reducing hunger, but the gains are now

being threatened and severe hunger persists in many regions across the
world.
4. Multiple countries have higher hunger levels now than in 2010, and
approximately 45 countries are set to fail to achieve low levels of hunger by
2030.
5. Among the 117 countries, 43 have “serious” levels of hunger. The
Central African Republic is in the “extremely alarming” level in the hunger
index.
6. The Global Hunger Index recommends various steps the countries
could take to tackle this serious problem: Prioritizing resilience among the
most vulnerable groups, better response to disasters, addressing inequalities,
action to mitigate climate change are among measures suggested in the
report.

Concerns for India:
1. These findings point at a serious food crisis since wasting is “a strong

predictor of mortality among children under five and is usually the result of
acute significant food shortage and/or disease.
2. India’s hunger indicators have a huge impact on the total indicators of the
region owing to its large population.
3. The data shows that India’s poor scores were pulling down South Asia to a
point where it does worse than even sub-Saharan Africa.

What needs to be done?
In India, to combat the malnutrition levels both immediate and long term
interventions are needed.

1. Around 85 to 90% of wasting can be managed at the community level.
2. Now, the nutritional rehabilitation centres are coming up across the country. It

can help in taking care of the institutional needs of the children who are
already malnourished.
3. But to prevent it from happening, mothers need to be educated about
nutrition at anganwadis, access to clean drinking water and sanitation has to
be ensured, and livelihood security is needed.
4. However, for immediate intervention, nutritional formulation needs to be
made available at community level.
5. The government can utilise the existing network of public distribution
system, have the self-help groups prepare packaged, portioned nutritional
formulations to help the moderately malnourished before wasting happens.

Source: The Hindu
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A TURKISH MISADVENTURE
GS-II | 16 October,2019

History :
Ottoman Empire under Khilafat ideology ruled the whole West Asia along with Syria till World War 1 with Istanbul as its capital.
After World War I, Kemal Ataturk's Revolution transitioned from Ottoman Empire to secular Turkish National identity

Present Ideology of Erdogan:
1. Similar views like Ottoman's Khilafat .Reiterating Turkish Islamic rules (against Kemal's secular ideology).
2. Wanted to establish buffer zone or safe zone upto 480 km wide and 35 km Deep till Rojava.
Puropose: a. To shift Syrian refugees
b. To secure Turkish territory.
3. Calls PKK( Kurdish Workers Party) as terrorist organisation and calls YPG (People's Protection Unit) as an affiliation of
PKK.
4. With the loss of his party in June mayoral election in Istanbul, he hopes for a successful military operation to gain popularity.

Advantages of Turkey:
1. It is the second largest armed forces in NATO
2. Flat and arid terrain also favours Turkey

Operations conducted by Turkey :
Operation Olive branch
Operation Peacespring

Impacts of Turkey's unilateral acions :
1. Spill over effects outside West Asia even in Europe.
2. Decline in America's dominance due to its pullover.
3. Attacking YPG may Unleash the IS terrorist imprisoned by them.
4. SDF started supporting Bashar Al Assad.
5. Increasing Syrian human rights violations and refugees.

Source: THE HINDU

ANOTHER GRIM REMINDER
GS-III | 16 October,2019

Context:

Economic slowdown of India ,weather due to cyclical Downturn or structural factors.

Projections:
IMF projects India's annual GDP at 6.1 %.
World Bank projects India's annual GDP of 6%
Moody's rating agency projects it as 5.8%
Most of the multilateral Agencies call it a structural failure.

Reasons for structural failure :
1.Weak financial sector due to high NPA and high share of NBFCs on banks total credit. NBFCs has borrowed 40% of bank's
credit.
It poses broad-based contagion risks.
2. Sharp slowdown in major economies such as the US and Eurozone has spill over effects in India. This scenario has lead
to Protectionist policies and trade wars.
Eg: "America first policy" ; "Made in China 2025" policy
3. Poor domestic demand.
4. Poor Industrial growth due to twin balance sheet problem.
5. Poor agricultural growth rate due to poor reforms in the institutional factors like land and credit.

Solutions :
1. Financial sector reforms to solve problem of both banking crisis and economic recession
2. Codification of labour laws and land laws
3. Infrastructure creation
4. Increase the rural demand

Economic cycle :
It is the alternating expansion and contraction of the business or economy.

How the Economic Cycle Works :
The four stages of the economic cycle are also referred to as the business cycle. These four stages are expansion, peak,
contraction, and trough.
During the expansion phase, the economy experiences relatively rapid growth, interest rates tend to be low, production
increases, and inflationary pressures build. The peak of a cycle is reached when growth hits its maximum rate. Peak growth
typically creates some imbalances in the economy that need to be corrected. This correction occurs through a period of
contraction when growth slows, employment falls, and prices stagnate. The trough of the cycle is reached when the economy
hits a low point and growth begins to recover.

Stages in economic cycle :

Expansion ,peek , recession ,depression, trough and recovery.

Source: THE HINDU

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GUIDE FOR INDIA
GS-III | 16 October,2019

INTRODUCTION:
Services Exports Promotion Council (SEPC), set-up by the Ministry of Commerce & Industry, has brought out the India
Intellectual Property (IP) Guide at Cannes in MIPCOM 2019 for the Media and Entertainment (M&E) industry.

GUIDELINES:
Catalogue of over 60 Indian IPs, popular in over 160 countries.
Tries to break the narrative of only low-end work being done in India and to promote innovation.
IP is the most important asset in the service sector like M&E Industry
Intellectual Property (IP), especially in the innovation economy of today, is vital to a large number of SEPC's
stakeholders.

Committe will be set up by SEPC to help small and medium entertainment companies to access critical aspects of IP
creation.
The aim is to assist companies and content creators to maximise the value of IP.

SEPC ( SERVICES EXPORT PROMOTION COUNCIL ):
SEPC is an Export Promotion Council set by Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Government of India.
It is an apex trade body which facilitates service exporters of India.
As an advisory body it actively contributes to the formulation of policies of Government of India and acts as
an interface between the Services Industry and the Government.
SEPC has been instrumental in promoting the efforts of Indian service exporting community, and in projecting India’s
image abroad as a reliable supplier of high quality services.
IT organizes a large number of promotional activities such as buyer-seller meets (BSM) – both in India and abroad,

TRIPS AGREEMENT:
The TRIPS Agreement came into effect on 1st January 1995, is considered till date most complete multilateral agreement on
intellectual property. The areas of intellectual property it covers are as following:
Trademarks
Industrial designs;
Copyright and related rights (i.e. producers of broadcasting organisation, the rights of performers);
Geographical indications which include appellations of origin;
The lay-out designs (topographies) of assimilated circuits;
The information which are not closed which includes test data and trade secrets;
Patents which include protection of new varieties of plants;

Source: PIB

Global Hunger Index, 2019
GS-I | 16 October,2019

Context:
The 2019 Global Hunger Index report has been released.
The GHI ranks countries on a 100-point scale, with 0 being the best score (no
hunger) and 100 being the worst. Values less than 10 reflect low hunger, values
from 20 to 34.9 indicate serious hunger; values from 35 to 49.9 are alarming; and
values of 50 or more are extremely alarming.

What is Global Hunger Index?

The Global Hunger Index (GHI) is jointly published by Concern worldwide and
Welthungerhilfe. The score if the index is calculated by the International Food
Policy Research Institute (IFPRI). It measures and tracks hunger at regional,
national and global levels.
The GHI scores are based on a formula that captures three dimensions of
hunger—insufficient caloric intake, child undernutrition, and child mortality—using
four component indicators:
1. UNDERNOURISHMENT: the share of the population that is under-nourished,

reflecting insufficient caloric intake
2. CHILD WASTING: the share of children under the age of five who are wasted

(low weight-for-height), reflecting acute undernutrition.
3. CHILD STUNTING: the share of children under the age of five who are

stunted (low height-for-age), reflecting chronic undernutrition.
4. CHILD MORTALITY: the mortality rate of children under the age of five.

Key findings:

India’s status:
India ranked 102 on the index among 117 qualifying countries with a score of
30.3. Even North Korea, Niger, Cameroon fared better than India.
Neighboring countries too bagged better spots — Sri Lanka (66), Nepal (73),
Pakistan (94) and Bangladesh (88).
India bagged the top spot in child wasting rate in the world with an increase
of 4.3 percentage points in nine years.
Around 90 per cent of children aged between 6 and 23 months in the country
don’t even get minimum required food.
When it comes to stunting in children under five, the country saw a dip, but
it’s still high — 37.9 per cent in 2019 from 42 per cent in 2010.
Despite the Swachh Bharat campaign, open defecation is still practiced in

India. It jeopardises the population’s health and severely impacts children’s
growth and their ability to absorb nutrients.

Global scenario:
1. The report is topped by Central African Republic.
2. It is becoming difficult to feed the world due to climate change.
3. While there has been progress in reducing hunger, but the gains are now

being threatened and severe hunger persists in many regions across the
world.
4. Multiple countries have higher hunger levels now than in 2010, and
approximately 45 countries are set to fail to achieve low levels of hunger by
2030.
5. Among the 117 countries, 43 have “serious” levels of hunger. The
Central African Republic is in the “extremely alarming” level in the hunger
index.
6. The Global Hunger Index recommends various steps the countries
could take to tackle this serious problem: Prioritizing resilience among the
most vulnerable groups, better response to disasters, addressing inequalities,
action to mitigate climate change are among measures suggested in the
report.

Concerns for India:
1. These findings point at a serious food crisis since wasting is “a strong

predictor of mortality among children under five and is usually the result of
acute significant food shortage and/or disease.
2. India’s hunger indicators have a huge impact on the total indicators of the
region owing to its large population.
3. The data shows that India’s poor scores were pulling down South Asia to a
point where it does worse than even sub-Saharan Africa.

What needs to be done?
In India, to combat the malnutrition levels both immediate and long term
interventions are needed.

1. Around 85 to 90% of wasting can be managed at the community level.
2. Now, the nutritional rehabilitation centres are coming up across the country. It

can help in taking care of the institutional needs of the children who are
already malnourished.
3. But to prevent it from happening, mothers need to be educated about
nutrition at anganwadis, access to clean drinking water and sanitation has to
be ensured, and livelihood security is needed.
4. However, for immediate intervention, nutritional formulation needs to be
made available at community level.
5. The government can utilise the existing network of public distribution
system, have the self-help groups prepare packaged, portioned nutritional
formulations to help the moderately malnourished before wasting happens.

Source: The Hindu
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SEWA SERVICE TRAINS
GS-III | 17 October,2019

CONTEXT:
Indian Railways has launched 10 ‘Sewa Service’ trains, to improve last-mile connectivity. These Sewa Service trains
will connect small towns with their closest major cities and ease the hassle of travelling for daily passengers.
These trains helps divert short distance traffic from roads to the railways.
The railways introduced Sewa Service trains to ensure congestion free roads and faster ease of movement for public.

MAIN POINTS:
These trains will run on the “Hub and Spoke” Model, thereby facilitating passengers to use these trains to reach the
“Hub” for availing onward journey to other major stations.
These measures are also expected to boost the earnings of the Indian Railways to help in strengthening the economy.
Highly beneficial to the common people especially those who come to metro cities for jobs and education.
It is a part of ‘sweating of assets’ initiative by the Indian Railways. This was part of strategies of Indian Railways to
have better utilization of the rolling stock without any requisition fornew rolling stock.

ROUTES:

"Sweating of assets" concept:
"Sweating the assets" is variously defined as cutting costs, virtualizing, or getting "as much use as possible out of what you
already possess.

OTHER NEW INITIATIVES OF RAILWAYS:
Railways has taken transformational steps like Cleanliness campaign in Railway premises across the country, Wi-Fi
facility at 5000 Railway stations,Installation of Bio toilets in coaches to clean the tracks, Ayushmann Bharat facility
in Railway hospitals across the country.

Source: LIVEMINT , PIB

HONG KONG HUMAN RIGHTS AND DEMOCRACY ACT
GS-II | 17 October,2019

CONTEXT:
The U.S. Senate unanimously adopted legislation-"Hong Kong Human Rights and Democracy Act" supporting "ProDemocracy" movement in Hong Kong threatening to revoke its special economic status.This step angered China
which threatened countermeasures.Lawmakers also approved a measure that would ban the sale of tear gas, rubber bullets
and other
equipment that have been used by security forces to suppress protests .

BACKGROUND:
Hong Kong used to be a British colony, got independence in 1997 and became a part of Chinese city.
According to the constitutional principle-One Country, Two Systems ( Now It became One Country No Arguments ),
the Chinese Communist Government ensured Hong Kong will retain its own currency, legal and parliamentary systems
(democratic institutions) and people's existing rights and freedoms for 50 years.
However, critical voices have emerged in Hong Kong to protest against actions by the government eroding the rights
given to Hong Kong.
At the same time, many citizens have expressed dissatisfaction and anger over the neo-liberal economic policies of the
Hong Kong government which have been seen as producing new social inequalities in the society.
Thus, protests and social movements against the government policies already existed, and the unsolved political and
social problems can be seen as the long-term causes for the appearance of the Umbrella Movement.

UMBRELLA MOVEMENT:
The protests of 2014 were about getting the universal suffrage that Hong Kong was promised in the Basic Law, the
constitution that lays out how the city is to be governed after its return from Britain to Chinese sovereignty in 1997.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE BILL:
The "Hong Kong Human Rights and Democracy Act" would require the U.S. President to annually review the favourable
trade status that Washington grants to Hong Kong.
Boosts Hong Kong's pro-democracy protesters, and challenges the Chinese government at a time of strained USChina relations, marked by a protracted Trade wars and Protectionist policies by the two nations.
The new act is an amendment to a 1992 law that has underpinned US relations with Hong Kong,granting the territory
special status as separate from China - in trade, transport and other areas.
1992 law grants the US president special power to issue an executive order suspending Hong Kong’s special status if
the president determines that the territory is “not sufficiently autonomous” from Beijing.
This Act holds Chinese and Hong Kong government officials accountable for Hong Kong’s eroding autonomy and
human rights violations.
It also would provide for sanctions against officials responsible for human rights violations in Hong Kong.
US secretary of state Mike Pompeo would have to certify at least once a year that Hong Kong retains enough
autonomy to qualify for special US trading consideration that bolsters its status as a world financial centre.

Source: THE HINDU

WAQF BOARD
GS-II | 17 October,2019

WHAT IS A WAQF ?
Waqf is the property given in the name of God for religious and charitable purposes. The property is a permanent
dedication by a person professing Islam, of any movable or immovable property for any purpose recognised by the
Muslim law as pious, religious or charitable.
A waqf can be formed through a deed or instrument, or a property can be deemed waqf if it has been used for religious
or charitable purposes for a long period of time.
The proceeds are typically used to finance educational institutions, graveyards, mosques and shelter homes.
A person creating the waqf cannot take back the property and the waqf would be a continuing entity. A
non-Muslim can also create a waqf but the individual must profess Islam and the objective of creating the waqf has
to be Islamic.

HOW IS A WAQF GOVERNED?
Waqfs in India are governed by the Waqf Act, 1995.
A survey commissioner under the Act lists all properties declared as waqf by making local investigation, summoning
witnesses and requisitioning public documents.
The waqf is managed by a mutawali, who acts as a supervisor.
It is similar to a trust established under the Indian Trusts Act, 1882, but trusts can be set up for a broader purpose than
religious and charitable uses.
Waqf cannot be dissolved like a trust.

WHAT IS A WAQF BOARD?
A Waqf Board is a juristic person with power to acquire and hold property and to transfer any such property. The board can
sue and be sued in a court as it is recognised as a legal entity or juristic person.
Each state has a Waqf Board headed by a chairperson, one or two nominees from the state government, Muslim
legislators and parliamentarians, Muslim members of the state Bar Council, recognised scholars of Islamic theology and
mutawalis of the waqfs with an annual income of Rs 1 lakh and above.

POWERS OF WAQF BOARD:
To administer the property and take measures for the recovery of lost properties of any waqf
To sanction any transfer of immovable property of a waqf by way of sale, gift, mortgage, exchange or lease. However,
the sanction shall not be given unless at least two thirds of the members of the Waqf Board vote in favour of such
transaction.

CONNECTION BETWEEN AYODHYA CASE AND UP SUNNI WAQF BOARD:
According to the Waqf Act, the Uttar Pradesh Sunni Waqf Board has the power to administer the disputed site. In 1945, in
a suit before a Faizabad judge between the Sunni and Shia Waqf Boards, it was held that the Babri Masjid is a Sunni Waqf.

Source: INDIAN EXPRESS

Van DhanÂ Internship Programme
GS-II | 17 October,2019

Context:
Union Minister of Tribal Affairs launched the “Van Dhan Internship Programme”
organised by TRIFED under Ministry of Tribal Affairs here today.

Objectives:
Interns will help the tribal population in becoming self reliant and
entrepreneurs.
He said that all interns are now part of “National Building Team”.
Emphasizing on the need of entrepreneurship.

Points to remember:
Organised by TRIFED under Ministry of Tribal Affairs.
18 interns (to be called Minister’s interns) from some of the reputed Institutes
of Rural Management/ Management Institutions/ Institutes of Social Work/
Social Services of the country are participating.
These Interns will help the tribal population in becoming self reliant and
entrepreneurs.
They will support the TRIFED activities on livelihood promotion, value
addition of Non-Timber Forest Products (NTFTs), marketing and credit
linkages.
They will develop tools and techniques on institutional development including
mechanism for determination of a just price or producer price of Minor Forest
Products.

About Van Dhan Vikas Kendras initiative:

The initiative aims to promote MFPs-centric livelihood development of tribal
gatherers and artisans.
It mainstreams the tribal community by promoting primary level value addition to
MFP at grassroots level.

Implementation:
Implemented through Ministry of Tribal Affairs as Nodal Department at the Central
Level and TRIFED as Nodal Agency at the National Level.
At State level, the State Nodal Agency for MFPs and the District collectors are
envisaged to implement at grassroot level.
Locally the Kendras are proposed to be managed by a Managing Committee (an
SHG) consisting of representatives of Van Dhan SHGs in the cluster.
Composition: As per the plan, TRIFED will facilitate establishment of MFP-led
multi-purpose Van Dhan Vikas Kendras, a cluster of 10 SHGs comprising of 30
tribal MFP gatherers each, in the tribal areas.

Significance of MFP:
Minor Forest Produce (MFP) is a major source of livelihood for tribals living in
forest areas. The importance of MFPs for this section of the society can be
gauged from the fact that around 100 million forest dwellers depend on MFPs
for food, shelter, medicines and cash income.
It provides them critical subsistence during the lean seasons, particularly for
primitive tribal groups such as hunter gatherers, and the landless. Tribals
derive 20-40% of their annual income from MFP on which they spend major
portion of their time.
This activity has strong linkage to women’s financial empowerment as most
of the MFPs are collected and used/sold by women. MFP sector has the
potential to create about 10 million workdays annually in the country.

Source: The Hindu
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SEWA SERVICE TRAINS
GS-III | 17 October,2019

CONTEXT:
Indian Railways has launched 10 ‘Sewa Service’ trains, to improve last-mile connectivity. These Sewa Service trains
will connect small towns with their closest major cities and ease the hassle of travelling for daily passengers.
These trains helps divert short distance traffic from roads to the railways.
The railways introduced Sewa Service trains to ensure congestion free roads and faster ease of movement for public.

MAIN POINTS:
These trains will run on the “Hub and Spoke” Model, thereby facilitating passengers to use these trains to reach the
“Hub” for availing onward journey to other major stations.
These measures are also expected to boost the earnings of the Indian Railways to help in strengthening the economy.
Highly beneficial to the common people especially those who come to metro cities for jobs and education.
It is a part of ‘sweating of assets’ initiative by the Indian Railways. This was part of strategies of Indian Railways to
have better utilization of the rolling stock without any requisition fornew rolling stock.

ROUTES:

"Sweating of assets" concept:
"Sweating the assets" is variously defined as cutting costs, virtualizing, or getting "as much use as possible out of what you
already possess.

OTHER NEW INITIATIVES OF RAILWAYS:
Railways has taken transformational steps like Cleanliness campaign in Railway premises across the country, Wi-Fi
facility at 5000 Railway stations,Installation of Bio toilets in coaches to clean the tracks, Ayushmann Bharat facility
in Railway hospitals across the country.

Source: LIVEMINT , PIB

HONG KONG HUMAN RIGHTS AND DEMOCRACY ACT
GS-II | 17 October,2019

CONTEXT:
The U.S. Senate unanimously adopted legislation-"Hong Kong Human Rights and Democracy Act" supporting "ProDemocracy" movement in Hong Kong threatening to revoke its special economic status.This step angered China
which threatened countermeasures.Lawmakers also approved a measure that would ban the sale of tear gas, rubber bullets
and other
equipment that have been used by security forces to suppress protests .

BACKGROUND:
Hong Kong used to be a British colony, got independence in 1997 and became a part of Chinese city.
According to the constitutional principle-One Country, Two Systems ( Now It became One Country No Arguments ),
the Chinese Communist Government ensured Hong Kong will retain its own currency, legal and parliamentary systems
(democratic institutions) and people's existing rights and freedoms for 50 years.
However, critical voices have emerged in Hong Kong to protest against actions by the government eroding the rights
given to Hong Kong.
At the same time, many citizens have expressed dissatisfaction and anger over the neo-liberal economic policies of the
Hong Kong government which have been seen as producing new social inequalities in the society.
Thus, protests and social movements against the government policies already existed, and the unsolved political and
social problems can be seen as the long-term causes for the appearance of the Umbrella Movement.

UMBRELLA MOVEMENT:
The protests of 2014 were about getting the universal suffrage that Hong Kong was promised in the Basic Law, the
constitution that lays out how the city is to be governed after its return from Britain to Chinese sovereignty in 1997.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE BILL:
The "Hong Kong Human Rights and Democracy Act" would require the U.S. President to annually review the favourable
trade status that Washington grants to Hong Kong.
Boosts Hong Kong's pro-democracy protesters, and challenges the Chinese government at a time of strained USChina relations, marked by a protracted Trade wars and Protectionist policies by the two nations.
The new act is an amendment to a 1992 law that has underpinned US relations with Hong Kong,granting the territory
special status as separate from China - in trade, transport and other areas.
1992 law grants the US president special power to issue an executive order suspending Hong Kong’s special status if
the president determines that the territory is “not sufficiently autonomous” from Beijing.
This Act holds Chinese and Hong Kong government officials accountable for Hong Kong’s eroding autonomy and
human rights violations.
It also would provide for sanctions against officials responsible for human rights violations in Hong Kong.
US secretary of state Mike Pompeo would have to certify at least once a year that Hong Kong retains enough
autonomy to qualify for special US trading consideration that bolsters its status as a world financial centre.

Source: THE HINDU

WAQF BOARD
GS-II | 17 October,2019

WHAT IS A WAQF ?
Waqf is the property given in the name of God for religious and charitable purposes. The property is a permanent
dedication by a person professing Islam, of any movable or immovable property for any purpose recognised by the
Muslim law as pious, religious or charitable.
A waqf can be formed through a deed or instrument, or a property can be deemed waqf if it has been used for religious
or charitable purposes for a long period of time.
The proceeds are typically used to finance educational institutions, graveyards, mosques and shelter homes.
A person creating the waqf cannot take back the property and the waqf would be a continuing entity. A
non-Muslim can also create a waqf but the individual must profess Islam and the objective of creating the waqf has
to be Islamic.

HOW IS A WAQF GOVERNED?
Waqfs in India are governed by the Waqf Act, 1995.
A survey commissioner under the Act lists all properties declared as waqf by making local investigation, summoning
witnesses and requisitioning public documents.
The waqf is managed by a mutawali, who acts as a supervisor.
It is similar to a trust established under the Indian Trusts Act, 1882, but trusts can be set up for a broader purpose than
religious and charitable uses.
Waqf cannot be dissolved like a trust.

WHAT IS A WAQF BOARD?
A Waqf Board is a juristic person with power to acquire and hold property and to transfer any such property. The board can
sue and be sued in a court as it is recognised as a legal entity or juristic person.
Each state has a Waqf Board headed by a chairperson, one or two nominees from the state government, Muslim
legislators and parliamentarians, Muslim members of the state Bar Council, recognised scholars of Islamic theology and
mutawalis of the waqfs with an annual income of Rs 1 lakh and above.

POWERS OF WAQF BOARD:
To administer the property and take measures for the recovery of lost properties of any waqf
To sanction any transfer of immovable property of a waqf by way of sale, gift, mortgage, exchange or lease. However,
the sanction shall not be given unless at least two thirds of the members of the Waqf Board vote in favour of such
transaction.

CONNECTION BETWEEN AYODHYA CASE AND UP SUNNI WAQF BOARD:
According to the Waqf Act, the Uttar Pradesh Sunni Waqf Board has the power to administer the disputed site. In 1945, in
a suit before a Faizabad judge between the Sunni and Shia Waqf Boards, it was held that the Babri Masjid is a Sunni Waqf.

Source: INDIAN EXPRESS

Van DhanÂ Internship Programme
GS-II | 17 October,2019

Context:
Union Minister of Tribal Affairs launched the “Van Dhan Internship Programme”
organised by TRIFED under Ministry of Tribal Affairs here today.

Objectives:
Interns will help the tribal population in becoming self reliant and
entrepreneurs.
He said that all interns are now part of “National Building Team”.
Emphasizing on the need of entrepreneurship.

Points to remember:
Organised by TRIFED under Ministry of Tribal Affairs.
18 interns (to be called Minister’s interns) from some of the reputed Institutes
of Rural Management/ Management Institutions/ Institutes of Social Work/
Social Services of the country are participating.
These Interns will help the tribal population in becoming self reliant and
entrepreneurs.
They will support the TRIFED activities on livelihood promotion, value
addition of Non-Timber Forest Products (NTFTs), marketing and credit
linkages.
They will develop tools and techniques on institutional development including
mechanism for determination of a just price or producer price of Minor Forest
Products.

About Van Dhan Vikas Kendras initiative:

The initiative aims to promote MFPs-centric livelihood development of tribal
gatherers and artisans.
It mainstreams the tribal community by promoting primary level value addition to
MFP at grassroots level.

Implementation:
Implemented through Ministry of Tribal Affairs as Nodal Department at the Central
Level and TRIFED as Nodal Agency at the National Level.
At State level, the State Nodal Agency for MFPs and the District collectors are
envisaged to implement at grassroot level.
Locally the Kendras are proposed to be managed by a Managing Committee (an
SHG) consisting of representatives of Van Dhan SHGs in the cluster.
Composition: As per the plan, TRIFED will facilitate establishment of MFP-led
multi-purpose Van Dhan Vikas Kendras, a cluster of 10 SHGs comprising of 30
tribal MFP gatherers each, in the tribal areas.

Significance of MFP:
Minor Forest Produce (MFP) is a major source of livelihood for tribals living in
forest areas. The importance of MFPs for this section of the society can be
gauged from the fact that around 100 million forest dwellers depend on MFPs
for food, shelter, medicines and cash income.
It provides them critical subsistence during the lean seasons, particularly for
primitive tribal groups such as hunter gatherers, and the landless. Tribals
derive 20-40% of their annual income from MFP on which they spend major
portion of their time.
This activity has strong linkage to women’s financial empowerment as most
of the MFPs are collected and used/sold by women. MFP sector has the
potential to create about 10 million workdays annually in the country.

Source: The Hindu
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GUPTA DYNASTY EMPEROR SKANDAGUPTA
GS-I | 18 October,2019

CONTEXT :
Union home minister Amit Shah recently inaugurated an international seminar at BHU on the role of Gupta dynasty emperor
Skandagupta,.He extolled the greatness of Skandagupta, Shah said history has been unfair to Gupta period rulers.

WHO WAS SKANDAGUPTA ?
# Skandagupta Vikramaditya was the last great Gupta Ruler.
# He ascended to the throne on 455 AD and is known to have crushed the White Huna Invasion and also the Pushyamitras in
the early years of his invasion itself ( Bhitari pillar inscription ).
# In his12 year rule, he has defended the great culture of India .
# In every field from art and architecture to trade and literature, India had achieved the pinnacle of civilization in the Gupta Era.
# The Junagadh rock contains inscription of the rulers Ashoka, Rudradaman and also the orders of Skandagupta’s governor
Parnadatta.
# Skandagupta issued 5 types of gold coins like : Archer type, King and queen type, Chhatra type, Lion-slayer type and
Horseman type. He also issued silver coins.
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What is Brexit?
Brexit - British exit - refers to the UK leaving the EU.

What is the European Union?
The EU is an economic and political union involving 28 European countries. It allows free trade and free movement of people,
to live and work in whichever country they choose.
The UK joined in 1973 (when it was known as the European Economic Community). If the UK leaves, it would be the first
member state to withdraw from the EU.

Why is the UK leaving?

A public vote - or referendum - was held on Thursday 23 June 2016, to decide whether the UK should leave or remain.
Leave won by 52% to 48%. The referendum turnout was very high at 72%.

New Brexit deal:
The revised plan effectively creates a customs and regulatory border between Northern Ireland and Great Britain. This means
some goods entering Northern Ireland from Great Britain would have to pay EU import taxes.
Goods that are at risk of entering EU market, EU tariffs will be applied.
Goods entering Northern Ireland from third countries not entering EU market , UK tariffs will be applied.

Why Delay in Brexit deal ?
Due to Withdrawal Amendment Bill

What is Withdrawal Amendment Bill ?
1. It sets out exactly how the UK will make "divorce bill" payments to the EU in future
2. It repeals the European Communities Act, which took the UK into the EU.
3. Setting up a customs and regulatory border between Northern Ireland and Great Britain.
4. It sets out areas in which the European Court of Justice still plays a role in the UK.
5. On workers' rights in UK
6. Setting up Independent monitoring authority (IMA) for grievance redressal of EU nationals.
7.In several policy areas, particularly in Northern Ireland, the bill gives ministers a lot of power to change the law (through
secondary legislation) without MPs getting to vote.

Good Friay Agreement , 1998
The Belfast Agreement is also known as the Good Friday Agreement, because it was reached on Good Friday, 10 April
1998. It was a peace agreement between the British and Irish governments, and most of the political parties in Northern Ireland,
on how Northern Ireland should be governed.
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J&K Reorganisation Bill, 2019

History:
J&K became part of India through Instrument of Accession signed by Maharaja Hari Singh.
vaders from the Kashmir Valley.
The princely state of Jammu and Kashmir, thus acceded to India on 27 October 1947.
After the Constituent Assembly of Jammu and Kashmir was elected in 1952, it passed a resolution supporting the abolition of
monarchy. Via the 1952 Delhi Agreement.
President had passed the Constitutuon (Application to J&K ) Order , 1954 under Articke 370 which introduced Article 35 A

Provisions:
1. The President had used his powers under Article 370 to fundamentally alter the provision, extending all Central laws,
instruments and treaties to Kashmir.
2. Two UTs are created - J&K with Legislature and Ladakh without Legislature.
3. The Bill proposes wide powers to the Lieutenant Governor of the proposed Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir and makes
it the “duty” of the Chief Minister of the Union Territory to “communicate” all administrative decisions and proposals of
legislation with the LG.
4. All Central laws and State laws of J&K would apply to the new Union Territories of J&K and Ladakh.
5. The Assets and liabilities of the 2 UTs would be apportioned on the recommendation of a Central Committee within 1 year.
6. Employees of State public sector undertakings and autonomous bodies would continue in their posts for another year until
their allocations are determined.
7. The police and public order is to be with the Centre.
8. The word “Constituent Assembly”, contained in the provison of Article 370(3) is changed to “Legislative Assembly”.
9. Abolition of Legislative Council.

Powers of LG :
1. Common Lieutenant Governor for both the UTs.
2. L-G in Ladakh will be appointed by the President under article 239. The L-G will be assisted by advisors appointed by the
Centre as it doesn't have UT.
3. In the case of Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir, the L-G shall “act in his discretion” on issues which fall outside the
purview of powers conferred on the Legislative Assembly, in which he is required to exercise any judicial functions, and/or
matters related to All India services and the Anti-Corruption Bureau
4.The Chief Minister shall be appointed by the L-G who will also appoint other ministers with the aid of the CM. The L-G shall
also administer the oath of office and of secrecy to ministers and the CM.
5. The L-G will have the power to promulgate ordinances which shall have the same force and effect as an act of the Legislative
Assembly assented by the L-G.
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TB:
1.TB is a contagious infection that usually attacks your lungs.
2,.It can spread to other parts of your body, like your brain and spine.
3,.Bacteria called Mycobacterium tuberculosis causes it.
4. TB is the top infectious killer in the world claiming 4000 lives a day .

TB drugs :
Isoniazid , Rifampicin and new anti TB drug Pretomanid.

National strategic plan for TB elimination :
1.Committed to achieving the target of zero Tuberculosis(TB) deaths by 2025.
2. It is a framework to guide all the activities of all stakeholders including the national and the state governments, and civil
society organizations.
3. The National Strategic Plan will guide the development of the national project implementation plan (PIP) and state PIPs, as
well as district health action plans (DHAP) under the national health mission (NHM).

Status of India :
Global report 2017 of the World Health Organisation (WHO), India accounts for 1,47,000 estimated MDR-RR cases which is
24% of the Global cases.

Reasons for High TB cases :
1. The social determinant factors like poverty, under-nutrition, crowded and poorly ventilated living, air pollution, alcohol
consumption, tobacco smoking, etc. increase the likelihood of conversion of TB infection to TB disease.
2. NIKSHAY portal and Active Case Finding Scheme increased the number of TB reporting cases.

Objectives of National Strategy Plan on TB :
It encapsulates the bold and innovative steps required to eliminate TB in India by the year 2025.

Objective (Detect-Treat-Prevent-Build)
Detect: Find all Drug Sensitive TB and Drug Resistant TB cases with an emphasis on reaching TB patients seeking care from
private providers and undiagnosed TB in high-risk populations.
Treat: Initiate and sustain all patients on appropriate anti-TB treatment wherever they seek care, with patient friendly systems
and social support.
Prevent the emergence of TB in susceptible populations.
Build and strengthen enabling policies, empowered institutions, additional human resources with enhanced capacities, and
provide adequate financial resources.

Components of National strategy Plan on TB elimination (2012-17):
1. Strengthening and improving the quality of basic DOTS services.
2. Deploying improved rapid diagnostics to the field level
3. Expanding efforts to engage all care providers
4. Expanding diagnosis and treatment of drug resistant TB cases
5. Improving communication, outreach and social mobilization.
6. Promoting research for development and implementation of improved tools and strategies.
7. Utilizing Information Communication Technology (ICT) tools for strengthening TB surveillance.

Recent status of India :
WHO - Global Tuberculosis Report :
1. India has decreased by almost 50,000 TB patients over one year.
2. Incidence has decreased from 204 in 2017 to 199 in 2018 per 1 lakh population.
3. Treatment success rates have increased to 81%.
4. Decrease in % of cases tested for Rifampicin resistance among previously tested patients from 91% to 82%(2018).
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CONTEXT :
Union home minister Amit Shah recently inaugurated an international seminar at BHU on the role of Gupta dynasty emperor
Skandagupta,.He extolled the greatness of Skandagupta, Shah said history has been unfair to Gupta period rulers.

WHO WAS SKANDAGUPTA ?
# Skandagupta Vikramaditya was the last great Gupta Ruler.
# He ascended to the throne on 455 AD and is known to have crushed the White Huna Invasion and also the Pushyamitras in
the early years of his invasion itself ( Bhitari pillar inscription ).
# In his12 year rule, he has defended the great culture of India .
# In every field from art and architecture to trade and literature, India had achieved the pinnacle of civilization in the Gupta Era.
# The Junagadh rock contains inscription of the rulers Ashoka, Rudradaman and also the orders of Skandagupta’s governor
Parnadatta.
# Skandagupta issued 5 types of gold coins like : Archer type, King and queen type, Chhatra type, Lion-slayer type and
Horseman type. He also issued silver coins.
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What is Brexit?
Brexit - British exit - refers to the UK leaving the EU.

What is the European Union?
The EU is an economic and political union involving 28 European countries. It allows free trade and free movement of people,
to live and work in whichever country they choose.
The UK joined in 1973 (when it was known as the European Economic Community). If the UK leaves, it would be the first
member state to withdraw from the EU.

Why is the UK leaving?

A public vote - or referendum - was held on Thursday 23 June 2016, to decide whether the UK should leave or remain.
Leave won by 52% to 48%. The referendum turnout was very high at 72%.

New Brexit deal:
The revised plan effectively creates a customs and regulatory border between Northern Ireland and Great Britain. This means
some goods entering Northern Ireland from Great Britain would have to pay EU import taxes.
Goods that are at risk of entering EU market, EU tariffs will be applied.
Goods entering Northern Ireland from third countries not entering EU market , UK tariffs will be applied.

Why Delay in Brexit deal ?
Due to Withdrawal Amendment Bill

What is Withdrawal Amendment Bill ?
1. It sets out exactly how the UK will make "divorce bill" payments to the EU in future
2. It repeals the European Communities Act, which took the UK into the EU.
3. Setting up a customs and regulatory border between Northern Ireland and Great Britain.
4. It sets out areas in which the European Court of Justice still plays a role in the UK.
5. On workers' rights in UK
6. Setting up Independent monitoring authority (IMA) for grievance redressal of EU nationals.
7.In several policy areas, particularly in Northern Ireland, the bill gives ministers a lot of power to change the law (through
secondary legislation) without MPs getting to vote.

Good Friay Agreement , 1998
The Belfast Agreement is also known as the Good Friday Agreement, because it was reached on Good Friday, 10 April
1998. It was a peace agreement between the British and Irish governments, and most of the political parties in Northern Ireland,
on how Northern Ireland should be governed.
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J&K Reorganisation Bill, 2019

History:
J&K became part of India through Instrument of Accession signed by Maharaja Hari Singh.
vaders from the Kashmir Valley.
The princely state of Jammu and Kashmir, thus acceded to India on 27 October 1947.
After the Constituent Assembly of Jammu and Kashmir was elected in 1952, it passed a resolution supporting the abolition of
monarchy. Via the 1952 Delhi Agreement.
President had passed the Constitutuon (Application to J&K ) Order , 1954 under Articke 370 which introduced Article 35 A

Provisions:
1. The President had used his powers under Article 370 to fundamentally alter the provision, extending all Central laws,
instruments and treaties to Kashmir.
2. Two UTs are created - J&K with Legislature and Ladakh without Legislature.
3. The Bill proposes wide powers to the Lieutenant Governor of the proposed Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir and makes
it the “duty” of the Chief Minister of the Union Territory to “communicate” all administrative decisions and proposals of
legislation with the LG.
4. All Central laws and State laws of J&K would apply to the new Union Territories of J&K and Ladakh.
5. The Assets and liabilities of the 2 UTs would be apportioned on the recommendation of a Central Committee within 1 year.
6. Employees of State public sector undertakings and autonomous bodies would continue in their posts for another year until
their allocations are determined.
7. The police and public order is to be with the Centre.
8. The word “Constituent Assembly”, contained in the provison of Article 370(3) is changed to “Legislative Assembly”.
9. Abolition of Legislative Council.

Powers of LG :
1. Common Lieutenant Governor for both the UTs.
2. L-G in Ladakh will be appointed by the President under article 239. The L-G will be assisted by advisors appointed by the
Centre as it doesn't have UT.
3. In the case of Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir, the L-G shall “act in his discretion” on issues which fall outside the
purview of powers conferred on the Legislative Assembly, in which he is required to exercise any judicial functions, and/or
matters related to All India services and the Anti-Corruption Bureau
4.The Chief Minister shall be appointed by the L-G who will also appoint other ministers with the aid of the CM. The L-G shall
also administer the oath of office and of secrecy to ministers and the CM.
5. The L-G will have the power to promulgate ordinances which shall have the same force and effect as an act of the Legislative
Assembly assented by the L-G.
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TB:
1.TB is a contagious infection that usually attacks your lungs.
2,.It can spread to other parts of your body, like your brain and spine.
3,.Bacteria called Mycobacterium tuberculosis causes it.
4. TB is the top infectious killer in the world claiming 4000 lives a day .

TB drugs :
Isoniazid , Rifampicin and new anti TB drug Pretomanid.

National strategic plan for TB elimination :
1.Committed to achieving the target of zero Tuberculosis(TB) deaths by 2025.
2. It is a framework to guide all the activities of all stakeholders including the national and the state governments, and civil
society organizations.
3. The National Strategic Plan will guide the development of the national project implementation plan (PIP) and state PIPs, as
well as district health action plans (DHAP) under the national health mission (NHM).

Status of India :
Global report 2017 of the World Health Organisation (WHO), India accounts for 1,47,000 estimated MDR-RR cases which is
24% of the Global cases.

Reasons for High TB cases :
1. The social determinant factors like poverty, under-nutrition, crowded and poorly ventilated living, air pollution, alcohol
consumption, tobacco smoking, etc. increase the likelihood of conversion of TB infection to TB disease.
2. NIKSHAY portal and Active Case Finding Scheme increased the number of TB reporting cases.

Objectives of National Strategy Plan on TB :
It encapsulates the bold and innovative steps required to eliminate TB in India by the year 2025.

Objective (Detect-Treat-Prevent-Build)
Detect: Find all Drug Sensitive TB and Drug Resistant TB cases with an emphasis on reaching TB patients seeking care from
private providers and undiagnosed TB in high-risk populations.
Treat: Initiate and sustain all patients on appropriate anti-TB treatment wherever they seek care, with patient friendly systems
and social support.
Prevent the emergence of TB in susceptible populations.
Build and strengthen enabling policies, empowered institutions, additional human resources with enhanced capacities, and
provide adequate financial resources.

Components of National strategy Plan on TB elimination (2012-17):
1. Strengthening and improving the quality of basic DOTS services.
2. Deploying improved rapid diagnostics to the field level
3. Expanding efforts to engage all care providers
4. Expanding diagnosis and treatment of drug resistant TB cases
5. Improving communication, outreach and social mobilization.
6. Promoting research for development and implementation of improved tools and strategies.
7. Utilizing Information Communication Technology (ICT) tools for strengthening TB surveillance.

Recent status of India :
WHO - Global Tuberculosis Report :
1. India has decreased by almost 50,000 TB patients over one year.
2. Incidence has decreased from 204 in 2017 to 199 in 2018 per 1 lakh population.
3. Treatment success rates have increased to 81%.
4. Decrease in % of cases tested for Rifampicin resistance among previously tested patients from 91% to 82%(2018).
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CONTEXT:
Procurement of 155 mm Excalibur precision guided ammunition from US

What is Artillery gun ?
Artillery is a class of heavy military ranged weapons built to launch munitions far beyond the range and power of infantry's small
arms. Early artillery development focused on the ability to breach defensive walls and fortifications during sieges, and led to
heavy, fairly immobile siege engines.

Advantages:
1. Extended range
2. High accuracy
3. Ammunition can be used in all 155mm artillery guns with Army
4. Excalibur provides " first round efects" at all ranges in all weather conditions.
5. Extends reach of 0.39 calibre artillery to 40 km and 0.52 calibre artillery to 50 km.

Other artillery guns in Army
1. M-777 Ultra Light Howitzers(ULHs) from US.
2. K9 Vajra-T self propelled guns from South Korea.
3. Dhanush indigenously manufactured at Ordnance Factories Board at Kolkatta .
4. Bofors 155 mm guns
5. Advanced Towed Artillery Gun System ( ATAGS ) by DRDO.

Dhanush :
a. Dhanush indigenously manufactured at Ordnance Factories Board at Kolkatta promoting 'Make in India'.
b. Dhanush gun is equipped with “inertial navigation-based sighting system, auto-laying facility, onboard ballistic
computation and an advanced day and night direct firing system”.
c. The self-propulsion unit allows the gun to negotiate and deploy itself in mountainous terrains with ease,
d. Dhanush has been mechanically upgraded to fire standard NATO 155 mm ammunition and can accommodate
the bi-modular charge system (BMCS) that has increased its range.
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Context :
Pakistan has been included in the grey list of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF).

What is FATF ?
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is an inter-governmental body established in 1989 by G7 countries in Paris .
The FATF is therefore a “policy-making body” which works to generate the necessary political will to bring about national
legislative and regulatory reforms in these areas.
The FATF's decision making body, the FATF Plenary, meets three times per year.

FATF Headquarters:
Paris , Frace

Objectives :
To set standards and promote effective implementation of legal, regulatory and operational measures for combating money
laundering, terrorist financing and other related threats to the integrity of the international financial system.

Functions :
1. . The FATF is an independent inter-governmental body that develops and promotes policies to protect the global financial
system so that it could bot be used by the terrorists and other anti-social elements.
2. FATF has started dealing with the Virtual currency.

Types of Lists :
1. Black list
2. Grey List

1. Black list :
Only those countries are included in this list that FATF considers as non coperative tax havens for terror funding. These
countries are known as Non-Cooperative Countries or Territories (NCCTs). In other words; countries which are supporting terror
funding and money laundering activities are placed in the Black list.

2. Grey list :
# Those countries which are not considered as the safe heaven for supporting terror funding and money laundering; included in
this list.
# The inclusion in this list is not as severe as black listed.
# Now Grey list is a warning given to the country that it might come in Black list. If a country is unable to curb mushrooming of
terror funding and money laundering; it is shifted from grey list to black list by the FATF.
# The countries in Grey List are Monitored by International Cooperation Review Group (ICRG)

Impacts of Grey List :
1. Economic sanctions from international institutions (IMF, World Bank, ADB etc.) and countries
2. Problem in getting loans from international institutions (IMF, World Bank, ADB etc.) and countries
3. Overall Reduction in its international trade
4. International boycott
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37.7% MILK SAMPLES ARE UNSAFE FOR CONSUMPTION
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Context:
Food safety authority finds most adulteration in Telangana followed by Madhya Pradesh and Kerala

Facts :
1. India has the highest cattle population in the world.
2. India is the largest milk producer in the world. India produces 176 million tonnes of milk during 2017-18.

What is Solid non-fat (SNF)?
Milk is approximately 87 percent water and 13 percent solids. As it comes from the cow, the solids portion of milkcontains
approximately 3.7 percent fat and 9 percent solids-not-fat.
The serum solids or milk solids-not-fat (MSNF) contain the lactose, caseins, whey proteins, and minerals.

Problem :
1. Proper feeding of cattle ensures more fat and SNF.
2. But maltodextrin and sugar are added to raise the level of fat and SNF artificially.
3. FSSAI has found out presence of aflatoxin-M1, antibiotics and pesticides in processed milk and raw milk.
4. 10 % of total processed milk samples failed to comply with FSSAI norm .
47 % of the total raw milk samples failed to comply with FSSAI norm.

Why problem of milk contamination ?
Aflataxin M1 comes in the milk through feed and fodder that are currently not regulated in the country.

Harmful effects of Melatodextrin :
Side effects may include allergic reactions, weight gain, gas, flatulence, and bloating.
Maltodextrin may also cause a rash or skin irritation, asthma, cramping, or difficulty breathing

Causes of Alfaltoxins :
1. Aflatoxin mycotoxins are toxic to humans. They also cause cancer in humans and animals.
2. Aflatoxins have been reported to cause digestive system effects such as diarrhea, vomiting, intestinal hemorrhage, and liver
necrosis and fibrosis.
3. Alfotoxins are more dominant in processed food than in raw milk.

Solutions:
1. Proper feeding of the cattles will increase SNF and fat naturally.
2. Proper regulation of use of antibiotics to cattles.
3. Frequent testing of milk samples by FSSAI authorized testing centers.
4. Establish testing machines that can detect residue of Aflotoxin M1.
5. Organic farming by reducing the amount of chemical pesticides. Even crop rotation, Zero Budget
and crop diversification can minimize the problem of pests.

Natural Farming (ZBNF)
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What is BioDiesel ?
1. It is a renewable fuel.
2. Biodiesel refers to a vegetable oil- or animal fat-based diesel fuel consisting of long-chain alkyl (methyl, ethyl, or propyl)
esters.
3. It can be blended with diesel in any proportion.

What is biofuel ?
1. A biofuel is a fuel that is produced through contemporary processes from biomass.
2. It can be in solid, liquid and gaseous form.

National Biofuel policy, 2018:
Salient Features:

1. The Policy categorises biofuels as "Basic Biofuels" viz. First Generation (1G) bioethanol & biodiesel and "Advanced Biofuels"
- Second Generation (2G) ethanol, Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) to drop-in fuels, Third Generation (3G) biofuels, bio-CNG etc.
to enable extension of appropriate financial and fiscal incentives under each category.
2. The Policy expands the scope of raw material for ethanol production by allowing use of Sugarcane Juice, Sugar containing
materials like Sugar Beet, Sweet Sorghum, Starch containing materials like Corn, Cassava, Damaged food grains like wheat,
broken rice, Rotten Potatoes, unfit for human consumption for ethanol production.
3. Farmers are at a risk of not getting appropriate price for their produce during the surplus production phase. Taking this into
account, the Policy allows use of surplus food grains for production of ethanol for blending with petrol with the approval of
National Biofuel Coordination Committee.
4. With a thrust on Advanced Biofuels, the Policy indicates a viability gap funding scheme for 2G ethanol Bio refineries of
Rs.5000 crore in 6 years in addition to additional tax incentives, higher purchase price as compared to 1G biofuels.
5. The Policy encourages setting up of supply chain mechanisms for biodiesel production from non-edible oilseeds, Used
Cooking Oil, short gestation crops.
6. Roles and responsibilities of all the concerned Ministries/Departments with respect to biofuels has been captured in the Policy
document to synergise efforts.

Initiative of Zomato(restaurant Agrregator) and BioD(Biodiesel
manuacturer):
1. To Collect 1000 tons of used cooking oil from restaurants.
2. Convert cooking oil to biodiesel
3. Sell to the OMCs for blending with the regular diesel.

Advantages of using cooking oil :
1. Used cooking oil is highly carcinogenic. This initiative will reduce the reuse of used oil again in small hotels.
2. Decrease in air pollution via a vis decreased in CVDs, COPD and other respiratory illness.
3. Decrease in GHGs and Golabal warming and achieve India target towards its INDGs of Paris summit
4. Decrease in oil import vis a vis decrease in CAD
5. Increase in infrastructure, employment generation and achievement of National Biofuel Policy.
6. Biodiesel may be used in any diesel automotive engine in its pure form or blended with petroleum-based diesel. No
modifications are required, and the result is a less-expensive, renewable, clean-burning fuel.
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CONTEXT:
Procurement of 155 mm Excalibur precision guided ammunition from US

What is Artillery gun ?
Artillery is a class of heavy military ranged weapons built to launch munitions far beyond the range and power of infantry's small
arms. Early artillery development focused on the ability to breach defensive walls and fortifications during sieges, and led to
heavy, fairly immobile siege engines.

Advantages:
1. Extended range
2. High accuracy
3. Ammunition can be used in all 155mm artillery guns with Army
4. Excalibur provides " first round efects" at all ranges in all weather conditions.
5. Extends reach of 0.39 calibre artillery to 40 km and 0.52 calibre artillery to 50 km.

Other artillery guns in Army
1. M-777 Ultra Light Howitzers(ULHs) from US.
2. K9 Vajra-T self propelled guns from South Korea.
3. Dhanush indigenously manufactured at Ordnance Factories Board at Kolkatta .
4. Bofors 155 mm guns
5. Advanced Towed Artillery Gun System ( ATAGS ) by DRDO.

Dhanush :
a. Dhanush indigenously manufactured at Ordnance Factories Board at Kolkatta promoting 'Make in India'.
b. Dhanush gun is equipped with “inertial navigation-based sighting system, auto-laying facility, onboard ballistic
computation and an advanced day and night direct firing system”.
c. The self-propulsion unit allows the gun to negotiate and deploy itself in mountainous terrains with ease,
d. Dhanush has been mechanically upgraded to fire standard NATO 155 mm ammunition and can accommodate
the bi-modular charge system (BMCS) that has increased its range.
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Context :
Pakistan has been included in the grey list of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF).

What is FATF ?
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is an inter-governmental body established in 1989 by G7 countries in Paris .
The FATF is therefore a “policy-making body” which works to generate the necessary political will to bring about national
legislative and regulatory reforms in these areas.
The FATF's decision making body, the FATF Plenary, meets three times per year.

FATF Headquarters:
Paris , Frace

Objectives :
To set standards and promote effective implementation of legal, regulatory and operational measures for combating money
laundering, terrorist financing and other related threats to the integrity of the international financial system.

Functions :
1. . The FATF is an independent inter-governmental body that develops and promotes policies to protect the global financial
system so that it could bot be used by the terrorists and other anti-social elements.
2. FATF has started dealing with the Virtual currency.

Types of Lists :
1. Black list
2. Grey List

1. Black list :
Only those countries are included in this list that FATF considers as non coperative tax havens for terror funding. These
countries are known as Non-Cooperative Countries or Territories (NCCTs). In other words; countries which are supporting terror
funding and money laundering activities are placed in the Black list.

2. Grey list :
# Those countries which are not considered as the safe heaven for supporting terror funding and money laundering; included in
this list.
# The inclusion in this list is not as severe as black listed.
# Now Grey list is a warning given to the country that it might come in Black list. If a country is unable to curb mushrooming of
terror funding and money laundering; it is shifted from grey list to black list by the FATF.
# The countries in Grey List are Monitored by International Cooperation Review Group (ICRG)

Impacts of Grey List :
1. Economic sanctions from international institutions (IMF, World Bank, ADB etc.) and countries
2. Problem in getting loans from international institutions (IMF, World Bank, ADB etc.) and countries
3. Overall Reduction in its international trade
4. International boycott
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Context:
Food safety authority finds most adulteration in Telangana followed by Madhya Pradesh and Kerala

Facts :
1. India has the highest cattle population in the world.
2. India is the largest milk producer in the world. India produces 176 million tonnes of milk during 2017-18.

What is Solid non-fat (SNF)?
Milk is approximately 87 percent water and 13 percent solids. As it comes from the cow, the solids portion of milkcontains
approximately 3.7 percent fat and 9 percent solids-not-fat.
The serum solids or milk solids-not-fat (MSNF) contain the lactose, caseins, whey proteins, and minerals.

Problem :
1. Proper feeding of cattle ensures more fat and SNF.
2. But maltodextrin and sugar are added to raise the level of fat and SNF artificially.
3. FSSAI has found out presence of aflatoxin-M1, antibiotics and pesticides in processed milk and raw milk.
4. 10 % of total processed milk samples failed to comply with FSSAI norm .
47 % of the total raw milk samples failed to comply with FSSAI norm.

Why problem of milk contamination ?
Aflataxin M1 comes in the milk through feed and fodder that are currently not regulated in the country.

Harmful effects of Melatodextrin :
Side effects may include allergic reactions, weight gain, gas, flatulence, and bloating.
Maltodextrin may also cause a rash or skin irritation, asthma, cramping, or difficulty breathing

Causes of Alfaltoxins :
1. Aflatoxin mycotoxins are toxic to humans. They also cause cancer in humans and animals.
2. Aflatoxins have been reported to cause digestive system effects such as diarrhea, vomiting, intestinal hemorrhage, and liver
necrosis and fibrosis.
3. Alfotoxins are more dominant in processed food than in raw milk.

Solutions:
1. Proper feeding of the cattles will increase SNF and fat naturally.
2. Proper regulation of use of antibiotics to cattles.
3. Frequent testing of milk samples by FSSAI authorized testing centers.
4. Establish testing machines that can detect residue of Aflotoxin M1.
5. Organic farming by reducing the amount of chemical pesticides. Even crop rotation, Zero Budget
and crop diversification can minimize the problem of pests.

Natural Farming (ZBNF)

Source: THE HINDU

Zomato , BioD Energy tie up for cooking oil-to-biodiesel project
GS III | 19 October,2019

What is BioDiesel ?
1. It is a renewable fuel.
2. Biodiesel refers to a vegetable oil- or animal fat-based diesel fuel consisting of long-chain alkyl (methyl, ethyl, or propyl)
esters.
3. It can be blended with diesel in any proportion.

What is biofuel ?
1. A biofuel is a fuel that is produced through contemporary processes from biomass.
2. It can be in solid, liquid and gaseous form.

National Biofuel policy, 2018:
Salient Features:

1. The Policy categorises biofuels as "Basic Biofuels" viz. First Generation (1G) bioethanol & biodiesel and "Advanced Biofuels"
- Second Generation (2G) ethanol, Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) to drop-in fuels, Third Generation (3G) biofuels, bio-CNG etc.
to enable extension of appropriate financial and fiscal incentives under each category.
2. The Policy expands the scope of raw material for ethanol production by allowing use of Sugarcane Juice, Sugar containing
materials like Sugar Beet, Sweet Sorghum, Starch containing materials like Corn, Cassava, Damaged food grains like wheat,
broken rice, Rotten Potatoes, unfit for human consumption for ethanol production.
3. Farmers are at a risk of not getting appropriate price for their produce during the surplus production phase. Taking this into
account, the Policy allows use of surplus food grains for production of ethanol for blending with petrol with the approval of
National Biofuel Coordination Committee.
4. With a thrust on Advanced Biofuels, the Policy indicates a viability gap funding scheme for 2G ethanol Bio refineries of
Rs.5000 crore in 6 years in addition to additional tax incentives, higher purchase price as compared to 1G biofuels.
5. The Policy encourages setting up of supply chain mechanisms for biodiesel production from non-edible oilseeds, Used
Cooking Oil, short gestation crops.
6. Roles and responsibilities of all the concerned Ministries/Departments with respect to biofuels has been captured in the Policy
document to synergise efforts.

Initiative of Zomato(restaurant Agrregator) and BioD(Biodiesel
manuacturer):
1. To Collect 1000 tons of used cooking oil from restaurants.
2. Convert cooking oil to biodiesel
3. Sell to the OMCs for blending with the regular diesel.

Advantages of using cooking oil :
1. Used cooking oil is highly carcinogenic. This initiative will reduce the reuse of used oil again in small hotels.
2. Decrease in air pollution via a vis decreased in CVDs, COPD and other respiratory illness.
3. Decrease in GHGs and Golabal warming and achieve India target towards its INDGs of Paris summit
4. Decrease in oil import vis a vis decrease in CAD
5. Increase in infrastructure, employment generation and achievement of National Biofuel Policy.
6. Biodiesel may be used in any diesel automotive engine in its pure form or blended with petroleum-based diesel. No
modifications are required, and the result is a less-expensive, renewable, clean-burning fuel.

Source: THE HINDU
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CENTRE CLARIFIES ON DEFINITION OF FOREST
GS II | 20 October,2019

Context :
States need not take its approval to define what constitutes unclassified land as forest

Definition of Forest :
# The Forest Advisory Committee(FAC) of the Environment ministry has clarified that States need not take the Centre's
approval to define what constitutes unclassified land as forest.
# The freedom to define land, not already classified as forest by the centre or state records, as forest has been the prerogative
of the state since 1996.
# It is based on the supreme court's Godavarman Judgement , 1996, which states that :
a. The Supreme Court judgment expanded the definition of forest to include lands that were already
notified by the Centre
as forests, that appear in government records as forests as well as those
that fell in the “dictionary definition” of forest.
b. It also allows the States to evolve their own criteria and define tracts of land as forest, and these would then be bound by
forest conservation laws.

Reason for difficulty in defining a forest:
1. An all-encompassing definition of forest is difficult for India because there are 16 different kinds of forest.
2. A tract of grassland in one State might qualify in one region as forest, but not in another. However, once a State applied a
criteria, it couldn’t be reversed.
3. The onus on the States to define forests is also significant because the States often claim that they are helpless in preventing
encroachment because a patch of land in question hadn’t been notified as forest.
Eg. A recent instance was the felling of trees in Mumbai’s Aarey Colony, which officially isn’t classified as forest.

Forest Advisory Committer (FAC):
1. The Forest Advisory Committee is a statutory body .
2. It works under MoEFCC.
3. It considers questions on the diversion of forest land for non-forest uses such as mining, industrial projects, townships and
advises the government on the issue of granting forest clearances.
4. Its role is advisory in nature.
FAC is turning as a toothless organisation as its recommendations are not being heard.

Source: THE HINDU

RCEP TRADE NEGOTIATIONS ON STICKY GROUND?
GS II | 20 October,2019

Context :
RCEP countries are expected to finalize the free trade agreement among its member countries by November 2019.
The Leaders Summit will be held on November 4th in Bangkok ,Thailand.

What is RCEP ?
Members : It includes 10 ASEAN members as well as India, China, Australia, New Zealand ,Japan and South Korea.
RCEP consists of 47 % of World Population, one third of global GDP and 27% of global trade.

Advantages of RCEP :
1. It will bring stability to trade relations in an area where such ties have historically been unpredictable.
2. The free trade agreement between the signatories would open up markets of each of the partner countries to the others.
3. This free trade agreement can act as a counterbalance to the APEC and other regional trading blocs like NAFTA,
MERCOSUR ,etc.
4. This agreement can promote the rise of Asian century.
5. It will also decrease the dependence on multilateral trade Institutions like WTO, by developing countries, which are dominated
by the developed countries.

Issues:
1. Domination of China in this trade bloc can make the members to side against the US.
2. It can impact India's trade relationship with USA.

India's issues with RCEP:
1. China can get greater access to Indian markets.
2. Cheap imports from China will increase and it will impact India's domestic industry adversely.
3. Presently India imposes safeguard duty on solar panel and anti dumping duties on steel, but from the various RCEP
negotiations that have taken place, India has to reduce duties on 80 % of items imported from China.
4. RCEP agreement can impact India's industry ,agriculture and Dairy Sector.
( India would have to cut duties on 86% of imports from Australia and New Zealand and 90% of products from Asian, Japan and
South Korea)
5. The Indian government cannot mandate the investing company to Transfer Technology and know-how to its Indian partners.
6. The Indian government cannot set cap on royalties an Indian Company can pay to its foreign partner.
( it can lead to force the transfer of Huge royalty sums to foreign partners instead of paying dividends to Indian shareholders)

7. The E-Commerce chapter would be against India's data localisation plans.

Source: THE HINDU

HOW INSECTS, PESTS WIPE OF AJANTA CAVE PAINTING ?
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Context:
Archaeological Survey of India is carrying out precautionary treatments to protect Ajanta cave paintings.

Ajanta caves :
1.Ajanta caves are a series of 30 Buddhist caves located in Aurangabad district, Maharashtra.
2. This site is declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO. It encompasses both Theravada (Hinayana) and Mahayana Buddhist
traditions.
3. It is built on 6th century a.d..
4. It is located along Waghura river.
5. It was under the patronage of Satavahanas, Vakatakas, Chalukyas and Yadavas.
6. Only 5 are Chaityas , rest are Viharas out of 29 caves excavated.

Problem :
1. The bat and bird excreta damages the paintings.
2. The paintings are good breeding place for microbes and insects thereby damaging the paintings.
3. The main problem is the entry of rainwater and water from the Waghura river , that leads to dampness in the cave
atmosphere causing an increase in Algae, fungi ,insects and microbes
4. The insects were silverfish, Beatles and common bugs.
5. All the factors are changing the original colour of the paintings from White to Yellow and Blue who is turning to Green.

Why Ajanta is affected and not Ellora ?
# In Ellora caves "a mixture of hemp ,clay and lime plaster was considered efficient for preserving paintings and carvings" is
used.
# Whereas in Ajanta caves, studies have shown that basal layer of the murals was made of mud plaster and organic matter
such as paddy husk ,grass ,vegetable fibres, does making it a good breeding place for microbes and insects

Solution:

1. Using ultraviolet light traps as nocturnal insects get attracted to ultraviolet radiation.
2. Yellow light traps can also be used to trap diagonal species like moths.
3. By understanding the phototactic behaviour of insects, appropriate wavelength lights can be used.
4. Other precautionary measures taken by ASI are:
a. Spraying of insecticides and herbicides
b.Fixing the loose plaster on cave walls
c.Regular cleaning and use of preservative coating on the painting.

Source: THE HINDU

Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land
Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013 (LARR
Act):
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Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition,
Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013 (LARR Act):
This act has replaced the Land acquisition act, 1894

Main features of act:
Clearly defines various types of “public purpose” projects for which, Government can acquire private land.
1. Acquiring land:
For private project- 80% affected families must agree.
For PPP project- 70% affected families must agree.(Only then land can be acquired)
2. Social impact assessment:
Under Social impact assessment (SIA) necessary to obtain consent of the affected artisans, labourers, share-croppers, tenant
farmers etc whose livelihood will be affected because of the project.
3. Compensation:
Compensation proportion to market rates. 4 times the market rate in rural area.
2 times in urban area. Affected artisans, small traders, fishermen etc. will be given one-time payment(even if they don’t own
any land).
4. To ensure food security:

Fertile, irrigated, multi-cropped farmland can be acquired only in last resort. If such fertile land is acquired, then Government will
have to develop equal size of wasteland for agriculture purpose.
5. Private entities:
If Government acquires the lands for private company- the said private company will be responsible for relief and rehabilitation
of the affected people. Additional rehabilitation package for SC/ST owners.
6. Safeguards:
State Governments have to setup dispute settlement Chairman must be a district judge or lawyer for 7 years.
7. Accountability:
Head of the department will be made responsible, for any offense from Government’s side. If project doesn’t start in 5 years,
land has to be returned to the original owner or the land bank. Establishment of Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and
Resettlement Authority for speedy disposal of disputes.

Limitations:
The Central Act of 2013 was brought to give effect to pre-existing fundamental right to livelihood of citizens. It ensures that
livelihood will not be taken away unless:
(i) it is in public interest and that is seen by social impact assessment
(ii) The affected citizens are given rehabilitation. The amendments made without considering the above factors will take away
fundamental rights of the citizens.

Source: THE HINDU
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Two Panels set to amend the IPC
GS-II | 21 October,2019

Context:
Two committees comprising legal luminaries have been constituted by the Home
Ministry to amend various sections of the IPC.

What is the Indian Penal Code?
The Indian Penal Code(IPC) is the official criminal code of India.
It is a comprehensive code intended to cover all substantive aspects
of criminal law.
The code was drafted in 1860 on the recommendations of the first law
commission of India under the chairmanship of Thomas Macaulay
established in 1834 under the Charter Act of 1833.
It came into force in British India during the early British Raj period in 1862.
However, it did not apply automatically in the Princely states, which had
their own courts and legal systems until the 1940s.
After the partition of the British Indian Empire, the Indian Penal Code was
inherited by its successor states, the Dominion of India.

Need for the amendment:
It is believed that amending the code introduced by the British in 1860 is
necessary as it is primarily based on the spirit of “master and servant”.
Thomas Macaulay, in the five years he had on the Governor General’s
Council, changed the face of India forever. He gave the IPC (Indian Penal
Code).
The Independence movement knew the IPC well. The nationalist leaders
suffered day in and day out from it. It was repressive. But when they came to
power, they did nothing to remove the IPC or even amend its worst features.
The British have reformed their laws and their penal system. But India
continues to follow this rusty 19th-century law.

The Criminal justice system based on century-old outdated laws has led to
harassment of people by the government agencies and also put pressure on
the judiciary.
There is uneven punishment for crimes of grievous nature. In some cases,
the punishment is not commensurate with the gravity of the crime.
The Penal legal system that was established by the British Rule in India has
still not undergone any substantial changes even after 70 years of
independence while the entire Code of Criminal Procedure (Cr.P.C.) was
amended in 1973. The biggest example could be Section 124A of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) that defines sedition and provides for its punishment.

Important Recommendations of Malimath Committee:
The 158 recommendations of the committee, arrived at after examining
several national systems of criminal law, especially the continental European
systems, essentially propose a shift from an adversarial criminal justice
system, where the respective versions of the facts are presented by the
prosecution and the defence before a neutral judge, to an inquisitorial
system, where the objective is the “quest for truth” and the judicial officer
controls the investigation of offences.
Its report has suggested the dilution of many of the pre-trial safeguards
against violence in police custody that an accused has.
For instance, it seeks to double the 90-day period available for filing a
charge-sheet after which an accused can be released on bail.
It also recommends that the permissible 15-day police remand of an
accused be doubled for grave offences.
Malimath Committee seems to have concentrated on the rights of the victim.
It mentions the need to formulate a witness protection programme, reclassify
offences, and involve the victim in all stages of the trial.
On the question of making investigations more effective, it suggests
the setting up of a State Security Commission, as recommended by the
NPC, to insulate the police from political pressure.
It has expanded the definition of rape to include all forms of forcible
penetration, are eclipsed by the indifference to most of the concerns of the
women’s movements. The committee does not favor the death penalty for
rapists. In fact, the report states that wherever the death penalty is a possible

punishment it should be replaced with life imprisonment without commutation
or remission.

Source: The Hindu

Rohingyas to be moved to Bhansan Char
GS-II | 21 October,2019

Context:
Bangladesh is racing to turn an uninhabited and muddy Bay of Bengal island into
home for 100,000 Rohingya Muslims who have fled a military crackdown in
Myanmar, amid conflicting signals from top Bangladeshi officials about whether
the refugees would end up being stranded there.

News:
Bhansan Char island would be a “temporary arrangement” to ease
congestion at the camps in Cox’s Bazar, refuge for nearly 700,000 who have
crossed from the north of Myanmar’s Rakhine state .
Rohingyas would only be able to leave the island if they wanted to go back to
Myanmar or were selected for asylum by a third country.
It’s not a concentration camp, but there may be some restrictions. We are
not giving them a Bangladeshi passport or ID card.
British and Chinese engineers are helping prepare the island to receive
refugees before the onset of monsoon rains, which could bring disastrous
flooding to ramshackle camps further south that now teem with about 1
million Rohingya.
Selection of Rohingyas to be rehabilitated here would be on lottery-basis or
on a volunteer-basis.
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees said in a statement:
“We would emphasise that any relocation plan involving refugees would
need to be based on and implemented through voluntary and informed

decisions.”

Issues:
The silt island is vulnerable to frequent cyclones and cannot sustain
livelihoods for thousands of people.
Pirates roam the nearby waters to kidnap fishermen for ransom, residents of
nearby islands say.
Residents of nearby Sandwip island, which is larger and less remote, say
monsoon storms regularly kill people, destroy homes and cut contact with the
mainland.
Many Rohingya also reject the idea of moving to an island even further from
Myanmar, which many of them have called home for generations.

About Bhansan Char:
Bhasan Char - whose name means “floating island” - there were no roads,
buildings or people.
Floating Island, which emerged from the silt only about 20 years ago, is about
30 km (21 miles) from the mainland.
Flat and shape-shifting, it regularly floods during June-September.
The latest unrest in Myanmar’s Rakhine state began on Aug. 25, when
Rohingya insurgents attacked dozens of police posts and an army base,
prompting an army counter-offensive that forced entire villages to flee. They
joined about 300,000 Rohingya already in Bangladesh, one of the world’s
poorest and most crowded nations, who had fled previous bouts of violence.
Myanmar denies that ethnic cleansing has taken place and says it has been
conducting legitimate operations against terrorists in northern Rakhine.

Chinese and British companies are working to build this Island:
Chinese construction company Sinohydro - better known for building China’s
Three Gorges Dam - has begun work on a 13-km (8-mile) flood-defence
embankment for the $280-million project.

HR Wallingford, a British engineering and environmental hydraulics
consultancy, is advising the project on “coastal stabilization and flood
protection measures
The coastal infrastructure design is expected to include a flood defense
embankment protecting the development area to international standards, set
back from the shoreline.
This is a silt island that only emerged into view recently.
The government was building cyclone shelters on the island.
There were salt-tolerant paddies and people living there could fish or graze
cows and buffalo.

Source: The Hindu

Death of 2 Asiatic water buffaloes in Pobitora Wildlife sanctuary
GS-III | 21 October,2019

Context:
Anthrax has caused death of two Asiatic water buffaloes in central Assam’s
Pobitora Wildlife Sanctuary.

Pobitora Wildlife sanctuary:
Pobitora Wildlife Sanctuary is located in the state of Assam.
It is located about 30 km east of Guwahati.
The Sanctuary is mainly famous for its great Indian one-horned rhinoceros.
Besides rhinoceros, the other animals are leopard, wild boar, Barking
deer, wild buffalo.
It has the highest density of Indian one horned Rhino in the world.

What is Anthrax ?
Anthrax is a serious infectious disease caused by gram-positive, rod-shaped
bacteria known as Bacillus anthracis.
Anthrax can be found naturally in soil and commonly affects domestic and
wild animals around the world.
Contact with anthrax can cause severe illness in both humans and animals.
Anthrax is not contagious, which means you can’t catch it like the cold or flu.

How animals get infected?
Domestic and wild animals such as cattle, sheep, goats, antelope, and deer can
become infected when they breathe in or ingest spores in contaminated soil,
plants, or water.

How people are infected?
Working with infected animals or animal products
Eating raw or undercooked meat from infected animals
Injecting heroin
People get infected with anthrax when spores get into the body. When
anthrax spores get inside the body, they can be activated.
When they become active, the bacteria can multiply, spread out in the body,
produce toxins (poisons), and cause severe illness.
This can happen when people breathe in spores, eat food or drink water that
is contaminated with spores, or get spores in a cut or scrape in the skin.

Source: The Hindu

The DNA technology (Use and Applications) bill,2019
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Context:
The Ministry of Science and Technology has introduces The DNA technology
(Use and Applications) bill,2019.
This Bill is identical to The DNA Technology (Use and Application) Regulation Bill,
2018.

Provisions of the bill:
The Bill provides for the regulation of use of DNA technology for establishing the
identity of certain persons. Note that the same Bill had been previously
introduced in Lok Sabha in August 2018, but lapsed.
Use of DNA Data: Under the Bill, DNA testing is allowed only in respect of
matters listed in the Schedule to the Bill. These include offences under the
Indian Penal Code, 1860, and for civil matters such as paternity suits.
Further, the Schedule includes DNA testing for matters related to
establishment of individual identity.
Collection of DNA: While preparing a DNA profile, bodily substances of
persons may be collected by the investigating authorities. Authorities are
required to obtain consent for collection in certain situations. For arrested
persons, authorities are required to obtain written consent if the offence
carries a punishment of up to seven years. If the offence carries more than
seven years of imprisonment or death, consent is not required. Further, if the
person is a victim, or relative of a missing person, or a minor or disabled
person, the authorities are required to obtain the written consent of such
victim, or relative, or parent or guardian of the minor or disabled person. If
consent is not given in these cases, the authorities can approach a
Magistrate who may order the taking of bodily substances of such persons.
DNA Data Bank: The Bill provides for the establishment of a National DNA

Data Bank and Regional DNA Data Banks, for every state, or two or more
states. DNA laboratories are required to share DNA data prepared by them
with the National and Regional DNA Data Banks. Every Data Bank will be
required to maintain indices for the following categories of data: (i) a crime
scene index, (ii) a suspects’ or undertrials’ index, (iii) an offenders’ index,
(iv) a missing persons’ index, and (v) an unknown deceased persons’ index.
Removal of DNA profiles: The Bill states that the criteria for entry, retention,
or removal of the DNA profile will be specified by regulations. However, the
Bill provides for removal of the DNA profiles of the following persons: (i) of a
suspect if a police report is filed or court order given, (ii) of an undertrial if a
court order is given, and (iii) on written request, for persons who are not a
suspect, offender or undertrial, from the crime scene or missing persons’
index.
DNA Regulatory Board: The Bill provides for the establishment of a DNA
Regulatory Board, which will supervise the DNA Data Banks and DNA
laboratories. The Secretary, Department of Biotechnology, will be the ex
officio Chairperson of the Board. The Board will comprise additional
members including: (i) experts in the field of biological sciences, and (ii)
Director General of the National Investigation Agency and the Director of the
Central Bureau of Investigation.
Functions of the Board: The functions of the Board include: (i) advising
governments on all issues related to establishing DNA laboratories or Data
Banks, and (ii) granting accreditation to DNA laboratories. Further, the Board
is required to ensure that all information relating to DNA profiles with the Data
Banks, laboratories, and other persons are kept confidential.
DNA laboratories: Any laboratory undertaking DNA testing is required to
obtain accreditation from the Board. The Board may revoke the accreditation
for reasons including, failure to: (i) undertake DNA testing, or (ii) comply with
the conditions attached to the accreditation. If the accreditation is revoked,
an appeal will lie before the central government or any other authority notified
by the central government. Further, every DNA laboratory is required to
follow standards for quality assurance in collection, storing, and analysis of
DNA samples. After depositing the DNA profile for criminal cases, the
laboratory is required to return the biological sample to the investigating

officer. In all other cases, the sample must be destroyed.
Offences: The Bill specifies penalties for various offences, including: (i) for
disclosure of DNA information, or (ii) using DNA sample without
authorization. For instance, disclosure of DNA information will be punishable
with imprisonment of up to three years and fine of up to one lakh rupees.

Issues associated with this bill:
Data can be misused:
Information from DNA samples can reveal not just how a person looks, or what
their eye colour or skin colour is, but also more intrusive information like their
allergies, or susceptibility to diseases. As a result, there is a greater risk of
information from DNA analysis getting misused.
Safety issues:
There’s also the question of whether the DNA labs accredited by the Regulatory
Board are allowed to store copies of the samples they analyse. And if so, how the
owners of those samples can ensure the data is safe or needs to be removed
from their own indices.
Storage issues:
It’s not clear if DNA samples collected to resolve civil disputes will also be stored
in the databank (regional or national), although there is no index specific for the
same. If they will be stored, then the problem cascades because the Bill also does
not provide for information, consent and appeals.
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Two Panels set to amend the IPC
GS-II | 21 October,2019

Context:
Two committees comprising legal luminaries have been constituted by the Home
Ministry to amend various sections of the IPC.

What is the Indian Penal Code?
The Indian Penal Code(IPC) is the official criminal code of India.
It is a comprehensive code intended to cover all substantive aspects
of criminal law.
The code was drafted in 1860 on the recommendations of the first law
commission of India under the chairmanship of Thomas Macaulay
established in 1834 under the Charter Act of 1833.
It came into force in British India during the early British Raj period in 1862.
However, it did not apply automatically in the Princely states, which had
their own courts and legal systems until the 1940s.
After the partition of the British Indian Empire, the Indian Penal Code was
inherited by its successor states, the Dominion of India.

Need for the amendment:
It is believed that amending the code introduced by the British in 1860 is
necessary as it is primarily based on the spirit of “master and servant”.
Thomas Macaulay, in the five years he had on the Governor General’s
Council, changed the face of India forever. He gave the IPC (Indian Penal
Code).
The Independence movement knew the IPC well. The nationalist leaders
suffered day in and day out from it. It was repressive. But when they came to
power, they did nothing to remove the IPC or even amend its worst features.
The British have reformed their laws and their penal system. But India
continues to follow this rusty 19th-century law.

The Criminal justice system based on century-old outdated laws has led to
harassment of people by the government agencies and also put pressure on
the judiciary.
There is uneven punishment for crimes of grievous nature. In some cases,
the punishment is not commensurate with the gravity of the crime.
The Penal legal system that was established by the British Rule in India has
still not undergone any substantial changes even after 70 years of
independence while the entire Code of Criminal Procedure (Cr.P.C.) was
amended in 1973. The biggest example could be Section 124A of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) that defines sedition and provides for its punishment.

Important Recommendations of Malimath Committee:
The 158 recommendations of the committee, arrived at after examining
several national systems of criminal law, especially the continental European
systems, essentially propose a shift from an adversarial criminal justice
system, where the respective versions of the facts are presented by the
prosecution and the defence before a neutral judge, to an inquisitorial
system, where the objective is the “quest for truth” and the judicial officer
controls the investigation of offences.
Its report has suggested the dilution of many of the pre-trial safeguards
against violence in police custody that an accused has.
For instance, it seeks to double the 90-day period available for filing a
charge-sheet after which an accused can be released on bail.
It also recommends that the permissible 15-day police remand of an
accused be doubled for grave offences.
Malimath Committee seems to have concentrated on the rights of the victim.
It mentions the need to formulate a witness protection programme, reclassify
offences, and involve the victim in all stages of the trial.
On the question of making investigations more effective, it suggests
the setting up of a State Security Commission, as recommended by the
NPC, to insulate the police from political pressure.
It has expanded the definition of rape to include all forms of forcible
penetration, are eclipsed by the indifference to most of the concerns of the
women’s movements. The committee does not favor the death penalty for
rapists. In fact, the report states that wherever the death penalty is a possible

punishment it should be replaced with life imprisonment without commutation
or remission.

Source: The Hindu

Rohingyas to be moved to Bhansan Char
GS-II | 21 October,2019

Context:
Bangladesh is racing to turn an uninhabited and muddy Bay of Bengal island into
home for 100,000 Rohingya Muslims who have fled a military crackdown in
Myanmar, amid conflicting signals from top Bangladeshi officials about whether
the refugees would end up being stranded there.

News:
Bhansan Char island would be a “temporary arrangement” to ease
congestion at the camps in Cox’s Bazar, refuge for nearly 700,000 who have
crossed from the north of Myanmar’s Rakhine state .
Rohingyas would only be able to leave the island if they wanted to go back to
Myanmar or were selected for asylum by a third country.
It’s not a concentration camp, but there may be some restrictions. We are
not giving them a Bangladeshi passport or ID card.
British and Chinese engineers are helping prepare the island to receive
refugees before the onset of monsoon rains, which could bring disastrous
flooding to ramshackle camps further south that now teem with about 1
million Rohingya.
Selection of Rohingyas to be rehabilitated here would be on lottery-basis or
on a volunteer-basis.
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees said in a statement:
“We would emphasise that any relocation plan involving refugees would
need to be based on and implemented through voluntary and informed

decisions.”

Issues:
The silt island is vulnerable to frequent cyclones and cannot sustain
livelihoods for thousands of people.
Pirates roam the nearby waters to kidnap fishermen for ransom, residents of
nearby islands say.
Residents of nearby Sandwip island, which is larger and less remote, say
monsoon storms regularly kill people, destroy homes and cut contact with the
mainland.
Many Rohingya also reject the idea of moving to an island even further from
Myanmar, which many of them have called home for generations.

About Bhansan Char:
Bhasan Char - whose name means “floating island” - there were no roads,
buildings or people.
Floating Island, which emerged from the silt only about 20 years ago, is about
30 km (21 miles) from the mainland.
Flat and shape-shifting, it regularly floods during June-September.
The latest unrest in Myanmar’s Rakhine state began on Aug. 25, when
Rohingya insurgents attacked dozens of police posts and an army base,
prompting an army counter-offensive that forced entire villages to flee. They
joined about 300,000 Rohingya already in Bangladesh, one of the world’s
poorest and most crowded nations, who had fled previous bouts of violence.
Myanmar denies that ethnic cleansing has taken place and says it has been
conducting legitimate operations against terrorists in northern Rakhine.

Chinese and British companies are working to build this Island:
Chinese construction company Sinohydro - better known for building China’s
Three Gorges Dam - has begun work on a 13-km (8-mile) flood-defence
embankment for the $280-million project.

HR Wallingford, a British engineering and environmental hydraulics
consultancy, is advising the project on “coastal stabilization and flood
protection measures
The coastal infrastructure design is expected to include a flood defense
embankment protecting the development area to international standards, set
back from the shoreline.
This is a silt island that only emerged into view recently.
The government was building cyclone shelters on the island.
There were salt-tolerant paddies and people living there could fish or graze
cows and buffalo.

Source: The Hindu

Death of 2 Asiatic water buffaloes in Pobitora Wildlife sanctuary
GS-III | 21 October,2019

Context:
Anthrax has caused death of two Asiatic water buffaloes in central Assam’s
Pobitora Wildlife Sanctuary.

Pobitora Wildlife sanctuary:
Pobitora Wildlife Sanctuary is located in the state of Assam.
It is located about 30 km east of Guwahati.
The Sanctuary is mainly famous for its great Indian one-horned rhinoceros.
Besides rhinoceros, the other animals are leopard, wild boar, Barking
deer, wild buffalo.
It has the highest density of Indian one horned Rhino in the world.

What is Anthrax ?
Anthrax is a serious infectious disease caused by gram-positive, rod-shaped
bacteria known as Bacillus anthracis.
Anthrax can be found naturally in soil and commonly affects domestic and
wild animals around the world.
Contact with anthrax can cause severe illness in both humans and animals.
Anthrax is not contagious, which means you can’t catch it like the cold or flu.

How animals get infected?
Domestic and wild animals such as cattle, sheep, goats, antelope, and deer can
become infected when they breathe in or ingest spores in contaminated soil,
plants, or water.

How people are infected?
Working with infected animals or animal products
Eating raw or undercooked meat from infected animals
Injecting heroin
People get infected with anthrax when spores get into the body. When
anthrax spores get inside the body, they can be activated.
When they become active, the bacteria can multiply, spread out in the body,
produce toxins (poisons), and cause severe illness.
This can happen when people breathe in spores, eat food or drink water that
is contaminated with spores, or get spores in a cut or scrape in the skin.

Source: The Hindu

The DNA technology (Use and Applications) bill,2019
GS-II | 21 October,2019

Context:
The Ministry of Science and Technology has introduces The DNA technology
(Use and Applications) bill,2019.
This Bill is identical to The DNA Technology (Use and Application) Regulation Bill,
2018.

Provisions of the bill:
The Bill provides for the regulation of use of DNA technology for establishing the
identity of certain persons. Note that the same Bill had been previously
introduced in Lok Sabha in August 2018, but lapsed.
Use of DNA Data: Under the Bill, DNA testing is allowed only in respect of
matters listed in the Schedule to the Bill. These include offences under the
Indian Penal Code, 1860, and for civil matters such as paternity suits.
Further, the Schedule includes DNA testing for matters related to
establishment of individual identity.
Collection of DNA: While preparing a DNA profile, bodily substances of
persons may be collected by the investigating authorities. Authorities are
required to obtain consent for collection in certain situations. For arrested
persons, authorities are required to obtain written consent if the offence
carries a punishment of up to seven years. If the offence carries more than
seven years of imprisonment or death, consent is not required. Further, if the
person is a victim, or relative of a missing person, or a minor or disabled
person, the authorities are required to obtain the written consent of such
victim, or relative, or parent or guardian of the minor or disabled person. If
consent is not given in these cases, the authorities can approach a
Magistrate who may order the taking of bodily substances of such persons.
DNA Data Bank: The Bill provides for the establishment of a National DNA

Data Bank and Regional DNA Data Banks, for every state, or two or more
states. DNA laboratories are required to share DNA data prepared by them
with the National and Regional DNA Data Banks. Every Data Bank will be
required to maintain indices for the following categories of data: (i) a crime
scene index, (ii) a suspects’ or undertrials’ index, (iii) an offenders’ index,
(iv) a missing persons’ index, and (v) an unknown deceased persons’ index.
Removal of DNA profiles: The Bill states that the criteria for entry, retention,
or removal of the DNA profile will be specified by regulations. However, the
Bill provides for removal of the DNA profiles of the following persons: (i) of a
suspect if a police report is filed or court order given, (ii) of an undertrial if a
court order is given, and (iii) on written request, for persons who are not a
suspect, offender or undertrial, from the crime scene or missing persons’
index.
DNA Regulatory Board: The Bill provides for the establishment of a DNA
Regulatory Board, which will supervise the DNA Data Banks and DNA
laboratories. The Secretary, Department of Biotechnology, will be the ex
officio Chairperson of the Board. The Board will comprise additional
members including: (i) experts in the field of biological sciences, and (ii)
Director General of the National Investigation Agency and the Director of the
Central Bureau of Investigation.
Functions of the Board: The functions of the Board include: (i) advising
governments on all issues related to establishing DNA laboratories or Data
Banks, and (ii) granting accreditation to DNA laboratories. Further, the Board
is required to ensure that all information relating to DNA profiles with the Data
Banks, laboratories, and other persons are kept confidential.
DNA laboratories: Any laboratory undertaking DNA testing is required to
obtain accreditation from the Board. The Board may revoke the accreditation
for reasons including, failure to: (i) undertake DNA testing, or (ii) comply with
the conditions attached to the accreditation. If the accreditation is revoked,
an appeal will lie before the central government or any other authority notified
by the central government. Further, every DNA laboratory is required to
follow standards for quality assurance in collection, storing, and analysis of
DNA samples. After depositing the DNA profile for criminal cases, the
laboratory is required to return the biological sample to the investigating

officer. In all other cases, the sample must be destroyed.
Offences: The Bill specifies penalties for various offences, including: (i) for
disclosure of DNA information, or (ii) using DNA sample without
authorization. For instance, disclosure of DNA information will be punishable
with imprisonment of up to three years and fine of up to one lakh rupees.

Issues associated with this bill:
Data can be misused:
Information from DNA samples can reveal not just how a person looks, or what
their eye colour or skin colour is, but also more intrusive information like their
allergies, or susceptibility to diseases. As a result, there is a greater risk of
information from DNA analysis getting misused.
Safety issues:
There’s also the question of whether the DNA labs accredited by the Regulatory
Board are allowed to store copies of the samples they analyse. And if so, how the
owners of those samples can ensure the data is safe or needs to be removed
from their own indices.
Storage issues:
It’s not clear if DNA samples collected to resolve civil disputes will also be stored
in the databank (regional or national), although there is no index specific for the
same. If they will be stored, then the problem cascades because the Bill also does
not provide for information, consent and appeals.

Source: PIB
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NCRB REPORT
GS-II | 22 October,2019

CONTEXT :
The National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) released its 2017 data for crime in India on
October 21.

What are the categories of the data?
The NCRB has introduced more than three dozen new categories and sub-categories of crimes under various heads.
At least four categories where significant diversification of data can be seen are –
Crimes against women and children
Atrocities against Dalits
Cases of corruption
Time taken by police and courts to take cases to their conclusion
For the first time, the NCRB has introduced categories of cyber crimes against women and children.
In the case of Dalits, the NCRB has for the first time published data on offences registered solely under the SC/ST (Prevention
of Atrocities) Act.
The further categorisation under this includes insult, land grab and social ostracism.
The NCRB has also recorded cases of disproportionate assets against public servants.
The other heads include abetment, criminal intimidation, simple hurt, credit/debit card and online frauds, Internet crimes through
online gaming and kidnapping for begging among others.
Importantly, for the first time, the NCRB has dwelt on not just pendency of cases (with the police and courts) but also the period
of such pendency.

KEY FINDINGS OF THE REPORT:
The data, delayed by about a year, presents some interesting findings.
Data that was supposed to be published under the new sub-heads of mob lynching, murder by influential people, killing ordered
by khap panchayats and murder committed for religious reasons is missing.
A new category of offences under the aegis of "Anti-National Elements",shows that the maximum number of offences were
committed by Left Wing Extremist (LEW) operatives, insurgents in the Northeast and terrorists.

Crime Registration and Rate:
In 2017, there was an increase of 3.6% in registration of cases over 2016.
Delhi witnessed the highest crime rate in the country with 1,050 Indian Penal Code (IPC) crime incidents per lakh of the city’s
population.

This was over four times the national average of 238.

Crime Against Women:
The number of crimes committed against women increased by 6% over the year 2016.
Majority cases were registered under ‘Cruelty by Husband or His Relatives’ followed by ‘Assault on Women with Intent to
Outrage her Modesty’.
The maximum cases were registered in Uttar Pradesh (UP) followed by Maharashtra and West Bengal.

Crime Against SC/STs:
The incidents registered under the Scheduled Caste Prevention of Atrocities Act saw an increase from 5,082 incidents
reportedin 2016 to 5,775 in 2017.
Incidents of crime related to Scheduled Tribes dipped from 844 in 2016 to 720 in 2017.

Riots:
Out of the total 58,880 incidents of rioting reported, communal and sectarian riots accounted for 723 and 183 incidents
respectively.
There were 805 riots due to caste conflict and 1909 riots due to political reasons.
Maximum incidents were reported from Bihar, followed by Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra.

Cyber Crimes:
Fraudulent transactions and sexual exploitationwere the most reported cyber crimes in India in 2017.
Cyber fraudsaccounted for the highest number of individual reports on cybercrime, followed by cases of cybercrime in the form
of sexual exploitation.
Assam,which has recorded higher number of cyber crimes than other states in the region, sexual exploitation and personal
revenge were the prime reasons.
Bengaluru topped the listamong metropolitan cities across the country in terms of number of cyber crimes registered.
Bengaluru was followed by Mumabi and Jaipur.

Offences against the state:
As compared to 2016, there has been a 30 percent rise in incidents of offences against the state. Sedition, waging war against
country and damage to public property are among the offences included under this category.
Interestingly, the maximum number of such offences were recorded from Haryana while the minimum number of such cases
were recorded from Jammu and Kashmir(J&K).
Haryana registered 13 cases of sedition— second after Assam, which registered 19— while only one case of sedition was
recorded in J&K.

NCRB :
NCRB was set-up in 1986 to function as a repository of information on crime and criminals so as to assist the investigators in

linking crime to the perpetrators. It was set up based on the recommendation of the Task force,1985 and National Police
Commission,1977 by merging the Directorate of Coordination and Police Computer (DCPC), Inter State Criminals Data Branch
of CBI and Central Finger Print Bureau of CBI. Earlier Statistical Branch of Bureau of Police Research and Development
(BPR&D) was also merged with NCRB, but was later de-merged[2].

Mission
To Empower Indian Police with Information Technology and criminal Intelligence to enable them to uphold law and protect
people. To provide leadership and excellence in crime analysis particularly for serious and organized crime.

Objectives
Create and maintain secure sharable National Databases on crimes and criminals for law enforcement agencies and promote
their use for public service delivery.
Collect and process crime statistics at the national level and clearing house of information on crime and criminals both at
National and International levels.
Lead and coordinate development of IT applications and create an enabling IT environment for Police organizations.
National repository of fingerprints of all criminals.
To evaluate, modernize and promote automation in State Crime Records Bureaux and State Finger Print Bureaux .
Training and capacity building in Police Forces in Information Technology and Finger Print Science.

Source: THE HINDU

UN report on Lead content in paints
GS-III | 22 October,2019

Context:
World Lead Prevention Week started on October 20, 2019.
On the sidelines, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) has released a report on lead concentration in items
like paints.

Permissible limit:
90 ppm is the concentration limit recommended by the Model Law and Guidance for Regulating Lead Paint published by
the UNEP in 2018.
It is the lowest and most protective regulatory limit for lead paints that has been set in India and some other countries.

Key points:
Only 13 countries have laws which prescribe that lead concentration should not be more than 90 particles per million (ppm).
These 13 countries are part of 73 countries out of the UN’s 193 members, which, as of September 30, 2019, had confirmed that
they had legally binding controls on lead in paint, according to the UNEP report.
The largest economic burden of lead exposure was borne by low- and middle-income countries.

Lead and it’s concentration:
Lead is added to paints for various reasons, including enhancing the colour, reducing corrosion and decreasing the drying time.
However, lead can reach soil, dust and groundwater through weathering or peeling of the patin.

Health impacts:
Lead exposure accounted for 1.06 million deaths from long-term effects and 24.4 million disability adjusted life years known
as DALYs in 2007.
Lead can cause permanent damage to the brain and nervous system, resulting in decreased IQ and increased behavioural
problems.
It can also cause anaemia, increase the risk of kidney damage and hypertension, and impair reproductive function.
Young children and pregnant women (whose developing foetus can be exposed) are especially vulnerable to the adverse
effects of lead. Even relatively low levels of exposure can cause serious and irreversible neurological damage.

Solutions:
The cost of eliminating the use of lead compounds in decorative paint is much lower than removing these paints from surfaces
in homes.
By contrast, the economic cost is low for eliminating the use of lead compounds in new decorative paints. In fact, many
manufacturers have already successfully reformulated their paint products to avoid the intentional addition of lead.
According to the paint industry, the reformulation of residential and decorative paints to eliminate lead additives is feasible, and
the technical and cost impacts are manageable.

Way Forward:
Hence, there is a need to establish laws and informing people about the hazardous effects of lead in paints remained key
measures to curb its growing menace.

Source: THE HINDU

CHINA'S GROWING CLOUT AT THE UN
GS-II | 22 October,2019

Context :
Beijing is actively seeking to use the UN platform to legitimize and spread its ideology.

Background:
Whether through specialized UN agencies or peacekeeping, China is facing to fill the vacuum in international leadership left by
the withdrawal of US from multilateral fora , and taking advantage of local of convergence among the members of the Security
council on many global issues.

How China has gained more legitimacy in the UN?
1. China has 8000 of its soldiers as standby under the UN peacekeeping force
2. China has increased monetary contributions to UN fivefold.
3. Mr. Xi has promised to take an active part in leading the reform of the global governance system.

Achievements of China :
China has been able to get Communist party officials to head more than a quarter of UN's specialized agencies including
FAO, the Industrial Development Organisation, the International Civil Aviation Administration and the International
Telecom Union.

China' ideologies:
1. It is pushing its ideology through the global platforms.
2. China argues that each country may choose it's own human rights protection in the context of "national circumstances".
3. China is diluting the concept of universal values and promoting its world view on human rights.
4. With no one to stand up to China in te absence of US leadership at the UN, Beijing is actively promoting its foreign policies
especially the BRI through the global body.
It says that BRI serves the purposes and principles of the Charter of the UN.
There is a speculation of a coordinated Sino Russian front at the UN due to the lack of unity among the western members of
the Security Council.

Source: THE HINDU

A FIX FOR GROWTH GAIN FROM FISCAL PAIN
GS-III | 22 October,2019

Context:
With euphoria over the corporate tax cut fading , the government needs to address fundamental to the economy.

Advantaged of corporate tax rate cuts:
# Increase in FDI in Indian economy
# Solution to twin balance sheet problem
# Attractive Indian market on the background of US- China trade wars
# Stimulus to Make in India
# Stock market going bullish
# Incrase in private investment and increase in employment opportunities

Demerits of corporate tax rate cuts :
1. Loss of around 1.5 lack crores to Government.
2. Decrease in the welfare activities of government.
3. Less funding to MGNREGA.
4. Corporate sector in India is not the major driver for economic growth .

How to revive from economic depression?
The major drivers of growth in India are Agriculture and its allied sectors and MSME sector. Agriculture supports livelihoods of
around 50% population and also is important for food security.
So some of the steps can be :
1. Constitute 'fund of funds' to fund venture capital to MSMEs and also constitute credit guarantee fund.
2. Promote Agriculture entrepreneurship through Agri Udaan .
3. Rashtriya Gokul Mission and Animal Husbandry to promote Dry land area agriculture.
4. Infrastructure development like schools, health centers, bridges, roads ,etc.
5. Funding to MGNREGA to boost the rural demand.
6. Skill Development through PMKVY, NSDC, NSQF, etc.

If these can be implemented speedily and efficiently, then we could pull the sagging economy out of quagmire , especially in the
near term and hopefully incentivize and facilitate the much anticipated spurt in corporate investment which apparently the
government was aiming at while announcing the tax bonanza.

Source: THE HINDU
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NCRB REPORT
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CONTEXT :
The National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) released its 2017 data for crime in India on
October 21.

What are the categories of the data?
The NCRB has introduced more than three dozen new categories and sub-categories of crimes under various heads.
At least four categories where significant diversification of data can be seen are –
Crimes against women and children
Atrocities against Dalits
Cases of corruption
Time taken by police and courts to take cases to their conclusion
For the first time, the NCRB has introduced categories of cyber crimes against women and children.
In the case of Dalits, the NCRB has for the first time published data on offences registered solely under the SC/ST (Prevention
of Atrocities) Act.
The further categorisation under this includes insult, land grab and social ostracism.
The NCRB has also recorded cases of disproportionate assets against public servants.
The other heads include abetment, criminal intimidation, simple hurt, credit/debit card and online frauds, Internet crimes through
online gaming and kidnapping for begging among others.
Importantly, for the first time, the NCRB has dwelt on not just pendency of cases (with the police and courts) but also the period
of such pendency.

KEY FINDINGS OF THE REPORT:
The data, delayed by about a year, presents some interesting findings.
Data that was supposed to be published under the new sub-heads of mob lynching, murder by influential people, killing ordered
by khap panchayats and murder committed for religious reasons is missing.
A new category of offences under the aegis of "Anti-National Elements",shows that the maximum number of offences were
committed by Left Wing Extremist (LEW) operatives, insurgents in the Northeast and terrorists.

Crime Registration and Rate:
In 2017, there was an increase of 3.6% in registration of cases over 2016.
Delhi witnessed the highest crime rate in the country with 1,050 Indian Penal Code (IPC) crime incidents per lakh of the city’s
population.

This was over four times the national average of 238.

Crime Against Women:
The number of crimes committed against women increased by 6% over the year 2016.
Majority cases were registered under ‘Cruelty by Husband or His Relatives’ followed by ‘Assault on Women with Intent to
Outrage her Modesty’.
The maximum cases were registered in Uttar Pradesh (UP) followed by Maharashtra and West Bengal.

Crime Against SC/STs:
The incidents registered under the Scheduled Caste Prevention of Atrocities Act saw an increase from 5,082 incidents
reportedin 2016 to 5,775 in 2017.
Incidents of crime related to Scheduled Tribes dipped from 844 in 2016 to 720 in 2017.

Riots:
Out of the total 58,880 incidents of rioting reported, communal and sectarian riots accounted for 723 and 183 incidents
respectively.
There were 805 riots due to caste conflict and 1909 riots due to political reasons.
Maximum incidents were reported from Bihar, followed by Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra.

Cyber Crimes:
Fraudulent transactions and sexual exploitationwere the most reported cyber crimes in India in 2017.
Cyber fraudsaccounted for the highest number of individual reports on cybercrime, followed by cases of cybercrime in the form
of sexual exploitation.
Assam,which has recorded higher number of cyber crimes than other states in the region, sexual exploitation and personal
revenge were the prime reasons.
Bengaluru topped the listamong metropolitan cities across the country in terms of number of cyber crimes registered.
Bengaluru was followed by Mumabi and Jaipur.

Offences against the state:
As compared to 2016, there has been a 30 percent rise in incidents of offences against the state. Sedition, waging war against
country and damage to public property are among the offences included under this category.
Interestingly, the maximum number of such offences were recorded from Haryana while the minimum number of such cases
were recorded from Jammu and Kashmir(J&K).
Haryana registered 13 cases of sedition— second after Assam, which registered 19— while only one case of sedition was
recorded in J&K.

NCRB :
NCRB was set-up in 1986 to function as a repository of information on crime and criminals so as to assist the investigators in

linking crime to the perpetrators. It was set up based on the recommendation of the Task force,1985 and National Police
Commission,1977 by merging the Directorate of Coordination and Police Computer (DCPC), Inter State Criminals Data Branch
of CBI and Central Finger Print Bureau of CBI. Earlier Statistical Branch of Bureau of Police Research and Development
(BPR&D) was also merged with NCRB, but was later de-merged[2].

Mission
To Empower Indian Police with Information Technology and criminal Intelligence to enable them to uphold law and protect
people. To provide leadership and excellence in crime analysis particularly for serious and organized crime.

Objectives
Create and maintain secure sharable National Databases on crimes and criminals for law enforcement agencies and promote
their use for public service delivery.
Collect and process crime statistics at the national level and clearing house of information on crime and criminals both at
National and International levels.
Lead and coordinate development of IT applications and create an enabling IT environment for Police organizations.
National repository of fingerprints of all criminals.
To evaluate, modernize and promote automation in State Crime Records Bureaux and State Finger Print Bureaux .
Training and capacity building in Police Forces in Information Technology and Finger Print Science.
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UN report on Lead content in paints
GS-III | 22 October,2019

Context:
World Lead Prevention Week started on October 20, 2019.
On the sidelines, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) has released a report on lead concentration in items
like paints.

Permissible limit:
90 ppm is the concentration limit recommended by the Model Law and Guidance for Regulating Lead Paint published by
the UNEP in 2018.
It is the lowest and most protective regulatory limit for lead paints that has been set in India and some other countries.

Key points:
Only 13 countries have laws which prescribe that lead concentration should not be more than 90 particles per million (ppm).
These 13 countries are part of 73 countries out of the UN’s 193 members, which, as of September 30, 2019, had confirmed that
they had legally binding controls on lead in paint, according to the UNEP report.
The largest economic burden of lead exposure was borne by low- and middle-income countries.

Lead and it’s concentration:
Lead is added to paints for various reasons, including enhancing the colour, reducing corrosion and decreasing the drying time.
However, lead can reach soil, dust and groundwater through weathering or peeling of the patin.

Health impacts:
Lead exposure accounted for 1.06 million deaths from long-term effects and 24.4 million disability adjusted life years known
as DALYs in 2007.
Lead can cause permanent damage to the brain and nervous system, resulting in decreased IQ and increased behavioural
problems.
It can also cause anaemia, increase the risk of kidney damage and hypertension, and impair reproductive function.
Young children and pregnant women (whose developing foetus can be exposed) are especially vulnerable to the adverse
effects of lead. Even relatively low levels of exposure can cause serious and irreversible neurological damage.

Solutions:
The cost of eliminating the use of lead compounds in decorative paint is much lower than removing these paints from surfaces
in homes.
By contrast, the economic cost is low for eliminating the use of lead compounds in new decorative paints. In fact, many
manufacturers have already successfully reformulated their paint products to avoid the intentional addition of lead.
According to the paint industry, the reformulation of residential and decorative paints to eliminate lead additives is feasible, and
the technical and cost impacts are manageable.

Way Forward:
Hence, there is a need to establish laws and informing people about the hazardous effects of lead in paints remained key
measures to curb its growing menace.

Source: THE HINDU

CHINA'S GROWING CLOUT AT THE UN
GS-II | 22 October,2019

Context :
Beijing is actively seeking to use the UN platform to legitimize and spread its ideology.

Background:
Whether through specialized UN agencies or peacekeeping, China is facing to fill the vacuum in international leadership left by
the withdrawal of US from multilateral fora , and taking advantage of local of convergence among the members of the Security
council on many global issues.

How China has gained more legitimacy in the UN?
1. China has 8000 of its soldiers as standby under the UN peacekeeping force
2. China has increased monetary contributions to UN fivefold.
3. Mr. Xi has promised to take an active part in leading the reform of the global governance system.

Achievements of China :
China has been able to get Communist party officials to head more than a quarter of UN's specialized agencies including
FAO, the Industrial Development Organisation, the International Civil Aviation Administration and the International
Telecom Union.

China' ideologies:
1. It is pushing its ideology through the global platforms.
2. China argues that each country may choose it's own human rights protection in the context of "national circumstances".
3. China is diluting the concept of universal values and promoting its world view on human rights.
4. With no one to stand up to China in te absence of US leadership at the UN, Beijing is actively promoting its foreign policies
especially the BRI through the global body.
It says that BRI serves the purposes and principles of the Charter of the UN.
There is a speculation of a coordinated Sino Russian front at the UN due to the lack of unity among the western members of
the Security Council.

Source: THE HINDU

A FIX FOR GROWTH GAIN FROM FISCAL PAIN
GS-III | 22 October,2019

Context:
With euphoria over the corporate tax cut fading , the government needs to address fundamental to the economy.

Advantaged of corporate tax rate cuts:
# Increase in FDI in Indian economy
# Solution to twin balance sheet problem
# Attractive Indian market on the background of US- China trade wars
# Stimulus to Make in India
# Stock market going bullish
# Incrase in private investment and increase in employment opportunities

Demerits of corporate tax rate cuts :
1. Loss of around 1.5 lack crores to Government.
2. Decrease in the welfare activities of government.
3. Less funding to MGNREGA.
4. Corporate sector in India is not the major driver for economic growth .

How to revive from economic depression?
The major drivers of growth in India are Agriculture and its allied sectors and MSME sector. Agriculture supports livelihoods of
around 50% population and also is important for food security.
So some of the steps can be :
1. Constitute 'fund of funds' to fund venture capital to MSMEs and also constitute credit guarantee fund.
2. Promote Agriculture entrepreneurship through Agri Udaan .
3. Rashtriya Gokul Mission and Animal Husbandry to promote Dry land area agriculture.
4. Infrastructure development like schools, health centers, bridges, roads ,etc.
5. Funding to MGNREGA to boost the rural demand.
6. Skill Development through PMKVY, NSDC, NSQF, etc.

If these can be implemented speedily and efficiently, then we could pull the sagging economy out of quagmire , especially in the
near term and hopefully incentivize and facilitate the much anticipated spurt in corporate investment which apparently the
government was aiming at while announcing the tax bonanza.

Source: THE HINDU
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THIRTY METER TELESCOPE
GS-III | 23 October,2019

Context:
About 70% of Indian contribution to the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) will be in the form of both hardware and software for the
telescope. Indian entities are engaged in developing observatory software as well as telescope control system.

About TMT (Thirty Meter Telescope):
The Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) is an astronomical observatory with an extremely large telescope (ELT).
It is an international project being funded by scientific organisations of Canada, China, India, Japan and USA.

Planned location:
Mauna Kea the island of Hawaii in the US state of Hawaii.

Purpose:
The TMT is designed for near-ultraviolet to mid-infrared observations, featuring adaptive optics to assist in correcting image blur.

Significance:
TMT will enable scientists to study fainter objects far away from us in the Universe, which gives information about early stages
of evolution of the Universe.
It will give us finer details of not-so-far-away objects like undiscovered planets and other objects in the Solar System and planets
around other stars.

Source: INDIAN EXPRESS

GLOBAL WEALTH REPORT 2019
GS-II | 23 October,2019

Context:
The Credit Suisse Group, a Switzerland-based multinational investment bank, has released the 10th edition of its annual
Global Wealth Report.

How is wealth defined and calculated?
Wealth is defined in terms of “net worth” of an individual. This, in turn, is calculated by adding up the value of financial assets
(such as money) and real assets (such as houses) and then subtracting any debts an individual may have.

Key points:

China has overtaken the United States this year to become “the country with most people in the top 10% of global
wealth distribution ”.
44% of total wealth with 0.9%: 47 million people – accounting for merely 0.9% of the world’s adult population – owned $158.3
trillion.
Bottom half of wealth holders collectively accounted for less than 1% of total global wealth in mid-2019, while the richest 10%
own 82% of global wealth and the top 1% alone own 45%.
Global financial crisis of 2008-09 has hurt those at the bottom of the pyramid more than the wealthiest as inequalities within
countries grew in the wake of the GFC. As a result, the top 1% of wealth holders increased their share of world wealth.

India specific points:
India remains one of the fastest wealth creators in the world, with household wealth in dollar terms growing faster than any other
region.
Wealth per Indian adult is at $14,569 ( ?10.31 lakh as on 21 October). However, the average number is skewed heavily by a
few wealthy individuals.
India accounts for 2% of the world’s millionaires.

What are the drivers of the wealth of nations?
Overall size of the population: A country with a huge population, in terms of final calculation, this factor reduces the wealth per
adult. Also, a big population provides a huge domestic market and this creates more opportunities for economic growth and
wealth creation.
Country’s saving behaviour: A higher savings rate translates into higher wealth. Overall, a percentage point rise in the savings
rate raises the growth rate of wealth per adult by 0.13% each year on average.
General level of economic activity as represented by aggregate income, aggregate consumption or GDP: The expansion of
economic activity increases savings and investment by households and businesses, and raises the value of household-owned
assets, both financial and non-financial.

Source: THE HINDU

SALIENT FEATURES OF REPRESENTATION OF PEOPLE
ACT
GS-II | 23 October,2019

Section 11 of the Representation of the People Act

Context:
Delhi High Court has sought a response from the Centre and the Election Commission (EC) on a petition challenging the EC’s
decision to reduce the disqualification period of Sikkim Chief Minister Prem Singh Tamang from six years to 13 months.
This was done in accordance with the Section 11 of Representation of the People Act.

Background:
Mr. Tamang was convicted of the charge of misappropriation of public funds. His disqualification period of 6 years, which began
on August 10, 2018, was to end on August 10, 2024.

Claims of Tamang :
It is based on Mr. Tamang’s main argumen that, the law prevailing at the time of his offence entailed disqualification only if the
sentence was for a term of two years or more; and that the amendment in 2003, under which any conviction under the anticorruption law would attract the six-year disqualification norm, should not be applied to him.

Section 11 of the RPA Act:
The Election Commission may, for reasons to be recorded, remove any disqualification under this Chapter 1 (except under
section 8A) or reduce the period of any such disqualification.

Issues :
The fact that condonation was granted just before the fresh state elections were to be held, demonstrates arbitrariness. The
only inference from the period condoned, that is, four years 11 months, seems to be for the specific purposes of allowing the
candidate to contest the state elections.
Therefore, it is also argued that Section 11 of the Representation of the People Act, 1951, was unconstitutional since it provided
uncanalised, uncontrolled, and arbitrary power to the Election Commission to remove or reduce the disqualification period.

Analysis:
This is morally wrong and a dangerous precedent that may end up reversing the trend towards decriminalising politics.
Under Section 11 of the Representation of the People Act, 1951, the EC indeed has the power to remove or reduce the
disqualification attached to a conviction. However, this has been used rarely, and seldom in a case involving a conviction for
corruption.
Its because Disqualification from contest is a civil disability created by electoral law to keep those convicted by criminal courts
from entering elected offices. It is not a second punishment in a criminal sense.
The EC decision also goes against the grain of a series of legislative and judicial measures to strengthen the legal framework
against corruption in recent years.

Solutions:
The apex court has already described corruption as a serious malady and one impinging on the economy. In 2013, the
protection given to sitting legislators from immediate disqualification was removed.
Now, disqualification should be more strictly applied to those convicted for corruption. Legislators handle public funds, and there
is good reason to keep out those guilty of misusing them.

Source: PIB

LOOKING AT THE LARGER PICTURE
GS-II | 23 October,2019

Context :
India should not let the contentious issues dictate the overall tenor of bilateral relations

Background:
India's decision to put off PM Modi's visit to Turkey on the basis of Tukey's criticism over dilution of Article 370.
This decision over foreign policy is a sign of knee-jerk diplomacy and also demonstrates a lack of familiarity with the Turkey's
historical record on Kashmir.

Relations between Pakistan and Turkey:
1. Both are members of Central Treaty Organisation (CENTO).
2. Both are members of ORCD ( Organisation for Regional Cooperation And Development) and also in Organisation of Islamic
Countries (OIC).

Importance of Turkey :
1. Pivotal and a stable power in West Asia.
2. Ability to attain nuclear power and also a NATO ally.
3. Access to West Asia and European market.
4. Its geostrategic location in the Mediterranean sea, Black sea , Aegean sea and its proximity to the Caspian sea and Sinai
peninsula.
India's foreign policies should not be based on contentious issues but on the bilateral ties.

ORCD:
Regional Cooperation for Development (RCD) or Organization for Regional Cooperation and Development (ORCD) was
a multi-governmental organization which was originally established on the 21st of July 1964 by Iran, Pakistan and Turkey,
regional members of the Central Treaty Organization(CENTO), to allow socio-economic development of the member states. In
1979, this organization was dissolved.
It was replaced by Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) in 1985. Seven new members were
added: Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan.

CENTO:
The Central Treaty Organization (CENTO), originally known as the Baghdad Pact or the Middle East Treaty
Organization (METO), was a military alliance of the Cold War. It was formed in 1955 by Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, Turkey and
the United Kingdom and dissolved in 1979.

OIC:
The Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) is the second largest inter-governmental organisation after the United
Nations, with the membership of 57 states, covering four continents. The OIC is the collective voice of the Muslim world to
ensure and safeguard their interest on economic socio and political areas. The OIC has Institutions, which implement its
programmes. Its Headquarters is in Jeddah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Source: THE HINDU
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Context:
About 70% of Indian contribution to the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) will be in the form of both hardware and software for the
telescope. Indian entities are engaged in developing observatory software as well as telescope control system.

About TMT (Thirty Meter Telescope):
The Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) is an astronomical observatory with an extremely large telescope (ELT).
It is an international project being funded by scientific organisations of Canada, China, India, Japan and USA.

Planned location:
Mauna Kea the island of Hawaii in the US state of Hawaii.

Purpose:
The TMT is designed for near-ultraviolet to mid-infrared observations, featuring adaptive optics to assist in correcting image blur.

Significance:
TMT will enable scientists to study fainter objects far away from us in the Universe, which gives information about early stages
of evolution of the Universe.
It will give us finer details of not-so-far-away objects like undiscovered planets and other objects in the Solar System and planets
around other stars.

Source: INDIAN EXPRESS
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Context:
The Credit Suisse Group, a Switzerland-based multinational investment bank, has released the 10th edition of its annual
Global Wealth Report.

How is wealth defined and calculated?
Wealth is defined in terms of “net worth” of an individual. This, in turn, is calculated by adding up the value of financial assets
(such as money) and real assets (such as houses) and then subtracting any debts an individual may have.

Key points:

China has overtaken the United States this year to become “the country with most people in the top 10% of global
wealth distribution ”.
44% of total wealth with 0.9%: 47 million people – accounting for merely 0.9% of the world’s adult population – owned $158.3
trillion.
Bottom half of wealth holders collectively accounted for less than 1% of total global wealth in mid-2019, while the richest 10%
own 82% of global wealth and the top 1% alone own 45%.
Global financial crisis of 2008-09 has hurt those at the bottom of the pyramid more than the wealthiest as inequalities within
countries grew in the wake of the GFC. As a result, the top 1% of wealth holders increased their share of world wealth.

India specific points:
India remains one of the fastest wealth creators in the world, with household wealth in dollar terms growing faster than any other
region.
Wealth per Indian adult is at $14,569 ( ?10.31 lakh as on 21 October). However, the average number is skewed heavily by a
few wealthy individuals.
India accounts for 2% of the world’s millionaires.

What are the drivers of the wealth of nations?
Overall size of the population: A country with a huge population, in terms of final calculation, this factor reduces the wealth per
adult. Also, a big population provides a huge domestic market and this creates more opportunities for economic growth and
wealth creation.
Country’s saving behaviour: A higher savings rate translates into higher wealth. Overall, a percentage point rise in the savings
rate raises the growth rate of wealth per adult by 0.13% each year on average.
General level of economic activity as represented by aggregate income, aggregate consumption or GDP: The expansion of
economic activity increases savings and investment by households and businesses, and raises the value of household-owned
assets, both financial and non-financial.
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Section 11 of the Representation of the People Act

Context:
Delhi High Court has sought a response from the Centre and the Election Commission (EC) on a petition challenging the EC’s
decision to reduce the disqualification period of Sikkim Chief Minister Prem Singh Tamang from six years to 13 months.
This was done in accordance with the Section 11 of Representation of the People Act.

Background:
Mr. Tamang was convicted of the charge of misappropriation of public funds. His disqualification period of 6 years, which began
on August 10, 2018, was to end on August 10, 2024.

Claims of Tamang :
It is based on Mr. Tamang’s main argumen that, the law prevailing at the time of his offence entailed disqualification only if the
sentence was for a term of two years or more; and that the amendment in 2003, under which any conviction under the anticorruption law would attract the six-year disqualification norm, should not be applied to him.

Section 11 of the RPA Act:
The Election Commission may, for reasons to be recorded, remove any disqualification under this Chapter 1 (except under
section 8A) or reduce the period of any such disqualification.

Issues :
The fact that condonation was granted just before the fresh state elections were to be held, demonstrates arbitrariness. The
only inference from the period condoned, that is, four years 11 months, seems to be for the specific purposes of allowing the
candidate to contest the state elections.
Therefore, it is also argued that Section 11 of the Representation of the People Act, 1951, was unconstitutional since it provided
uncanalised, uncontrolled, and arbitrary power to the Election Commission to remove or reduce the disqualification period.

Analysis:
This is morally wrong and a dangerous precedent that may end up reversing the trend towards decriminalising politics.
Under Section 11 of the Representation of the People Act, 1951, the EC indeed has the power to remove or reduce the
disqualification attached to a conviction. However, this has been used rarely, and seldom in a case involving a conviction for
corruption.
Its because Disqualification from contest is a civil disability created by electoral law to keep those convicted by criminal courts
from entering elected offices. It is not a second punishment in a criminal sense.
The EC decision also goes against the grain of a series of legislative and judicial measures to strengthen the legal framework
against corruption in recent years.

Solutions:
The apex court has already described corruption as a serious malady and one impinging on the economy. In 2013, the
protection given to sitting legislators from immediate disqualification was removed.
Now, disqualification should be more strictly applied to those convicted for corruption. Legislators handle public funds, and there
is good reason to keep out those guilty of misusing them.
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Context :
India should not let the contentious issues dictate the overall tenor of bilateral relations

Background:
India's decision to put off PM Modi's visit to Turkey on the basis of Tukey's criticism over dilution of Article 370.
This decision over foreign policy is a sign of knee-jerk diplomacy and also demonstrates a lack of familiarity with the Turkey's
historical record on Kashmir.

Relations between Pakistan and Turkey:
1. Both are members of Central Treaty Organisation (CENTO).
2. Both are members of ORCD ( Organisation for Regional Cooperation And Development) and also in Organisation of Islamic
Countries (OIC).

Importance of Turkey :
1. Pivotal and a stable power in West Asia.
2. Ability to attain nuclear power and also a NATO ally.
3. Access to West Asia and European market.
4. Its geostrategic location in the Mediterranean sea, Black sea , Aegean sea and its proximity to the Caspian sea and Sinai
peninsula.
India's foreign policies should not be based on contentious issues but on the bilateral ties.

ORCD:
Regional Cooperation for Development (RCD) or Organization for Regional Cooperation and Development (ORCD) was
a multi-governmental organization which was originally established on the 21st of July 1964 by Iran, Pakistan and Turkey,
regional members of the Central Treaty Organization(CENTO), to allow socio-economic development of the member states. In
1979, this organization was dissolved.
It was replaced by Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) in 1985. Seven new members were
added: Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan.

CENTO:
The Central Treaty Organization (CENTO), originally known as the Baghdad Pact or the Middle East Treaty
Organization (METO), was a military alliance of the Cold War. It was formed in 1955 by Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, Turkey and
the United Kingdom and dissolved in 1979.

OIC:
The Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) is the second largest inter-governmental organisation after the United
Nations, with the membership of 57 states, covering four continents. The OIC is the collective voice of the Muslim world to
ensure and safeguard their interest on economic socio and political areas. The OIC has Institutions, which implement its
programmes. Its Headquarters is in Jeddah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
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18th NON ALIGNMENT SUMMIT
GS-II | 24 October,2019

CONTEXT:
# 18th Non Aligned Movement (NAM) summit to be held in Baku, Azerbaijan.
# PM Modi skips NAM summit again (for 2nd time)
# PM’s absence indicates a decisive move away from past practice at the 60-year-old organisation that India was a founding
member of.

NEWS :
Vice-President M. Venkaiah Naidu will represent India at the 18th NAM summit.
17th NAM Summit (which was held in Venezuela) was represented by then Vice-President Hamid Ansari.
Since NAM was inaugurated in 1961, the Indian Prime Minister has always attended the NAM summit, except in 1979,
when Chaudhury Charan Singh was the caretaker PM and hence missed it, and in 2016.

NAM:
The Non-Aligned Movement is a Movement of 115 members representing the interests and priorities of developing countries
and against blindly following any power block during the cold war era.
NAM was a result of the war between the two blocks during the cold war.
The movement began with the “Bandung Process” in 1956 by India, Indonesia, former Yugoslavia, Egypt and other countries.
First meeting of the NAM was held in Belgrade in 1961 by Yugoslavia.
Principles of NAM:
1. Mutual respect for each other’s territorial integrity and sovereignty.
2. Mutual non-aggression.
3. Mutual non-interference in domestic affairs.
4. Equality and mutual benefit.
5. Peaceful co-existence.

Policies and ideology:
The Non-Aligned Movement is unified by its declared commitment to world peace and security.
The Non-Aligned Movement espouses policies and practices of cooperation, especially those that are multilateral and provide
mutual benefit to all those involved.
The Non-Aligned Movement has played a major role in various ideological conflicts throughout its existence, including extreme
opposition to apartheid governments and support of guerrilla movements in various locations, including Rhodesia and South

Africa.
The Non-Aligned Movement has become a voice of support for issues facing developing nations and it still contains ideals that
are legitimate within this context.

Present NAM:
India, which clung to non-alignment as its international identity sinceimage Independence, slowly deviated from it after the big
LPG reforms, 1991.
Since the end of the Cold War and the formal end of colonialism, the Non-Aligned Movement has been forced to redefine itself
and reinvent its purpose in the current world system.
India no longer wants to be isolated from the western power blocs.
India wants its voice to be heard at the global level.
However, India still maintains that “It remains committed to the principles and objectives of the Non Aligned Movement”.

Source: THE HINDU

Peritoneal dialysis under Pradhan Mantri National Dialysis
Program (PMNDP)
GS-III | 24 October,2019

Context :
Government to provide kidney dialysis at home under PMNDP.
In other words, the Centre plans to establish peritoneal dialysis services across states to provide door-step dialysis services for
kidney patients.

Aim:
With home-based peritoneal dialysis service, the Centre seeks to –
A. Bring down the overall cost of treatment
B. Achieve equity in patient access
C. Bring in consistency of practice
D. Develop a clinically-safe and effective programme

Problems :

Every year about 2.2 Lakh new patients of End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) get added in India resulting in additional demand
for 3.4 Crore dialysis every year.
ESRD continues to be a result of existing and emerging burden of non-communicable disease.
The burden of Non-Communicable Diseases (NCDs) has been alarmingly increasing and was flagged in the special UN
convention for Health.

Peritoneal dialysis :
Peritoneal dialysis is a process to remove excess fluid, correct electrolyte problems and remove toxins using the lining of the
abdomen, or peritoneum, in patients suffering from renal failure.
There are two main types of dialysis, which are hemodialysis and peritoneal dialysis.

HAEMODIALYSIS:
Hemodialysis (HD, commonly known as blood dialysis): In HD, the blood is filtered through a machine that acts like an artificial
kidney and is returned back into the body.
HD needs to be performed in a designated dialysis centre. It is usually needed about 3 times per week, with each episode
taking about 3-4 hours.

PERITONEAL DIALYSIS :
Peritoneal dialysis (PD, commonly known as water dialysis): In PD, the blood is cleaned without being removed from the body.
The abdomen sac (lining) acts as a natural filter. A solution (mainly made up of salts and sugars) is injected into the abdomen
that encourages filtration such that the waste is transferred from the blood to the solution.
There are 2 types of PD - continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis (CAPD) and automated peritoneal dialysis (APD). CAPD
needs to be done 3 to 5 times every day, but does not require a machine. APD uses an automated cycler machine to perform 3
to 5 exchanges during the night while the patient is asleep.
Close medical supervision is not required for most PD cases, thus making it a feasible option for patients who may want to
undergo dialysis in the home setting. Each treatment option has its advantages and disadvantages, which vary with the
condition of the patient and presence of underlying diseases. It is therefore important for every patient with ESRD to discuss
various treatment options in detail with his doctor before starting treatment.
The majority of patients in India receive renal replacement therapy in hemodialysis center. The number of patients on
Hemodialysis and the number of hospital based and free standing units is steadily growing.
A dialysis unit delivers patient care, and has specific requirements of treated water, electricity, medical gases and waste
disposal. It additionally requires accommodating all the workers involved in patient care, allow emergency procedures, permit
adequate hygiene and maintenance of specialized equipment. The design and layout of a unit must take into account all the
above features in order to function smoothly and prevent development of complications. Proper planning of a dialysis unit is
therefore essential.

About Pradhan Mantri National Dialysis Program
It was rolled out in 2016 as part of the National Health Mission(NHM) for provision of free dialysis services to the poor.

Public Private Partnership for Hemodialysis services
As per the guidelines, the private partner is to provide medical human resource, dialysis machine along with Reverse Osmosis
(RO) water plant infrastructure, dialyzer and consumables, while the space, power, and water supply within District Hospitals is
to be provided by the State Government.
Financial support
Currently, under NHM 100 % of the service procedure fees for patients from below poverty line (BPL) economic group is
covered. However, non BPL patients would have the benefit of accessing the services close to the community at the district
hospitals at same rates as paid by the Government for the BPL patient.
While there exist health schemes such as Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana (RSBY) funded by Govt. of India which cover
hemodialysis procedure, it is evident that due to high cost and recurring sessions required over the life time, the total cost for
providing dialysis cannot be adequately covered. However, for BPL families registered under RSBY, the cost of dialysis care
shall be catered through RSBY funding upto its maximum coverage. The additional resources required would be provided to the
state under the National Health Mission.

Source: THE HINDU

National Ambient Air Quality Standards, Air Quality Index ,
SAFAR
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National Air Quality Index’ (AQI):
Was launched in 2014 to disseminate information on air quality
Initiative under Swachh Bharat Mission
The measurement of air quality is based on eight pollutants
AQI has six categories of air quality. These are: Good, Satisfactory, Moderately Polluted, Poor, Very Poor and Severe.
AQI is considered as ‘One Number- One Colour-One Description’ for the common man to judge the air quality within his
vicinity.

8 pollutants measured by AQI :
1.Particulate Matter (size less than 10 µm) or (PM10),
2.Particulate Matter (size less than 2.5 µm) or (PM2.5),
3.Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2),

4.Sulphur Dioxide (SO2),
5.Carbon Monoxide (CO),
6.Ozone (O3),
7.Ammonia (NH3), and
8.Lead (Pb)

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS):
National Ambient Air Quality Standards are the standards for ambient air quality set by the Central Pollution Control Board
(CPCB)
The CPCB has been conferred this power by the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981.
Ambient Air Quality Standards contains 12 pollutants (8 pollutants contained in AQI and 4 others given below)
Benzene
Benzo(a)Pyrene (BaP)
Arsenic
Nickel

System of Air Quality and Weather Forecasting and Research (SAFAR) :
Initiative introduced by the Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES) to measure the air quality of a metropolitan city
Indigenously developed by the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology (IITM), Pune and is operationalized by the India
Meteorological Department (IMD).
It gives out real-time air quality index on a 24×7 basis with color-coding (along with 72 hours advance forecast).
SAFAR is an integral part of India’s first Air Quality Early Warning System operational in Delhi.

Objective:
increase awareness among the general public regarding the air quality in their city
helps the policy-makers to develop appropriate mitigation measures and systematic actions

Pollutants monitored by SAFAR:
PM2.5
PM10
Ozone
Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)

Benzene
Toluene
Xylene
Mercury
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REVIVAL PACKAGE FOR BSNL AND MTNL
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Context:
Union Cabinet approves revival plan of Rs.70,000cr BSNL and MTNL.

Revival plan :
1.Allotment of spectrum for 4G services for Rs.20,000cr
2.Debt restructuring by raising of bonds with sovereign guarantee.
3.Reducing employee costs through Voluntary Retirement Scheme.
4.Monetisation of assets.
5.In-principle approval of merger of BSNL & MTNL.

Crisis :
For some time now, BSNL is trying hard to sustain itself in a competitive market and was willing to accept what the government
decides.
The government was in a Catch-22 situation wherein it had to decide between survival of BSNL/MTNL on one side and
safeguarding the interests of employees.

Challenges faced by PSUs:
Overstaffing: BSNL has a huge employee base of 1.66 lakh and MTNL 21,679. Private players have just 25,000-30,000
employees across India.
Huge expenses: About 60% of BSNL’s revenues go towards managing employee expenses, while for MTNL it is around 87%.

Increased competition: Triggered after entry of Reliance Jio in September 2016. PSUs failed to keep up with the change. The
low data tariffs with free voice calls impacted the industry as a whole and not just PSUs.
The survival of the PSUs was largely dependent on the attitude of its employees, who could not approach a professional attitude
with the change in times.
Excessive interference by the Department of Telecommunications.

What can be done?
If the government is agreeable to an upgrade of its management, and to bring in a commercially driven partner who can
leverage the massive resources of the PSUs and generate revenues, then the revival package would be worth it.
Both the firms, especially BSNL, have huge assets, be in terms of real estate or optical fibre, which will be very essential for the
smooth rollout of next-generation technology 5G.
BSNL has huge infra assets and Right of Ways are an advantage, which can be shared with private players. Their real estate is
very valuable with presence in all major city centres with premium real estate.

Way forward :
BSNL is a strategic public asset which has to be promoted .
With the proposed measures, it is expected that BSNL will come out of losses by 2023-24 while MTNL will be back to profits in
2025-26, according to estimates. Both the PSUs have a debt of around Rs 20,000 crore.

Source: PIB
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18th NON ALIGNMENT SUMMIT
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CONTEXT:
# 18th Non Aligned Movement (NAM) summit to be held in Baku, Azerbaijan.
# PM Modi skips NAM summit again (for 2nd time)
# PM’s absence indicates a decisive move away from past practice at the 60-year-old organisation that India was a founding
member of.

NEWS :
Vice-President M. Venkaiah Naidu will represent India at the 18th NAM summit.
17th NAM Summit (which was held in Venezuela) was represented by then Vice-President Hamid Ansari.
Since NAM was inaugurated in 1961, the Indian Prime Minister has always attended the NAM summit, except in 1979,
when Chaudhury Charan Singh was the caretaker PM and hence missed it, and in 2016.

NAM:
The Non-Aligned Movement is a Movement of 115 members representing the interests and priorities of developing countries
and against blindly following any power block during the cold war era.
NAM was a result of the war between the two blocks during the cold war.
The movement began with the “Bandung Process” in 1956 by India, Indonesia, former Yugoslavia, Egypt and other countries.
First meeting of the NAM was held in Belgrade in 1961 by Yugoslavia.
Principles of NAM:
1. Mutual respect for each other’s territorial integrity and sovereignty.
2. Mutual non-aggression.
3. Mutual non-interference in domestic affairs.
4. Equality and mutual benefit.
5. Peaceful co-existence.

Policies and ideology:
The Non-Aligned Movement is unified by its declared commitment to world peace and security.
The Non-Aligned Movement espouses policies and practices of cooperation, especially those that are multilateral and provide
mutual benefit to all those involved.
The Non-Aligned Movement has played a major role in various ideological conflicts throughout its existence, including extreme
opposition to apartheid governments and support of guerrilla movements in various locations, including Rhodesia and South

Africa.
The Non-Aligned Movement has become a voice of support for issues facing developing nations and it still contains ideals that
are legitimate within this context.

Present NAM:
India, which clung to non-alignment as its international identity sinceimage Independence, slowly deviated from it after the big
LPG reforms, 1991.
Since the end of the Cold War and the formal end of colonialism, the Non-Aligned Movement has been forced to redefine itself
and reinvent its purpose in the current world system.
India no longer wants to be isolated from the western power blocs.
India wants its voice to be heard at the global level.
However, India still maintains that “It remains committed to the principles and objectives of the Non Aligned Movement”.

Source: THE HINDU

Peritoneal dialysis under Pradhan Mantri National Dialysis
Program (PMNDP)
GS-III | 24 October,2019

Context :
Government to provide kidney dialysis at home under PMNDP.
In other words, the Centre plans to establish peritoneal dialysis services across states to provide door-step dialysis services for
kidney patients.

Aim:
With home-based peritoneal dialysis service, the Centre seeks to –
A. Bring down the overall cost of treatment
B. Achieve equity in patient access
C. Bring in consistency of practice
D. Develop a clinically-safe and effective programme

Problems :

Every year about 2.2 Lakh new patients of End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) get added in India resulting in additional demand
for 3.4 Crore dialysis every year.
ESRD continues to be a result of existing and emerging burden of non-communicable disease.
The burden of Non-Communicable Diseases (NCDs) has been alarmingly increasing and was flagged in the special UN
convention for Health.

Peritoneal dialysis :
Peritoneal dialysis is a process to remove excess fluid, correct electrolyte problems and remove toxins using the lining of the
abdomen, or peritoneum, in patients suffering from renal failure.
There are two main types of dialysis, which are hemodialysis and peritoneal dialysis.

HAEMODIALYSIS:
Hemodialysis (HD, commonly known as blood dialysis): In HD, the blood is filtered through a machine that acts like an artificial
kidney and is returned back into the body.
HD needs to be performed in a designated dialysis centre. It is usually needed about 3 times per week, with each episode
taking about 3-4 hours.

PERITONEAL DIALYSIS :
Peritoneal dialysis (PD, commonly known as water dialysis): In PD, the blood is cleaned without being removed from the body.
The abdomen sac (lining) acts as a natural filter. A solution (mainly made up of salts and sugars) is injected into the abdomen
that encourages filtration such that the waste is transferred from the blood to the solution.
There are 2 types of PD - continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis (CAPD) and automated peritoneal dialysis (APD). CAPD
needs to be done 3 to 5 times every day, but does not require a machine. APD uses an automated cycler machine to perform 3
to 5 exchanges during the night while the patient is asleep.
Close medical supervision is not required for most PD cases, thus making it a feasible option for patients who may want to
undergo dialysis in the home setting. Each treatment option has its advantages and disadvantages, which vary with the
condition of the patient and presence of underlying diseases. It is therefore important for every patient with ESRD to discuss
various treatment options in detail with his doctor before starting treatment.
The majority of patients in India receive renal replacement therapy in hemodialysis center. The number of patients on
Hemodialysis and the number of hospital based and free standing units is steadily growing.
A dialysis unit delivers patient care, and has specific requirements of treated water, electricity, medical gases and waste
disposal. It additionally requires accommodating all the workers involved in patient care, allow emergency procedures, permit
adequate hygiene and maintenance of specialized equipment. The design and layout of a unit must take into account all the
above features in order to function smoothly and prevent development of complications. Proper planning of a dialysis unit is
therefore essential.

About Pradhan Mantri National Dialysis Program
It was rolled out in 2016 as part of the National Health Mission(NHM) for provision of free dialysis services to the poor.

Public Private Partnership for Hemodialysis services
As per the guidelines, the private partner is to provide medical human resource, dialysis machine along with Reverse Osmosis
(RO) water plant infrastructure, dialyzer and consumables, while the space, power, and water supply within District Hospitals is
to be provided by the State Government.
Financial support
Currently, under NHM 100 % of the service procedure fees for patients from below poverty line (BPL) economic group is
covered. However, non BPL patients would have the benefit of accessing the services close to the community at the district
hospitals at same rates as paid by the Government for the BPL patient.
While there exist health schemes such as Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana (RSBY) funded by Govt. of India which cover
hemodialysis procedure, it is evident that due to high cost and recurring sessions required over the life time, the total cost for
providing dialysis cannot be adequately covered. However, for BPL families registered under RSBY, the cost of dialysis care
shall be catered through RSBY funding upto its maximum coverage. The additional resources required would be provided to the
state under the National Health Mission.

Source: THE HINDU

National Ambient Air Quality Standards, Air Quality Index ,
SAFAR
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National Air Quality Index’ (AQI):
Was launched in 2014 to disseminate information on air quality
Initiative under Swachh Bharat Mission
The measurement of air quality is based on eight pollutants
AQI has six categories of air quality. These are: Good, Satisfactory, Moderately Polluted, Poor, Very Poor and Severe.
AQI is considered as ‘One Number- One Colour-One Description’ for the common man to judge the air quality within his
vicinity.

8 pollutants measured by AQI :
1.Particulate Matter (size less than 10 µm) or (PM10),
2.Particulate Matter (size less than 2.5 µm) or (PM2.5),
3.Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2),

4.Sulphur Dioxide (SO2),
5.Carbon Monoxide (CO),
6.Ozone (O3),
7.Ammonia (NH3), and
8.Lead (Pb)

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS):
National Ambient Air Quality Standards are the standards for ambient air quality set by the Central Pollution Control Board
(CPCB)
The CPCB has been conferred this power by the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981.
Ambient Air Quality Standards contains 12 pollutants (8 pollutants contained in AQI and 4 others given below)
Benzene
Benzo(a)Pyrene (BaP)
Arsenic
Nickel

System of Air Quality and Weather Forecasting and Research (SAFAR) :
Initiative introduced by the Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES) to measure the air quality of a metropolitan city
Indigenously developed by the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology (IITM), Pune and is operationalized by the India
Meteorological Department (IMD).
It gives out real-time air quality index on a 24×7 basis with color-coding (along with 72 hours advance forecast).
SAFAR is an integral part of India’s first Air Quality Early Warning System operational in Delhi.

Objective:
increase awareness among the general public regarding the air quality in their city
helps the policy-makers to develop appropriate mitigation measures and systematic actions

Pollutants monitored by SAFAR:
PM2.5
PM10
Ozone
Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)

Benzene
Toluene
Xylene
Mercury

Source: THE HINDU

REVIVAL PACKAGE FOR BSNL AND MTNL
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Context:
Union Cabinet approves revival plan of Rs.70,000cr BSNL and MTNL.

Revival plan :
1.Allotment of spectrum for 4G services for Rs.20,000cr
2.Debt restructuring by raising of bonds with sovereign guarantee.
3.Reducing employee costs through Voluntary Retirement Scheme.
4.Monetisation of assets.
5.In-principle approval of merger of BSNL & MTNL.

Crisis :
For some time now, BSNL is trying hard to sustain itself in a competitive market and was willing to accept what the government
decides.
The government was in a Catch-22 situation wherein it had to decide between survival of BSNL/MTNL on one side and
safeguarding the interests of employees.

Challenges faced by PSUs:
Overstaffing: BSNL has a huge employee base of 1.66 lakh and MTNL 21,679. Private players have just 25,000-30,000
employees across India.
Huge expenses: About 60% of BSNL’s revenues go towards managing employee expenses, while for MTNL it is around 87%.

Increased competition: Triggered after entry of Reliance Jio in September 2016. PSUs failed to keep up with the change. The
low data tariffs with free voice calls impacted the industry as a whole and not just PSUs.
The survival of the PSUs was largely dependent on the attitude of its employees, who could not approach a professional attitude
with the change in times.
Excessive interference by the Department of Telecommunications.

What can be done?
If the government is agreeable to an upgrade of its management, and to bring in a commercially driven partner who can
leverage the massive resources of the PSUs and generate revenues, then the revival package would be worth it.
Both the firms, especially BSNL, have huge assets, be in terms of real estate or optical fibre, which will be very essential for the
smooth rollout of next-generation technology 5G.
BSNL has huge infra assets and Right of Ways are an advantage, which can be shared with private players. Their real estate is
very valuable with presence in all major city centres with premium real estate.

Way forward :
BSNL is a strategic public asset which has to be promoted .
With the proposed measures, it is expected that BSNL will come out of losses by 2023-24 while MTNL will be back to profits in
2025-26, according to estimates. Both the PSUs have a debt of around Rs 20,000 crore.

Source: PIB
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KATARPUR CORRIDOR :
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Context :
India and Pakistan signed agreement on Kartarpur corridor.
The agreement relates to the modalities for operationalisation of the Kartarpur Sahib Corridor at Zero Point, International
Boundary, Dera Baba Nanak.
Indian pilgrims of all faiths and persons of Indian origin can use the corridor and the travel will be Visa Free
Pilgrims need to carry only a valid passport and the Corridor is open from dawn to dusk
Pilgrims travelling in the morning will have to return on the same day.

NEWS :
Currently pilgrims from India have to take a bus to Lahore to get to Kartarpur, which is a 125 km journey although people on the
Indian side of the border can physically see Gurdwara Darbar Sahib Kartarpur on the Pakistani side.
An elevated platform has also been constructed for the same on the Indian side, where people use binoculars to get a good
view

Concern:
Under the agreement, Pakistan will charge a very nominal USD 20 from every Indian Sikh pilgrim for a single trip
India continues to urge this issue with the Government of Pakistan to reconsider its insistence on levying the fee.
Indian pilgrims who enter Pakistan through the Kartarpur corridor will not be allowed to visit other gurdwaras in the Punjab
province of that country. They would have to go via the normal route, after applying for a visa, and paying the requisite fees.
Concerns about the pilgrims being exposed to the propaganda of pro-Khalistan elements.

Why Pakistan charges $20 per pilgrim ?
Pakistan has spent about Rs 1,000 crore on the Kartarpur corridor infrastructure. It would be providing langar to the pilgrims
who visit Gurdwara Darbar Sahib.
It would also be providing e-rickshaws to ferry the pilgrims from Dera Baba Nanak on the Indian side.
The fee has triggered a political controversy within India, and Punjab Chief Minister Capt Amarinder Singh has called the fee a
“jazia” tax on pilgrims.
Gurdwara in Kartarpur
The gurdwara in Kartarpur is located on the bank of river Ravi in Pakistan
It is about four km from the Dera Baba Nanak shrine, and about 120 km northeast of Lahore
It was here that Guru Nanak assembled a Sikh community and lived for 18 years until his death in 1539
The shrine is visible from the Indian side, as Pakistani authorities generally trim the elephant grass that would otherwise obstruct

the view
Indian Sikhs gather in large numbers for darshan from the Indian side, and binoculars are installed at Gurdwara Dera Baba
Nanak
The gurdwara was opened to pilgrims after repairs and restoration in 1999, and Sikh jathas have been visiting the shrine
regularly ever since
Sikh jathas from India travel to Pakistan on four occasions every year- for Baishakhi, the martyrdom day of Guru Arjan Dev, the
death anniversary of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, and the birthday of Guru Nanak Dev.

Significance :
First proposed in 1999 by the prime ministers of India and Pakistan, Atal Bihari Vajpayee and Nawaz Sharif, respectively, as
part of the Delhi–Lahore Bus diplomacy
Implemented as an integrated development project with Government of India funding.
The development comes ahead of the 550th Prakash Purab or 550th birth anniversary of Guru Nanak in 2019.
Until now, most Indian devotees have had to contend with a darshan using binoculars installed at Dera Baba Nanak Sahib.
This can be considered a big development since despite the India-Pakistan deadlock in talks, both India and Pakistan have
been able to form a consensus on the issue.

Way forward:
India must work to secure its border from the threat even as it opens the gates for thousands of pilgrims to travel to Pakistan.
National security must get priority
there must be an effort by all stakeholders in India — the Centre, the State government and the leadership of the BJP, the Akalis
and the Congress — to resist scoring political points against one another.
Modalities and technical issues, such as on the numbers, eligibility and identity proof required for the trip to Kartarpur Sahib,
should be ironed out by both governments.
India must negotiate with the Government of Pakistan to reconsider its insistence on levying the fee.

Conclusion:
It will be unfortunate if Pakistan uses the Kartarpur Corridor to fish in troubled waters and cause instability for its political ends

Source: THE HINDU

World Bankâ€™s ease of doing business ranking (India 63rd
Rank)
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Context:
India hiked 14 places to the 63rd position on the World Bank’s ease of doing business ranking
India is among the top 10 performers on the list for the third time in a row
New Zealand, Singapore and Hong Kong topped
World Bank applauded the reform efforts undertaken by the India in its report
India is the first country of its type to jump this year by 14 position.

From 140 to 63:
140th position in 2014.
100th position in 2018
77th position in 2019
63rd now

Reasons :
‘Make in India’ campaign focused on attracting foreign investment, boosting the private sector (manufacturing in particular) and
increasing the country’s overall competitiveness
In 2015, the government’s goal was to join the 50 top Rank in the ease of doing business ranking by 2020.
Successful implementation of the Insolvency And Bankruptcy Code(Before the implementation of the reform, it was very
burdensome for secured creditors to seize companies in default of their loans)
Improvements were registered in starting business(start up India scheme), dealing with construction permits and trading
across borders.
Govt made starting a business easier by abolishing filing fees for the SPICe (Simplified Proforma for Incorporating a
Company Electronically) company incorporation form, electronic memorandum of association, and articles of association
Trading across borders made easier by enabling post clearance audits, integrating trade stakeholders in a single electronic
platform, upgrading port infrastructures, and enhancing the electronic submission of documents.

Ease of doing business report:
The report was introduced in 2003 by world bank to provide an assessment of objective measures of business regulations
and their enforcement across 190 economies on ten parameters affecting a business through its life cycle. It includes 10
parameters like:
1.Starting a business

2.Dealing with construction permits
3.Getting electricity
4.Registering property
5.Getting credit
6.Protecting investors
7.Paying taxes
8.Trading across borders
9.Enforcing contracts
10.Resolving insolvency

Implications:
First, the Doing Business indicators provide a snapshot of a country’s red tape; they have no pretension of providing a
comprehensive picture of the investment climate.
As the World Bank makes clear, the indicators are not designed to comment on macroeconomic indicators or prospects for
growth.
Second, there exists a wide divergence between de jure and de facto realities in most economies.
What firms actually encounter “on the ground” is perhaps more important, but there are limitations to our ability to measure and
interpret those experiences without bias.

Way forward:
While we can truly be proud of the extent of India’s macro-policy reforms, it is time we started to focus on the micro-policies of
enforcement. Top down macro reforms can only be effective if they are twinned with bottom-up micro reforms. Unless the day-today experience of doing business improves, we will continue to under-perform relative to our true potential.
To secure changes in the remaining areas will require not just new laws and online systems but deepening the ongoing
investment in the capacity of states and their institutions to implement change and transform the framework of incentives and
regulation facing the private sector. India’s focus on ‘doing business’ at the state level may well be the platform that sustains
the country’s reform trajectory for the future

Conclusion:
The Ease of doing business rankings thus, should not be seen as the ultimate marker of the ruling party’s reform success.
Likewise, investors who are considering the prospects for investment in India should recognize what the rankings do and do not
tell us.
While India has made tremendous progress in various categories, it is the depth of these reforms which needs to be worked in
the next few years to bring up India into the Top 50 ranking.
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VISHWA SHANTI STUPA
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Vishwa Shanti Stupa (World peace pagoda):
Constructed atop the Ratnagiri Hill, it is the world’s highest peace pagoda.
Conceptualised by renowned Buddhist monk Nipponzan Myohoji and built by Japanese monk Fujii Guruji.
Built completely with marble, the stupa comprises four golden statues of Lord Buddha with each representing his life periods of
birth, enlightenment, preaching and death.
There are 7 Peace Pagoda or Shanti Stupas in India, other Stupas are Global Vipassana Pagoda Mumbai, Deekshabhoomi
Stupa Nagpur and Buddha Smriti Park Stupa Patna.

Rajgir:
The first Buddhist Council, immediately after the Mahaparinirvana of Lord Buddha, was convened at this place which
presently is called Rajgir.
It was at the Gridhakuta, the hill of the vultures, where Buddha made Mauryan king Bimbisara convert to Buddhism.
Rajgir is also known as Panchpahari as it is surrounded by five holy hills.
The legend has it that the ancient city Rajagrihaexisted even before Lord Buddha attained enlightenment. It was the ancient
capital city of the Magadh rulers until the 5th century BC when Ajatashatru moved the capital to Pataliputra (which is now known
as Patna).
Lord Mahavira too spent 14 years of his life at Rajgir and nearby areas.

Source: PIB
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Context :
India and Pakistan signed agreement on Kartarpur corridor.
The agreement relates to the modalities for operationalisation of the Kartarpur Sahib Corridor at Zero Point, International
Boundary, Dera Baba Nanak.
Indian pilgrims of all faiths and persons of Indian origin can use the corridor and the travel will be Visa Free
Pilgrims need to carry only a valid passport and the Corridor is open from dawn to dusk
Pilgrims travelling in the morning will have to return on the same day.

NEWS :
Currently pilgrims from India have to take a bus to Lahore to get to Kartarpur, which is a 125 km journey although people on the
Indian side of the border can physically see Gurdwara Darbar Sahib Kartarpur on the Pakistani side.
An elevated platform has also been constructed for the same on the Indian side, where people use binoculars to get a good
view

Concern:
Under the agreement, Pakistan will charge a very nominal USD 20 from every Indian Sikh pilgrim for a single trip
India continues to urge this issue with the Government of Pakistan to reconsider its insistence on levying the fee.
Indian pilgrims who enter Pakistan through the Kartarpur corridor will not be allowed to visit other gurdwaras in the Punjab
province of that country. They would have to go via the normal route, after applying for a visa, and paying the requisite fees.
Concerns about the pilgrims being exposed to the propaganda of pro-Khalistan elements.

Why Pakistan charges $20 per pilgrim ?
Pakistan has spent about Rs 1,000 crore on the Kartarpur corridor infrastructure. It would be providing langar to the pilgrims
who visit Gurdwara Darbar Sahib.
It would also be providing e-rickshaws to ferry the pilgrims from Dera Baba Nanak on the Indian side.
The fee has triggered a political controversy within India, and Punjab Chief Minister Capt Amarinder Singh has called the fee a
“jazia” tax on pilgrims.
Gurdwara in Kartarpur
The gurdwara in Kartarpur is located on the bank of river Ravi in Pakistan
It is about four km from the Dera Baba Nanak shrine, and about 120 km northeast of Lahore
It was here that Guru Nanak assembled a Sikh community and lived for 18 years until his death in 1539
The shrine is visible from the Indian side, as Pakistani authorities generally trim the elephant grass that would otherwise obstruct

the view
Indian Sikhs gather in large numbers for darshan from the Indian side, and binoculars are installed at Gurdwara Dera Baba
Nanak
The gurdwara was opened to pilgrims after repairs and restoration in 1999, and Sikh jathas have been visiting the shrine
regularly ever since
Sikh jathas from India travel to Pakistan on four occasions every year- for Baishakhi, the martyrdom day of Guru Arjan Dev, the
death anniversary of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, and the birthday of Guru Nanak Dev.

Significance :
First proposed in 1999 by the prime ministers of India and Pakistan, Atal Bihari Vajpayee and Nawaz Sharif, respectively, as
part of the Delhi–Lahore Bus diplomacy
Implemented as an integrated development project with Government of India funding.
The development comes ahead of the 550th Prakash Purab or 550th birth anniversary of Guru Nanak in 2019.
Until now, most Indian devotees have had to contend with a darshan using binoculars installed at Dera Baba Nanak Sahib.
This can be considered a big development since despite the India-Pakistan deadlock in talks, both India and Pakistan have
been able to form a consensus on the issue.

Way forward:
India must work to secure its border from the threat even as it opens the gates for thousands of pilgrims to travel to Pakistan.
National security must get priority
there must be an effort by all stakeholders in India — the Centre, the State government and the leadership of the BJP, the Akalis
and the Congress — to resist scoring political points against one another.
Modalities and technical issues, such as on the numbers, eligibility and identity proof required for the trip to Kartarpur Sahib,
should be ironed out by both governments.
India must negotiate with the Government of Pakistan to reconsider its insistence on levying the fee.

Conclusion:
It will be unfortunate if Pakistan uses the Kartarpur Corridor to fish in troubled waters and cause instability for its political ends
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Context:
India hiked 14 places to the 63rd position on the World Bank’s ease of doing business ranking
India is among the top 10 performers on the list for the third time in a row
New Zealand, Singapore and Hong Kong topped
World Bank applauded the reform efforts undertaken by the India in its report
India is the first country of its type to jump this year by 14 position.

From 140 to 63:
140th position in 2014.
100th position in 2018
77th position in 2019
63rd now

Reasons :
‘Make in India’ campaign focused on attracting foreign investment, boosting the private sector (manufacturing in particular) and
increasing the country’s overall competitiveness
In 2015, the government’s goal was to join the 50 top Rank in the ease of doing business ranking by 2020.
Successful implementation of the Insolvency And Bankruptcy Code(Before the implementation of the reform, it was very
burdensome for secured creditors to seize companies in default of their loans)
Improvements were registered in starting business(start up India scheme), dealing with construction permits and trading
across borders.
Govt made starting a business easier by abolishing filing fees for the SPICe (Simplified Proforma for Incorporating a
Company Electronically) company incorporation form, electronic memorandum of association, and articles of association
Trading across borders made easier by enabling post clearance audits, integrating trade stakeholders in a single electronic
platform, upgrading port infrastructures, and enhancing the electronic submission of documents.

Ease of doing business report:
The report was introduced in 2003 by world bank to provide an assessment of objective measures of business regulations
and their enforcement across 190 economies on ten parameters affecting a business through its life cycle. It includes 10
parameters like:
1.Starting a business

2.Dealing with construction permits
3.Getting electricity
4.Registering property
5.Getting credit
6.Protecting investors
7.Paying taxes
8.Trading across borders
9.Enforcing contracts
10.Resolving insolvency

Implications:
First, the Doing Business indicators provide a snapshot of a country’s red tape; they have no pretension of providing a
comprehensive picture of the investment climate.
As the World Bank makes clear, the indicators are not designed to comment on macroeconomic indicators or prospects for
growth.
Second, there exists a wide divergence between de jure and de facto realities in most economies.
What firms actually encounter “on the ground” is perhaps more important, but there are limitations to our ability to measure and
interpret those experiences without bias.

Way forward:
While we can truly be proud of the extent of India’s macro-policy reforms, it is time we started to focus on the micro-policies of
enforcement. Top down macro reforms can only be effective if they are twinned with bottom-up micro reforms. Unless the day-today experience of doing business improves, we will continue to under-perform relative to our true potential.
To secure changes in the remaining areas will require not just new laws and online systems but deepening the ongoing
investment in the capacity of states and their institutions to implement change and transform the framework of incentives and
regulation facing the private sector. India’s focus on ‘doing business’ at the state level may well be the platform that sustains
the country’s reform trajectory for the future

Conclusion:
The Ease of doing business rankings thus, should not be seen as the ultimate marker of the ruling party’s reform success.
Likewise, investors who are considering the prospects for investment in India should recognize what the rankings do and do not
tell us.
While India has made tremendous progress in various categories, it is the depth of these reforms which needs to be worked in
the next few years to bring up India into the Top 50 ranking.
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Vishwa Shanti Stupa (World peace pagoda):
Constructed atop the Ratnagiri Hill, it is the world’s highest peace pagoda.
Conceptualised by renowned Buddhist monk Nipponzan Myohoji and built by Japanese monk Fujii Guruji.
Built completely with marble, the stupa comprises four golden statues of Lord Buddha with each representing his life periods of
birth, enlightenment, preaching and death.
There are 7 Peace Pagoda or Shanti Stupas in India, other Stupas are Global Vipassana Pagoda Mumbai, Deekshabhoomi
Stupa Nagpur and Buddha Smriti Park Stupa Patna.

Rajgir:
The first Buddhist Council, immediately after the Mahaparinirvana of Lord Buddha, was convened at this place which
presently is called Rajgir.
It was at the Gridhakuta, the hill of the vultures, where Buddha made Mauryan king Bimbisara convert to Buddhism.
Rajgir is also known as Panchpahari as it is surrounded by five holy hills.
The legend has it that the ancient city Rajagrihaexisted even before Lord Buddha attained enlightenment. It was the ancient
capital city of the Magadh rulers until the 5th century BC when Ajatashatru moved the capital to Pataliputra (which is now known
as Patna).
Lord Mahavira too spent 14 years of his life at Rajgir and nearby areas.
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Context:
UN Environment Programme (UNEP)member states recently adopted the “Colombo Declaration” which calls
for tackling global nitrogen challenge.

INTRODUCTION:
The Colombo Declaration has been developed with the technical support of the International Nitrogen Management System
(INMS), a joint activity of the UNEP and the International Nitrogen Initiative supported by the Global Environmental
Facility.
The aim is to halve nitrogen waste by 2030.
A campaign on sustainable nitrogen management called “Nitrogen for Life” is to be launched.
It stems from the Sustainable Nitrogen Management Resolution which was adopted during the fourth session of the UN
Environment Assembly held from 11 – 15 March 2019 at the UNEP headquarters in Nairobi, Kenya.
The Declaration calls upon UN agencies, other international organizations, development partners, philanthropic agencies,
academic and civil society organizations to support its implementation.
It also urges countries to conduct a comprehensive assessment on nitrogen cycling covering policy, implementation, regulation,
and scientific aspects at a national level plus sensitize the citizens to understand the natural nitrogen cycle and how human
impacts alter its balance.

Why ?
While a critical element for building structures of living organisms and an essential element for the survival of all living things,
nitrogen overuse has negative impacts on the planet, biodiversity and is a contributor to the climate crisis.

How Nitrogen is a pollutant?
Nitrogen is an inert gas that’s necessary for life. But we’re changing it into forms that are harmful, overloading the environment
with it, and throwing the natural nitrogen cycle out of whack.
Nitrogen compounds running off farmland have led to water pollution problems around the world, while nitrogen emissions from
industry, agriculture and vehicles make a big contribution to air pollution.
Over 80% of the nitrogen in soil is not utilised by humans. While over four-fifths of the nitrogen is used to feed livestock, only
about six per cent reaches humans in case of non-vegetarian diet, as compared to the 20% that reaches the plate of a
vegetarian.
Nitrogen becomes a pollutant when it escapes into the environment and reacts with other organic compounds. It is either
released into the atmosphere, gets dissolved in water sources such as rivers, lakes or groundwater, or remains in the soil. While
it might lead to favourable growth of species that can utilise this nutrient, nitrogen as a pollutant is often detrimental to the
environment and health.
According to the World Health Organization, nitrate-contaminated drinking water can cause reduced blood function, cancer and
endemic goiters. Surplus imgs of nitrogen compounds have been found to cause soil acidification. The lowering pH, as a result
of the acidification, can lead to nutrient disorders and increased toxicity in plants. It may also affect natural soil decomposition.

Source: PIB
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Context:
The IndiGen Genome project is conducted by CSIR.
It is a whole genome sequencing project.
The initiative was implemented by the CSIR-Institute of Genomics and Integrative Biology (IGIB), Delhi and CSIRCentre for Cellular and Molecular Biology (CCMB), Hyderabad.

Significance:
The outcomes of the IndiGen will have applications in a number of areas including predictive and preventive medicine with
faster and efficient diagnosis of rare genetic diseases.
The data will be important for building the knowhow, baseline data and indigenous capacity in the emerging area of Precision
Medicine.

Advantages :
A. It will sequence the Gene which hides the information on susceptibility to attain a disease.
B. Treatment of cancer, heart strokes and other diseases.
C. Personalised medicine vis a vis faster treatment process and less Out Of Pocket expenditure.
D. More research on understanding the gene functioning

DISADVANTGES :
A. It can breach the ethical standards fixed in the development of pluripotent stem cells.
B. It can also cause personalised biological attacks by anyone who has the access of your gene sequence.
C. Can also lead to breach of Right to Privacy which is also a fundamental right.

About Genomics for Public Health in India (IndiGen) programme:
IndiGen programme aims to undertake whole genome sequencing of thousands of individuals representing diverse ethnic

groups from India.
The objective is to enable genetic epidemiology and develop public health technologies applications using population genome
data.

Why Genome sequencing?
Ever since the human genome was first sequenced in 2003, it opened a fresh perspective on the link between disease and the
unique genetic make-up of each individual.
Nearly 10,000 diseases — including cystic fibrosis, thalassemia — are known to be the result of a single gene malfunctioning.
While genes may render some insensitive to certain drugs, genome sequencing has shown that cancer too can be understood
from the viewpoint of genetics, rather than being seen as a disease of certain organs.

Source: THE HINDU

DEBATE OVER DEVELOPING COUNTRY STATUS IN WTO
GS-II | 26 October,2019

Context :
USA claiming to remove the developing country status for India, China and South Korea .
South Korea has said that it will no longer seek special treatment reserved for developing countries by the World Trade
Organization in future negotiations given its enhanced global economic status.

Background:
South Korea, Asia’s fourth-largest economy, has maintained its developing country status as a member of the WTO since the
body’s creation in 1995, mainly to guard its agriculture industry.

Who are the developing countries in the WTO?
There are no WTO definitions of “developed” and “developing” countries. Members announce for themselves whether they are
“developed” or “developing” countries.
However, other members can challenge the decision of a member to make use of provisions available to developing countries.
USA has it's own definition of Developing country. It calls a country developed if it satisfies any one of the following criteria:
A. If it is a member of OECD.
B. Member of G20

C. If it has global share of exports more than 0.5%

What are the advantages of “developing country” status?
Developing country status in the WTO brings certain rights.
Developing country status ensures special and differential treatment (S&DT) or provisions which allow them more time to
implement agreements and commitments, include measures to increase trading opportunities, safeguard their trade interests,
and support to build capacity to handle disputes and implement technical standards.

US demands :
For sometime now, developed countries, mainly the US, have been asking the WTO to end the benefits being given to
developing countries.
Nearly two-thirds of the members of the World Trade Organization(WTO) have been able to avail themselves of special
treatment and to take on weaker commitments under the WTO framework by designating themselves as developing countries.

Source: THE HINDU
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Context:
UN Environment Programme (UNEP)member states recently adopted the “Colombo Declaration” which calls
for tackling global nitrogen challenge.

INTRODUCTION:
The Colombo Declaration has been developed with the technical support of the International Nitrogen Management System
(INMS), a joint activity of the UNEP and the International Nitrogen Initiative supported by the Global Environmental
Facility.
The aim is to halve nitrogen waste by 2030.
A campaign on sustainable nitrogen management called “Nitrogen for Life” is to be launched.
It stems from the Sustainable Nitrogen Management Resolution which was adopted during the fourth session of the UN
Environment Assembly held from 11 – 15 March 2019 at the UNEP headquarters in Nairobi, Kenya.
The Declaration calls upon UN agencies, other international organizations, development partners, philanthropic agencies,
academic and civil society organizations to support its implementation.
It also urges countries to conduct a comprehensive assessment on nitrogen cycling covering policy, implementation, regulation,
and scientific aspects at a national level plus sensitize the citizens to understand the natural nitrogen cycle and how human
impacts alter its balance.

Why ?
While a critical element for building structures of living organisms and an essential element for the survival of all living things,
nitrogen overuse has negative impacts on the planet, biodiversity and is a contributor to the climate crisis.

How Nitrogen is a pollutant?
Nitrogen is an inert gas that’s necessary for life. But we’re changing it into forms that are harmful, overloading the environment
with it, and throwing the natural nitrogen cycle out of whack.
Nitrogen compounds running off farmland have led to water pollution problems around the world, while nitrogen emissions from
industry, agriculture and vehicles make a big contribution to air pollution.
Over 80% of the nitrogen in soil is not utilised by humans. While over four-fifths of the nitrogen is used to feed livestock, only
about six per cent reaches humans in case of non-vegetarian diet, as compared to the 20% that reaches the plate of a
vegetarian.
Nitrogen becomes a pollutant when it escapes into the environment and reacts with other organic compounds. It is either
released into the atmosphere, gets dissolved in water sources such as rivers, lakes or groundwater, or remains in the soil. While
it might lead to favourable growth of species that can utilise this nutrient, nitrogen as a pollutant is often detrimental to the
environment and health.
According to the World Health Organization, nitrate-contaminated drinking water can cause reduced blood function, cancer and
endemic goiters. Surplus imgs of nitrogen compounds have been found to cause soil acidification. The lowering pH, as a result
of the acidification, can lead to nutrient disorders and increased toxicity in plants. It may also affect natural soil decomposition.
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Context:
The IndiGen Genome project is conducted by CSIR.
It is a whole genome sequencing project.
The initiative was implemented by the CSIR-Institute of Genomics and Integrative Biology (IGIB), Delhi and CSIRCentre for Cellular and Molecular Biology (CCMB), Hyderabad.

Significance:
The outcomes of the IndiGen will have applications in a number of areas including predictive and preventive medicine with
faster and efficient diagnosis of rare genetic diseases.
The data will be important for building the knowhow, baseline data and indigenous capacity in the emerging area of Precision
Medicine.

Advantages :
A. It will sequence the Gene which hides the information on susceptibility to attain a disease.
B. Treatment of cancer, heart strokes and other diseases.
C. Personalised medicine vis a vis faster treatment process and less Out Of Pocket expenditure.
D. More research on understanding the gene functioning

DISADVANTGES :
A. It can breach the ethical standards fixed in the development of pluripotent stem cells.
B. It can also cause personalised biological attacks by anyone who has the access of your gene sequence.
C. Can also lead to breach of Right to Privacy which is also a fundamental right.

About Genomics for Public Health in India (IndiGen) programme:
IndiGen programme aims to undertake whole genome sequencing of thousands of individuals representing diverse ethnic

groups from India.
The objective is to enable genetic epidemiology and develop public health technologies applications using population genome
data.

Why Genome sequencing?
Ever since the human genome was first sequenced in 2003, it opened a fresh perspective on the link between disease and the
unique genetic make-up of each individual.
Nearly 10,000 diseases — including cystic fibrosis, thalassemia — are known to be the result of a single gene malfunctioning.
While genes may render some insensitive to certain drugs, genome sequencing has shown that cancer too can be understood
from the viewpoint of genetics, rather than being seen as a disease of certain organs.
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Context :
USA claiming to remove the developing country status for India, China and South Korea .
South Korea has said that it will no longer seek special treatment reserved for developing countries by the World Trade
Organization in future negotiations given its enhanced global economic status.

Background:
South Korea, Asia’s fourth-largest economy, has maintained its developing country status as a member of the WTO since the
body’s creation in 1995, mainly to guard its agriculture industry.

Who are the developing countries in the WTO?
There are no WTO definitions of “developed” and “developing” countries. Members announce for themselves whether they are
“developed” or “developing” countries.
However, other members can challenge the decision of a member to make use of provisions available to developing countries.
USA has it's own definition of Developing country. It calls a country developed if it satisfies any one of the following criteria:
A. If it is a member of OECD.
B. Member of G20

C. If it has global share of exports more than 0.5%

What are the advantages of “developing country” status?
Developing country status in the WTO brings certain rights.
Developing country status ensures special and differential treatment (S&DT) or provisions which allow them more time to
implement agreements and commitments, include measures to increase trading opportunities, safeguard their trade interests,
and support to build capacity to handle disputes and implement technical standards.

US demands :
For sometime now, developed countries, mainly the US, have been asking the WTO to end the benefits being given to
developing countries.
Nearly two-thirds of the members of the World Trade Organization(WTO) have been able to avail themselves of special
treatment and to take on weaker commitments under the WTO framework by designating themselves as developing countries.
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Maharatna, Navaratna and Miniratna Public Sector
Undertakings (PSUs)
GS-III | 27 October,2019

Context:
Government of India has accorded ‘Maharatna’ status to public sector undertaking’s (PSU’s) Hindustan Petroleum
Corporation Limited (HPCL) and Power Grid Corporation.

Impact:
This will impart greater operational and financial autonomy thus enhancing powers to their Boards to take financial decisions.
Boards of these PSUs can make equity investments to undertake financial joint ventures (JV) and wholly owned subsidiaries
and undertake mergers and acquisitions (M&A) in India as well as abroad. This is however subjected to a ceiling of 15% of net
worth of concerned CPSE, limited to Rs 5,000 crore in one project.
The Boards can also structure and implement schemes relating to personnel as well as human resource management and
training.
Holding companies of a ‘Maharatna’ PSU are also empowered to float fresh equity, transfer assets, divest shareholding in
subsidiaries, but are subjected to condition that the delegation will only be in respect of subsidiaries set up by holding company.

Criteria for grant of Maharatna status:
# Shall be given to CPSEs:
# Having Navratna status.
# Listed on Indian stock exchange with minimum prescribed public shareholding under SEBI regulations.
# Average annual turnover of more than Rs. 25,000 crore, during the last 3 years.
# Average annual net worth of more than Rs. 15,000 crore, during the last 3 years.
# Average annual net profit after tax of more than Rs. 5,000 crore, during the last 3 years.
# Should have significant global presence/international operations.

Criteria for grant of Navratna status:
The Miniratna Category – I and Schedule ‘A’ CPSEs,which have obtained ‘excellent’ or ‘very good’ rating under the
Memorandum of Understanding system in three of the last five years, and have composite score of 60 or above in the six
selected performance parameters, namely,
1.net profit to net worth.
2.manpower cost to total cost of production/services.
3.profit before depreciation, interest and taxes to capital employed.

4.profit before interest and taxes to turnover.
5.earning per share.
6.inter-sectoral performance.

Criteria for grant of Miniratna status:
The CPSEs which have made profits in the last three years continuously and have positive net worth are eligible to be
considered for grant of Miniratna status.

Source: INDIAN EXPRESS

WHY HAVE THE NAGA PEACE TALKS STUMBLED ?
GS-II | 27 October,2019

Context:
As the deadline set by the Centre for wrapping up the Naga peace talks is on October 31, 2019, it intends to meet the deadline
soon.
But some key issues remain unresolved with the National Socialist Council of Nagalim (Isak-Muivah), or NSCN (I-M).

Background:
The talks seek to settle disputes that date back to colonial rule.
The Nagas are an ethnic community that comprises several tribes who live in the state of Nagaland and its neighbourhood.
One key demand of Naga groups has been a Greater Nagalim that would cover the state of Nagaland, parts of neighbouring
states and Myanmar.
The British had annexed Assam in 1826, in which they subsequently created the Naga Hills district and went on to extend its
boundaries.
The assertion of Naga nationalism, which began during British rule, has continued after Independence, and even after Nagaland
became a state.
Along the way, the unresolved issues gave rise to decades of insurgency that claimed thousands of lives, including of civilians.

Historical Reasons :
The earliest sign of Naga resistance dates back to 1918, with the formation of the Naga Club.
In 1929, the Club told the Simon Commission to leave them alone to determine for themselves as in ancient times.

In 1946, A Z Phizo formed the Naga National Council (NNC), which declared Naga independence on August 14, 1947.
In 1951, it claimed to have conducted a referendum in which an overwhelming majority supported an independent Naga state.
By the early 1950s, the NNC had taken up arms and gone underground.

Progress of Peace Talks :
Before the ongoing talks, which followed a framework agreement in 2015, there were two other agreements between Naga
groups and the Centre.
1975 - A peace accord was signed in Shillong in which the NNC leadership agreed to give up arms.
Several NNC leaders including Isak, Muivah and Khaplang refused to accept the agreement and broke away to form the NSCN.
1988 - Khaplang broke away to form the NSCN (K) while Isak and Muivah headed the NSCN (I-M).
1997 - Preceded by rounds of talks since 1995, NSCN (I-M) signed a ceasefire agreement with the government.
The key agreement was that there would be no counter-insurgency offensive against the NSCN (I-M), who in turn would not
attack Indian forces.
2015 - The Centre signed a framework agreement with the NSCN (I-M) which set the stage for the ongoing peace talks.
2017 - Six other Naga armed outfits under the banner of the Naga National Political Groups (NNPGs) joined the talks.

Issues in the Naga Peace talks :
The government and the NSCN (I-M) have failed to agree on issues relating to a separate Naga flag and a constitution.
The NSCN (I-M) is not willing to budge from this demand and is looking for a lasting solution.
But, they are fully aware of the Government of India’s position with this.
A recent statement from Governor’s office said the government is determined to “honourably conclude” the peace talks and it
is reaching a conclusion stage.
They have mischievously dragged in the Framework Agreement and began imputing imaginary contents to it.

Source: THE HINDU

THE WORLD OF MIMIC ORGANS
GS-III | 27 October,2019

CONTEXT:
Can organoids , derived from stem cells , be used in disease treatments ?

What is an Organoid ?
Organoids are a group of cells grown in laboratories into three-dimensional, miniature structures that mimic the cell arrangement
of a fully-grown organ.
They are tiny (typically the size of a pea) organ-like structures that do not achieve all the functional maturity of human organs
but often resemble the early stages of a developing tissue.
Most organoids contain only a subset of all the cells seen in a real organ, but lack blood vessels to make them fully functional.

Achievements:
In some cases, scientists have already transplanted such lab-grown brain organoid to adult animals.
The transplanted organoid had integrated with the animal brain, grown new neuronal connections and responded to light.
Similarly, lung organoid transplanted into mice was able to form branching airways and early alveolar structures.

How organoids are grown in lab?
Organoids are a group of cells grown in laboratories into three-dimensional, miniature structures that mimic the cell arrangement
of a fully-grown organ.
They are tiny (typically the size of a pea) organ-like structures that do not achieve all the functional maturity of human organs
but often resemble the early stages of a developing tissue.
Most organoids contain only a subset of all the cells seen in a real organ, but lack blood vessels to make them fully functional.

Advantages of organoids :
Organoids offer new opportunities to studying proteins and genes that are critical for the development of an organ. This helps in
knowing how a mutation in a specific gene causes a disease or disorder.
For example, Researchers have used brain organoids to study how the Zika virus affects brain development in the embryo.
Since the organoids closely resemble mature tissues, it opens up new vistas. These include studying the complex arrangements
of cells in three-dimension and their function in detail, and understanding how cells assemble into organs.
Organoids can be used to study the safety and efficacy of new drugs and also test the response of tissues to existing
medicines.
Organoids will bring precision medicine closer to reality by developing patient-specific treatment strategies by studying which
drugs the patient is most sensitive to.

Challenges :
Scientists argue that organoids do not have sensory imgs and sensory connections from the brain are limited. Isolated regions
of the brain cannot communicate with other brain regions or generate motor signals. Thus, the possibility of consciousness or

other higher-order perceptive properties [such as the ability to feel distress] emerging seems extremely remote.

Source: THE HINDU
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CONTEXT :
For the last 5 years , major cities across India have recorded high PM10 levels on Deepavali day compared to those measured
a week before the festival.

What is PM10 ?
# It is called the RSPM ( Respiratory Suspended Particulate Matter ).
# It is having a diameter of less than 10 micron. 1 micron is one millionth of a meter.
# It causes respiratory problems, skin diseases, asthma , fatigue, COPD, heart stroke.
# In India , the mean limit of PM10 is 100 microgram/meter cube.

Toxic Nature :
Conventional crackers contain chemicals which produce effects like bright lighting and colours. These chemicals have adverse
effect on human health and environment
1. Charcoal, potassium nitrate and sulphur:
# These are the primary fuel to crackers
# Can be Carcinogenic
2. Strontium and Lithium
# Red colouring agent
# strontium replaces calcium in our body
# lithium releases harmful fumes
3. Barium
# Orange colouring agent
# Respiratory and other health issues
4. Nitrates , chlorate
# oxidizing agent
# stunting in children
# can be poisonous.

Supreme court steps:
Banned use of Barium nitrate.
Mandated to use green crackers

What is a green cracker ?
# Traditional crackers have been made with Barium Nitrate, antimony and many other metals. These cause respiratory diseases
and also cancer.
# CSIR and NEERI develops green crackers.
# Green Crackers are those fireworks without barium nitrate.
# Barium nitrate is substituted with Potassium nitrate and zeolite.
# the green versions of flower pot has a mixture of water and lime that is chemically stored in the crackers.
# NEERI has said that lab tests have proved 30%decrease in the PM emissions and also reductions in Sulphur dioxide and
nitrous oxides.
# Green sparklers use potassium nitrate , aluminum nitrate, aluminum chips and proprietary additives to reduce PM10.
# SWAS( safe water releaser) is a new formulation for bomb.
# These crackers have the same sound level of the traditional crackers (100db)

Source: THE HINDU
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Context:
Government of India has accorded ‘Maharatna’ status to public sector undertaking’s (PSU’s) Hindustan Petroleum
Corporation Limited (HPCL) and Power Grid Corporation.

Impact:
This will impart greater operational and financial autonomy thus enhancing powers to their Boards to take financial decisions.
Boards of these PSUs can make equity investments to undertake financial joint ventures (JV) and wholly owned subsidiaries
and undertake mergers and acquisitions (M&A) in India as well as abroad. This is however subjected to a ceiling of 15% of net
worth of concerned CPSE, limited to Rs 5,000 crore in one project.
The Boards can also structure and implement schemes relating to personnel as well as human resource management and
training.
Holding companies of a ‘Maharatna’ PSU are also empowered to float fresh equity, transfer assets, divest shareholding in
subsidiaries, but are subjected to condition that the delegation will only be in respect of subsidiaries set up by holding company.

Criteria for grant of Maharatna status:
# Shall be given to CPSEs:
# Having Navratna status.
# Listed on Indian stock exchange with minimum prescribed public shareholding under SEBI regulations.
# Average annual turnover of more than Rs. 25,000 crore, during the last 3 years.
# Average annual net worth of more than Rs. 15,000 crore, during the last 3 years.
# Average annual net profit after tax of more than Rs. 5,000 crore, during the last 3 years.
# Should have significant global presence/international operations.

Criteria for grant of Navratna status:
The Miniratna Category – I and Schedule ‘A’ CPSEs,which have obtained ‘excellent’ or ‘very good’ rating under the
Memorandum of Understanding system in three of the last five years, and have composite score of 60 or above in the six
selected performance parameters, namely,
1.net profit to net worth.
2.manpower cost to total cost of production/services.
3.profit before depreciation, interest and taxes to capital employed.

4.profit before interest and taxes to turnover.
5.earning per share.
6.inter-sectoral performance.

Criteria for grant of Miniratna status:
The CPSEs which have made profits in the last three years continuously and have positive net worth are eligible to be
considered for grant of Miniratna status.
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Context:
As the deadline set by the Centre for wrapping up the Naga peace talks is on October 31, 2019, it intends to meet the deadline
soon.
But some key issues remain unresolved with the National Socialist Council of Nagalim (Isak-Muivah), or NSCN (I-M).

Background:
The talks seek to settle disputes that date back to colonial rule.
The Nagas are an ethnic community that comprises several tribes who live in the state of Nagaland and its neighbourhood.
One key demand of Naga groups has been a Greater Nagalim that would cover the state of Nagaland, parts of neighbouring
states and Myanmar.
The British had annexed Assam in 1826, in which they subsequently created the Naga Hills district and went on to extend its
boundaries.
The assertion of Naga nationalism, which began during British rule, has continued after Independence, and even after Nagaland
became a state.
Along the way, the unresolved issues gave rise to decades of insurgency that claimed thousands of lives, including of civilians.

Historical Reasons :
The earliest sign of Naga resistance dates back to 1918, with the formation of the Naga Club.
In 1929, the Club told the Simon Commission to leave them alone to determine for themselves as in ancient times.

In 1946, A Z Phizo formed the Naga National Council (NNC), which declared Naga independence on August 14, 1947.
In 1951, it claimed to have conducted a referendum in which an overwhelming majority supported an independent Naga state.
By the early 1950s, the NNC had taken up arms and gone underground.

Progress of Peace Talks :
Before the ongoing talks, which followed a framework agreement in 2015, there were two other agreements between Naga
groups and the Centre.
1975 - A peace accord was signed in Shillong in which the NNC leadership agreed to give up arms.
Several NNC leaders including Isak, Muivah and Khaplang refused to accept the agreement and broke away to form the NSCN.
1988 - Khaplang broke away to form the NSCN (K) while Isak and Muivah headed the NSCN (I-M).
1997 - Preceded by rounds of talks since 1995, NSCN (I-M) signed a ceasefire agreement with the government.
The key agreement was that there would be no counter-insurgency offensive against the NSCN (I-M), who in turn would not
attack Indian forces.
2015 - The Centre signed a framework agreement with the NSCN (I-M) which set the stage for the ongoing peace talks.
2017 - Six other Naga armed outfits under the banner of the Naga National Political Groups (NNPGs) joined the talks.

Issues in the Naga Peace talks :
The government and the NSCN (I-M) have failed to agree on issues relating to a separate Naga flag and a constitution.
The NSCN (I-M) is not willing to budge from this demand and is looking for a lasting solution.
But, they are fully aware of the Government of India’s position with this.
A recent statement from Governor’s office said the government is determined to “honourably conclude” the peace talks and it
is reaching a conclusion stage.
They have mischievously dragged in the Framework Agreement and began imputing imaginary contents to it.
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CONTEXT:
Can organoids , derived from stem cells , be used in disease treatments ?

What is an Organoid ?
Organoids are a group of cells grown in laboratories into three-dimensional, miniature structures that mimic the cell arrangement
of a fully-grown organ.
They are tiny (typically the size of a pea) organ-like structures that do not achieve all the functional maturity of human organs
but often resemble the early stages of a developing tissue.
Most organoids contain only a subset of all the cells seen in a real organ, but lack blood vessels to make them fully functional.

Achievements:
In some cases, scientists have already transplanted such lab-grown brain organoid to adult animals.
The transplanted organoid had integrated with the animal brain, grown new neuronal connections and responded to light.
Similarly, lung organoid transplanted into mice was able to form branching airways and early alveolar structures.

How organoids are grown in lab?
Organoids are a group of cells grown in laboratories into three-dimensional, miniature structures that mimic the cell arrangement
of a fully-grown organ.
They are tiny (typically the size of a pea) organ-like structures that do not achieve all the functional maturity of human organs
but often resemble the early stages of a developing tissue.
Most organoids contain only a subset of all the cells seen in a real organ, but lack blood vessels to make them fully functional.

Advantages of organoids :
Organoids offer new opportunities to studying proteins and genes that are critical for the development of an organ. This helps in
knowing how a mutation in a specific gene causes a disease or disorder.
For example, Researchers have used brain organoids to study how the Zika virus affects brain development in the embryo.
Since the organoids closely resemble mature tissues, it opens up new vistas. These include studying the complex arrangements
of cells in three-dimension and their function in detail, and understanding how cells assemble into organs.
Organoids can be used to study the safety and efficacy of new drugs and also test the response of tissues to existing
medicines.
Organoids will bring precision medicine closer to reality by developing patient-specific treatment strategies by studying which
drugs the patient is most sensitive to.

Challenges :
Scientists argue that organoids do not have sensory imgs and sensory connections from the brain are limited. Isolated regions
of the brain cannot communicate with other brain regions or generate motor signals. Thus, the possibility of consciousness or

other higher-order perceptive properties [such as the ability to feel distress] emerging seems extremely remote.
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CONTEXT :
For the last 5 years , major cities across India have recorded high PM10 levels on Deepavali day compared to those measured
a week before the festival.

What is PM10 ?
# It is called the RSPM ( Respiratory Suspended Particulate Matter ).
# It is having a diameter of less than 10 micron. 1 micron is one millionth of a meter.
# It causes respiratory problems, skin diseases, asthma , fatigue, COPD, heart stroke.
# In India , the mean limit of PM10 is 100 microgram/meter cube.

Toxic Nature :
Conventional crackers contain chemicals which produce effects like bright lighting and colours. These chemicals have adverse
effect on human health and environment
1. Charcoal, potassium nitrate and sulphur:
# These are the primary fuel to crackers
# Can be Carcinogenic
2. Strontium and Lithium
# Red colouring agent
# strontium replaces calcium in our body
# lithium releases harmful fumes
3. Barium
# Orange colouring agent
# Respiratory and other health issues
4. Nitrates , chlorate
# oxidizing agent
# stunting in children
# can be poisonous.

Supreme court steps:
Banned use of Barium nitrate.
Mandated to use green crackers

What is a green cracker ?
# Traditional crackers have been made with Barium Nitrate, antimony and many other metals. These cause respiratory diseases
and also cancer.
# CSIR and NEERI develops green crackers.
# Green Crackers are those fireworks without barium nitrate.
# Barium nitrate is substituted with Potassium nitrate and zeolite.
# the green versions of flower pot has a mixture of water and lime that is chemically stored in the crackers.
# NEERI has said that lab tests have proved 30%decrease in the PM emissions and also reductions in Sulphur dioxide and
nitrous oxides.
# Green sparklers use potassium nitrate , aluminum nitrate, aluminum chips and proprietary additives to reduce PM10.
# SWAS( safe water releaser) is a new formulation for bomb.
# These crackers have the same sound level of the traditional crackers (100db)

Source: THE HINDU
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SCO SUMMIT IN UZBEKISTAN
GS-II | 28 October,2019

CONTEXT:
India called upon the member countries of Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) to strengthen and implement all existing
international laws and mechanisms, without exceptions or double standards, to combat terrorism and its enablers.
Terrorism continues to disrupt our societies and undermine our developmental endeavors.It is important for SCO countries to
come together to deal with this menace
The process of globalisation has opened up immense opportunities for the growth of SCO members, but also brought to the fore
multidimensional, complex and transnationalthreats affecting developing countries. All members needs to work together in
defeating challenges liketerrorism, climate change, endemic poverty, under development, pandemics and inequality.
India voiced the Government’s resolve of providing an enabling economic ecosystem for partner countries to invest and do
business in India. He listed out various initiatives taken by the Government in this regard including relaxing FDI reforms,
allowing 100 per cent foreign investment in coal mining and contract manufacturing, easing sourcing norms for single-brand
retailers and approving 26 per cent overseas investment in digital media.
We strongly support the initiative to facilitate cooperation among small and medium-sized enterprises within the SCO.Food
industry is another potential area of collaboration. SCO members can work together for technology and investment support to
food processing and put in a supporting logistics chain
India is ready to share its experience and expertise in skill development and capacity building in areas such as telemedicine,
medical tourism, resource mapping, launching of satellites, agricultural education and effective and affordable pharmaceuticals.
Finance, hospitality and tourism services also present significant opportunities.
Reiterated the Government’s commitment to a transparent, rules-based, open, inclusive and non-discriminatory multilateral
trading system with the World Trade Organisation at its centre.
Invited SCO Member states to join the ‘Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure’. India has taken the initiative of launching
the coalition to assist countries in upgrading their capacities for developing resilient infrastructure. It will address the loss
reduction targets under the Sendai Framework, besides contributing to climate change adaptation. India would be holding Joint
Urban Earthquake Search and Rescue exercise of SCO member States along with SCO Expert level meeting on disaster
prevention

About SCO:
SCO: Formerly the Sanghai Five and formed in 1996, the SCO has eight members today including India and Pakistan, which
became part of it in 2017.
After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, the then security and economic architecture in the Eurasian region dissolved and
new structures had to come up.
The original Shanghai Five were China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia and Tajikistan.
The SCO was formed in 2001, with Uzbekistan included. It expanded in 2017 to include India and Pakistan.
Since its formation, the SCO has focused on regional non-traditional security, with counter-terrorism as a priority: The fight
against the “three evils” of terrorism, separatism and extremism has become its mantra. Today, areas of cooperation include
themes such as economics and culture.

How does membership of the SCO help India?

In a world riven by geopolitical contestations, SCO membership provides India a vital counter to some of the other groupings it is
a part of, balancing out its stated policy of pursuing “multi-alignments”. It is a platform also for alignments on issues such as
energy security, connectivity and trade. With India indicating that it sees little use for SAARC, the SCO provides the only
multilateral platform for it to deal in close proximity with Pakistan and Afghanistan.
For India, two important objectives are counter-terrorism and connectivity. These sit well with the SCO’s main objective of
working cooperatively against the “three evils”.
India wants access to intelligence and information from SCO’s counter-terrorism body, the Tashkent-based Regional AntiTerror Structure (RATS).
A stable Afghanistan too is in India’s interest, and RATS provides access to non-Pakistan-centred counter-terrorism information
there.
Connectivity is important for India’s Connect Central Asia policy.
Energy cooperation dominates its interest – and it’s in China’s neighbourhood. But India will also have to deal with an assertive
China, which will push its Belt and Road Initiative during the summit.
SCO membership also bolsters India’s status as a major pan-Asian player, which is boxed in the South Asian paradigm.

Source: THE HINDU

WORLD BANK SUPPORTS ODISHA GOVERNMENT's
CLIMATE RESILIENT AGRICULTURE
GS-III | 28 October,2019

CONTEXT:
The Government of India, Government of Odisha and the World Bank signed a US$165 million
loan agreement to support smallholder farmers strengthen the resilience of their production
systems as well as diversify and improve the marketing of their produce, for increased income.

ODISHA INTEGRATED IRRIGATION PROJECT FOR CLIMATE RESILIENT
AGRICULTURE :

It is a collaborative project between Government of India, Government of Odisha and
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD).
This project will be implemented in rural areas vulnerable to droughts and largely

dependent on rainfed agriculture.
The project will strengthen the resilience of smallholder farmers against adverse climate
by improving access to resilient seed varieties, diversifying towards
more climate-resilient crops, and improving access to better water management
services.

Objective :
Support the rehabilitation of water tanks
Support farmers to reduce the current emphasis on food grains (especially paddy and
wheat)
Increase the share of high-value and more nutritious products like fruits and vegetables
Provide marketing support to farmers who are able to generate a marketable surplus.
Disseminate improved aquaculture practices and post-harvest management.

IMPORTANCE :
In recent years, climate variability has seriously affected agriculture in Odisha, where farming
is largely dominated by farmers with landholdings of less than 2 hectares.
Since 2009, the frequency of droughts in the state has increased from 1 in 5 years to 1
in 2 years. Today, about 70 % of total cultivated area is prone to droughts compared to 40
% in the 1970s.
Since 2013, floods are now devastating areas beyond the traditional flood zone. Drier
areas are projected to become drier, while wetter areas will become wetter.
Agriculture is also a major source of Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions in Odisha,
responsible for about 25 % of the GHG emissions in the state.

Source: PIB

POSTAL BALLOT FACILITY FOR OLD AGE AND DIVYANGS
GS-II | 28 October,2019

Context:
Postal ballot facilities for absentee voters of essential services, senior citizens of more than 80 years and PwD electors.

NEWS:
a. The Election Commission of India has started working on detailed guidelines to facilitate the process of postal ballot paper for
absentee voters of essential services, senior citizens of more than 80 years and marked (Persons with Disabilities) PwD
electors.
b. These guidelines will include the identification of such voters, the manner of outreach, the methods of collection as well as
voting in the specified centres in each constituency.
c. The Commission is also taking a number of steps including personal contact under its SVEEP initiatives to make the electors
aware of this new facility so that such electors can exercise their voting right in the manner they intend to do.

In order to facilitate this, the following amendments to the Rules have been made:
A concept of ‘absentee voter’ has been introduced and defined for the elections.
An ‘absentee voter’ means a person belonging to such class of persons as may be notified, and who is employed in essential
services as mentioned in the said notification, and includes an elector belonging to the class of senior citizen or persons with
disability.
A ‘person with disability’ means a person flagged as person with disability in the data base for the electoral roll.
A ‘senior citizen’ for the purpose of this Part means an elector belonging to the class of absentee voters and is above 80 years
of age.
In the case of absentee voter, postal ballot paper shall be returned to the centre provided for recording of vote.
These two categories of voters – senior citizen of more than 80 years of age and PwD electors marked in the electoral
roll, will have now the choice of voting either as an absentee voter or as a regular voter on the poll day.

Who can vote through postal ballot?
In 2013, the EC decided to expand the ambit of postal ballot voting in the country. Previously, only Indian staff in
missions abroad and defence personnel in a limited way, could vote via postal ballots.
Categories of voters who can use the postal ballot: service voters; special voters; wives of service voters and special
voters; voters subjected to preventive detention; voters on election duty and Notified voters.

Source: PIB

INDO-FRENCH JOINT EXERCISE SHAKTI-2019
GS-II | 28 October,2019

CONTEXT:
Indian and French armies will conduct joint counter-terrorism drills under 'Exercise Shakti-2019'
in the Mahajan field firing range in Rajasthan .

PURPOSE:
The joint exercise will focus on counter-terrorism operations in the backdrop of semi-desert
terrain under the United Nations mandate,

ABOUT THE EXERCISE:
1. A contingent of the Sikh Regiment of south western command will represent the Indian
Army in the exercise, while the French Army delegation will be represented by troops of
the 21st Marine Infantry Regiment of the 6th Armoured Brigade.
2. The biennial exercise between the armies of the two countries had stated in 2011.
3. The French troops will arrive in India on Saturday for the exercise which will be held at
foreign training node at the Mahajan field firing range in western sector of Rajasthan.
4. The exercise aims at enhancing understanding, cooperation and interoperability between
the two armies.
5. The training will culminate in a 36-hour-long validation exercise which will involve
neutralisation of terrorists in a village hideout

Source: PIB
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SCO SUMMIT IN UZBEKISTAN
GS-II | 28 October,2019

CONTEXT:
India called upon the member countries of Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) to strengthen and implement all existing
international laws and mechanisms, without exceptions or double standards, to combat terrorism and its enablers.
Terrorism continues to disrupt our societies and undermine our developmental endeavors.It is important for SCO countries to
come together to deal with this menace
The process of globalisation has opened up immense opportunities for the growth of SCO members, but also brought to the fore
multidimensional, complex and transnationalthreats affecting developing countries. All members needs to work together in
defeating challenges liketerrorism, climate change, endemic poverty, under development, pandemics and inequality.
India voiced the Government’s resolve of providing an enabling economic ecosystem for partner countries to invest and do
business in India. He listed out various initiatives taken by the Government in this regard including relaxing FDI reforms,
allowing 100 per cent foreign investment in coal mining and contract manufacturing, easing sourcing norms for single-brand
retailers and approving 26 per cent overseas investment in digital media.
We strongly support the initiative to facilitate cooperation among small and medium-sized enterprises within the SCO.Food
industry is another potential area of collaboration. SCO members can work together for technology and investment support to
food processing and put in a supporting logistics chain
India is ready to share its experience and expertise in skill development and capacity building in areas such as telemedicine,
medical tourism, resource mapping, launching of satellites, agricultural education and effective and affordable pharmaceuticals.
Finance, hospitality and tourism services also present significant opportunities.
Reiterated the Government’s commitment to a transparent, rules-based, open, inclusive and non-discriminatory multilateral
trading system with the World Trade Organisation at its centre.
Invited SCO Member states to join the ‘Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure’. India has taken the initiative of launching
the coalition to assist countries in upgrading their capacities for developing resilient infrastructure. It will address the loss
reduction targets under the Sendai Framework, besides contributing to climate change adaptation. India would be holding Joint
Urban Earthquake Search and Rescue exercise of SCO member States along with SCO Expert level meeting on disaster
prevention

About SCO:
SCO: Formerly the Sanghai Five and formed in 1996, the SCO has eight members today including India and Pakistan, which
became part of it in 2017.
After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, the then security and economic architecture in the Eurasian region dissolved and
new structures had to come up.
The original Shanghai Five were China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia and Tajikistan.
The SCO was formed in 2001, with Uzbekistan included. It expanded in 2017 to include India and Pakistan.
Since its formation, the SCO has focused on regional non-traditional security, with counter-terrorism as a priority: The fight
against the “three evils” of terrorism, separatism and extremism has become its mantra. Today, areas of cooperation include
themes such as economics and culture.

How does membership of the SCO help India?

In a world riven by geopolitical contestations, SCO membership provides India a vital counter to some of the other groupings it is
a part of, balancing out its stated policy of pursuing “multi-alignments”. It is a platform also for alignments on issues such as
energy security, connectivity and trade. With India indicating that it sees little use for SAARC, the SCO provides the only
multilateral platform for it to deal in close proximity with Pakistan and Afghanistan.
For India, two important objectives are counter-terrorism and connectivity. These sit well with the SCO’s main objective of
working cooperatively against the “three evils”.
India wants access to intelligence and information from SCO’s counter-terrorism body, the Tashkent-based Regional AntiTerror Structure (RATS).
A stable Afghanistan too is in India’s interest, and RATS provides access to non-Pakistan-centred counter-terrorism information
there.
Connectivity is important for India’s Connect Central Asia policy.
Energy cooperation dominates its interest – and it’s in China’s neighbourhood. But India will also have to deal with an assertive
China, which will push its Belt and Road Initiative during the summit.
SCO membership also bolsters India’s status as a major pan-Asian player, which is boxed in the South Asian paradigm.
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WORLD BANK SUPPORTS ODISHA GOVERNMENT's
CLIMATE RESILIENT AGRICULTURE
GS-III | 28 October,2019

CONTEXT:
The Government of India, Government of Odisha and the World Bank signed a US$165 million
loan agreement to support smallholder farmers strengthen the resilience of their production
systems as well as diversify and improve the marketing of their produce, for increased income.

ODISHA INTEGRATED IRRIGATION PROJECT FOR CLIMATE RESILIENT
AGRICULTURE :

It is a collaborative project between Government of India, Government of Odisha and
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD).
This project will be implemented in rural areas vulnerable to droughts and largely

dependent on rainfed agriculture.
The project will strengthen the resilience of smallholder farmers against adverse climate
by improving access to resilient seed varieties, diversifying towards
more climate-resilient crops, and improving access to better water management
services.

Objective :
Support the rehabilitation of water tanks
Support farmers to reduce the current emphasis on food grains (especially paddy and
wheat)
Increase the share of high-value and more nutritious products like fruits and vegetables
Provide marketing support to farmers who are able to generate a marketable surplus.
Disseminate improved aquaculture practices and post-harvest management.

IMPORTANCE :
In recent years, climate variability has seriously affected agriculture in Odisha, where farming
is largely dominated by farmers with landholdings of less than 2 hectares.
Since 2009, the frequency of droughts in the state has increased from 1 in 5 years to 1
in 2 years. Today, about 70 % of total cultivated area is prone to droughts compared to 40
% in the 1970s.
Since 2013, floods are now devastating areas beyond the traditional flood zone. Drier
areas are projected to become drier, while wetter areas will become wetter.
Agriculture is also a major source of Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions in Odisha,
responsible for about 25 % of the GHG emissions in the state.
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POSTAL BALLOT FACILITY FOR OLD AGE AND DIVYANGS
GS-II | 28 October,2019

Context:
Postal ballot facilities for absentee voters of essential services, senior citizens of more than 80 years and PwD electors.

NEWS:
a. The Election Commission of India has started working on detailed guidelines to facilitate the process of postal ballot paper for
absentee voters of essential services, senior citizens of more than 80 years and marked (Persons with Disabilities) PwD
electors.
b. These guidelines will include the identification of such voters, the manner of outreach, the methods of collection as well as
voting in the specified centres in each constituency.
c. The Commission is also taking a number of steps including personal contact under its SVEEP initiatives to make the electors
aware of this new facility so that such electors can exercise their voting right in the manner they intend to do.

In order to facilitate this, the following amendments to the Rules have been made:
A concept of ‘absentee voter’ has been introduced and defined for the elections.
An ‘absentee voter’ means a person belonging to such class of persons as may be notified, and who is employed in essential
services as mentioned in the said notification, and includes an elector belonging to the class of senior citizen or persons with
disability.
A ‘person with disability’ means a person flagged as person with disability in the data base for the electoral roll.
A ‘senior citizen’ for the purpose of this Part means an elector belonging to the class of absentee voters and is above 80 years
of age.
In the case of absentee voter, postal ballot paper shall be returned to the centre provided for recording of vote.
These two categories of voters – senior citizen of more than 80 years of age and PwD electors marked in the electoral
roll, will have now the choice of voting either as an absentee voter or as a regular voter on the poll day.

Who can vote through postal ballot?
In 2013, the EC decided to expand the ambit of postal ballot voting in the country. Previously, only Indian staff in
missions abroad and defence personnel in a limited way, could vote via postal ballots.
Categories of voters who can use the postal ballot: service voters; special voters; wives of service voters and special
voters; voters subjected to preventive detention; voters on election duty and Notified voters.
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INDO-FRENCH JOINT EXERCISE SHAKTI-2019
GS-II | 28 October,2019

CONTEXT:
Indian and French armies will conduct joint counter-terrorism drills under 'Exercise Shakti-2019'
in the Mahajan field firing range in Rajasthan .

PURPOSE:
The joint exercise will focus on counter-terrorism operations in the backdrop of semi-desert
terrain under the United Nations mandate,

ABOUT THE EXERCISE:
1. A contingent of the Sikh Regiment of south western command will represent the Indian
Army in the exercise, while the French Army delegation will be represented by troops of
the 21st Marine Infantry Regiment of the 6th Armoured Brigade.
2. The biennial exercise between the armies of the two countries had stated in 2011.
3. The French troops will arrive in India on Saturday for the exercise which will be held at
foreign training node at the Mahajan field firing range in western sector of Rajasthan.
4. The exercise aims at enhancing understanding, cooperation and interoperability between
the two armies.
5. The training will culminate in a 36-hour-long validation exercise which will involve
neutralisation of terrorists in a village hideout
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BASIC MINISTERIAL MEETING ON CLIMATE CHANGE
GS-III | 29 October,2019

Context:
The 29th BASIC Ministerial Meeting on Climate Change was held recently in Beijing, China.

OUTCOMES:
The developed countries to take urgent action to close gaps and provide support to developing nations as a part of the
commitment under the Paris agreement on climate change.
Global climate action should promote climate justice by recognising the fundamental equality of all people in accessing
economic growth and sustainable development.
There is need for people’s participation and climate friendly lifestyles for addressing the challenge of climate change.
Developed countries should take urgent actions to close the gaps, including revisiting their targets on mitigation under the
Convention and the Kyoto Protocol, and fulfilling their commitments of providing support to developing countries.

WHO ARE BASIC COUNTRIES ?
It is geopolitical alliance (bloc) of four advanced developing countries – Brazil, South Africa, India and China. It was
established by agreement in 2009. These four countries collectively account for one-third of world’s geographical area and
nearly 40% of world’s population.
BASIC countries broadly have common position on reducing greenhouse gas emissions and raising the massive funds that are
needed to fight climate change. Since 2009, they have cooperated in international climate negotiations, reflecting their
aspiration to have a larger say in global politics.
Mandate: These four countries as single bloc are committed to act jointly at Copenhagen climate summit, including possible
united walk-out if their common minimum position was not met by the developed nations. They are collectively working to define
common position on emission reductions and climate aid money and try to convince other countries to sign up to Copenhagen
Accord.

Objectives:
The signatory nations have a broadly common position on reducing greenhouse gas emissions and raising the massive funds
that are needed to fight climate change.
The BASIC countries constituted one of the parties in the Copenhagen Accord reached with the US-led grouping.
The Accord, was not legally binding.
The BASIC group wields considerable heft purely because of the size of the economies and populations of the member
countries.
It constitutes one-third of the world’s geographical area and nearly 40% of the world’s population, and when they unitedly
speak in one voice this shows their determination.
BASIC is one of several groups of nations working together to fight climate change and carry out negotiations within the
UNFCCC.

Importance :
1. High vulnerability of developing countries to climate change effects and high resultant costs of adaptation”.
2. The findings of the IPCC Special Report on Global Warming make it incredibly clear that the impacts of an already warming
world are significant, and that impacts at 2°C are catastrophic compared to those of 1.5°C. Yet, the BASIC ministers recalled
the Paris goal of limiting the temperature rise to well under 2°C, and aspiring to limit it to 1.5°C.
3. The BASIC countries also contend that their nationally determined contributions (NDCs)— voluntary pledges of national efforts
to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

Way forward :
It is critical that all countries actively step-up to rapidly reduce global GHG emissions within their own jurisdictions and
collectively work with each other to limit warming to 1.5°C.

Source: THE HINDU

PAKISTAN DENIES OVERFLIGHT PERMISSION TO INDIAN
PM NARENDA MODI
GS-II | 29 October,2019

Context:
India has approached ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) after Pakistan denied overflight permission for PM
Modi to use its air space.

Background:
The overflight clearances are granted by other countries according to ICAO guidelines.

About ICAO:
The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) is a UN specialized agency, established by States in 1944 to manage the
administration and governance of the Convention on International Civil Aviation (Chicago Convention).

Functions:
A. ICAO works with the Convention’s 193 Member States and industry groups to reach consensus on international civil
aviation Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs) and policies in support of a safe, efficient, secure, economically
sustainable and environmentally responsible civil aviation sector.
B. These SARPs and policies are used by ICAO Member States to ensure that their local civil aviation operations and
regulations conform to global norms, which in turn permits more than 100,000 daily flights in aviation’s global network to
operate safely and reliably in every region of the world.
C. ICAO also coordinates assistance and capacity building for States in support of numerous aviation development objectives;
produces global plans to coordinate multilateral strategic progress for safety and air navigation.
D. It monitors and reports on numerous air transport sector performance metrics; and audits States’ civil aviation oversight
capabilities in the areas of safety and security.

Chicago convention:
• Convention on International Civil Aviation (also known as Chicago Convention), was signed on 7 December 1944 by 52
States.
• Pending ratification of the Convention by 26 States, the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization (PICAO) was
established.
• ICAO came into being on 4 April 1947. In October of the same year, ICAO became a specialized agency of the United Nations
linked to Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC).
• The Convention establishes rules of airspace, aircraft registration and safety, and details the rights of the signatories in
relation to air travel.
• The Convention also exempts air fuels in transit from (double) taxation.
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP COUNCIL BETWEEN INDIA
AND SAUDI ARABIA
GS-II | 29 October,2019

CONTEXT:
The Prime Minister of India visited Saudi Arabia from 28th- 29th October 2019.
The visit was the second visit of the Prime Minister to the country in three years.

NEWS :
• India-Saudi Strategic Partnership Council was formed to coordinate on strategically important issues. The council will be
headed by the Prime Minister and Crown Prince Mohammed and will meet every two years.
• India is the fourth country with which Saudi Arabia has formed such a strategic partnership, after the UK, France and China.
• 12 Memorandum of Understandings (MoUs) on issues related to defence industries, security, air services, renewable energy,
medicine products regulation, prevention of narcotics trafficking, and the use of RuPay cards in Saudi Arabia.
• India also cleared an MoU that will help Hajj pilgrims to travel comfortably in Saudi Arabia during the pilgrimage seasons.

Stand on terrorism :
• Both sides condemned terrorism in all forms and stated that no particular religion, race or culture should be linked with
international terrorism.
• Discussed a number of regional conflicts like the war in Syria and Yemen and sought lasting peace in the Palestinian
territories for the establishment of the independent Palestinian state based on the pre-1967 borders with "Jerusalem as its
capital".
Investment Initiative:
• It is Saudi Arabia’s annual investment forum, also known as ‘Davos in the Desert’. The informal name derives from the
World Economic Forum’s annual meeting that is held in Davos, Switzerland, where world leaders discuss and shape agendas
for pressing international issues.
• The Prime Minister of India also invited Saudi companies to invest in India's energy sector as India has set a target of $100
billion investment in the sector by 2024.

Cooperation in the Energy Sector:
Saudi Arabia is keen to play a role in the creation of strategic petroleum reserves at Padur in Karnataka.
A study is being conducted for the setting up of the world’s largest greenfield refinery at Raigarh in Maharashtra by Saudi
Aramco, Adnoc of the United Arab Emirates and Indian public sector oil companies.

India - Saudi Arabia Bilateral ties:
1. Saudi Arabia is a strategic partner of India since the signing of the Riyadh Declaration in 2010.
2. It is currently India’s second-largest supplier of crude oil– providing about 18 % of its energy needs. It also has a major role in
India’s Strategic Petroleum Reserves (SPRs).
3. The largest supplier of crude oil is Iraq.
4. It is India’s 4th largest trade partner. In 2018-19, the India-Saudi bilateral trade was the US $ 34.03 billion.
5. The 2.6 million-strong Indian community in Saudi Arabia is the largest expatriate community in the Kingdom and is the ‘most
preferred community’ due to their expertise, sense of discipline, law-abiding and peace-loving nature.
6. Haj pilgrimage is another important component of bilateral relations.
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SUPERCYCLONE KYARR
GS-I | 29 October,2019

Context:
According to the India Meteorological Department (IMD), Supercyclone ‘Kyarr’, in the Arabian Sea has moved westwards and
away from India’s coast.

Tropical Cyclone :
• A tropical cyclone is a rapidly rotating storm system characterized by a low-pressure center, a closed low-level atmospheric
circulation, strong winds, and a spiral arrangement of thunderstorms that produce heavy rain or squalls.
• It is an intense low-pressure area in the atmosphere over tropical or sub-tropical waters, with organised convection (i.e.
thunderstorm activity) and winds at low levels, circulating either anti-clockwise (in the northern hemisphere) or clockwise (in the
southern hemisphere).
• From the centre of a cyclonic storm, pressure increases outwards.
• The amount of the pressure drop in the centre and the rate at which it increases outwards gives the intensity of the cyclones
and the strength of winds.
• The cyclones are classified as severe (MSW of 48-63 knots), very severe (MSW of 64-89 knots), extremely severe (MSW of
90-119 knots) and super cyclonic storm (MSW of 120 knots or more). One knot is equal to 1.8 kmph.

CONDITIONS OF TROPICAL CYCLONE FORMATION :
• A source of warm, moist air derived from tropical oceans with sea surface temperature normally near to or in excess of 27 °C
• Winds near the ocean surface blowing from different directions converging and causing air to rise and storm clouds to form.
• Winds that do not vary greatly with height – known as low wind shear. This allows the storm clouds to rise vertically to high
levels;
• Coriolis force/spin induced by the rotation of the Earth. The formation mechanisms vary across the world, but once a cluster of
storm clouds starts to rotate, it becomes a tropical depression.
• If it continues to develop it becomes a tropical storm, and later a cyclone/ super cyclone.

FACTS :
Kyarr is the ninth super cyclone to have developed in the North Indian Ocean, after Super Cyclone Gonu in 2007.
Gonu was also the strongest cyclone to have made landfall in Oman.
Before that, Odisha was hit by a Super Cyclone in 1999 causing catastrophic damage to the state and massive loss of life and
property.
The name Kyaar was given by Myanmar.

Note:
In 2000, eight countries came together to assign names to the tropical cyclones that originate in the Bay of Bengal and the
Arabian sea: Bangladesh, India, Maldives, Myanmar, Oman, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Thailand.
It was then decided that each country will submit a set of names which will be used one by one to name the cyclones. The
framing of the list began in September 2004 and later 64 names, eight from each country, were finalised
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Context:
The 29th BASIC Ministerial Meeting on Climate Change was held recently in Beijing, China.

OUTCOMES:
The developed countries to take urgent action to close gaps and provide support to developing nations as a part of the
commitment under the Paris agreement on climate change.
Global climate action should promote climate justice by recognising the fundamental equality of all people in accessing
economic growth and sustainable development.
There is need for people’s participation and climate friendly lifestyles for addressing the challenge of climate change.
Developed countries should take urgent actions to close the gaps, including revisiting their targets on mitigation under the
Convention and the Kyoto Protocol, and fulfilling their commitments of providing support to developing countries.

WHO ARE BASIC COUNTRIES ?
It is geopolitical alliance (bloc) of four advanced developing countries – Brazil, South Africa, India and China. It was
established by agreement in 2009. These four countries collectively account for one-third of world’s geographical area and
nearly 40% of world’s population.
BASIC countries broadly have common position on reducing greenhouse gas emissions and raising the massive funds that are
needed to fight climate change. Since 2009, they have cooperated in international climate negotiations, reflecting their
aspiration to have a larger say in global politics.
Mandate: These four countries as single bloc are committed to act jointly at Copenhagen climate summit, including possible
united walk-out if their common minimum position was not met by the developed nations. They are collectively working to define
common position on emission reductions and climate aid money and try to convince other countries to sign up to Copenhagen
Accord.

Objectives:
The signatory nations have a broadly common position on reducing greenhouse gas emissions and raising the massive funds
that are needed to fight climate change.
The BASIC countries constituted one of the parties in the Copenhagen Accord reached with the US-led grouping.
The Accord, was not legally binding.
The BASIC group wields considerable heft purely because of the size of the economies and populations of the member
countries.
It constitutes one-third of the world’s geographical area and nearly 40% of the world’s population, and when they unitedly
speak in one voice this shows their determination.
BASIC is one of several groups of nations working together to fight climate change and carry out negotiations within the
UNFCCC.

Importance :
1. High vulnerability of developing countries to climate change effects and high resultant costs of adaptation”.
2. The findings of the IPCC Special Report on Global Warming make it incredibly clear that the impacts of an already warming
world are significant, and that impacts at 2°C are catastrophic compared to those of 1.5°C. Yet, the BASIC ministers recalled
the Paris goal of limiting the temperature rise to well under 2°C, and aspiring to limit it to 1.5°C.
3. The BASIC countries also contend that their nationally determined contributions (NDCs)— voluntary pledges of national efforts
to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

Way forward :
It is critical that all countries actively step-up to rapidly reduce global GHG emissions within their own jurisdictions and
collectively work with each other to limit warming to 1.5°C.

Source: THE HINDU

PAKISTAN DENIES OVERFLIGHT PERMISSION TO INDIAN
PM NARENDA MODI
GS-II | 29 October,2019

Context:
India has approached ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) after Pakistan denied overflight permission for PM
Modi to use its air space.

Background:
The overflight clearances are granted by other countries according to ICAO guidelines.

About ICAO:
The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) is a UN specialized agency, established by States in 1944 to manage the
administration and governance of the Convention on International Civil Aviation (Chicago Convention).

Functions:
A. ICAO works with the Convention’s 193 Member States and industry groups to reach consensus on international civil
aviation Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs) and policies in support of a safe, efficient, secure, economically
sustainable and environmentally responsible civil aviation sector.
B. These SARPs and policies are used by ICAO Member States to ensure that their local civil aviation operations and
regulations conform to global norms, which in turn permits more than 100,000 daily flights in aviation’s global network to
operate safely and reliably in every region of the world.
C. ICAO also coordinates assistance and capacity building for States in support of numerous aviation development objectives;
produces global plans to coordinate multilateral strategic progress for safety and air navigation.
D. It monitors and reports on numerous air transport sector performance metrics; and audits States’ civil aviation oversight
capabilities in the areas of safety and security.

Chicago convention:
• Convention on International Civil Aviation (also known as Chicago Convention), was signed on 7 December 1944 by 52
States.
• Pending ratification of the Convention by 26 States, the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization (PICAO) was
established.
• ICAO came into being on 4 April 1947. In October of the same year, ICAO became a specialized agency of the United Nations
linked to Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC).
• The Convention establishes rules of airspace, aircraft registration and safety, and details the rights of the signatories in
relation to air travel.
• The Convention also exempts air fuels in transit from (double) taxation.

Source: THE HINDU

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP COUNCIL BETWEEN INDIA
AND SAUDI ARABIA
GS-II | 29 October,2019

CONTEXT:
The Prime Minister of India visited Saudi Arabia from 28th- 29th October 2019.
The visit was the second visit of the Prime Minister to the country in three years.

NEWS :
• India-Saudi Strategic Partnership Council was formed to coordinate on strategically important issues. The council will be
headed by the Prime Minister and Crown Prince Mohammed and will meet every two years.
• India is the fourth country with which Saudi Arabia has formed such a strategic partnership, after the UK, France and China.
• 12 Memorandum of Understandings (MoUs) on issues related to defence industries, security, air services, renewable energy,
medicine products regulation, prevention of narcotics trafficking, and the use of RuPay cards in Saudi Arabia.
• India also cleared an MoU that will help Hajj pilgrims to travel comfortably in Saudi Arabia during the pilgrimage seasons.

Stand on terrorism :
• Both sides condemned terrorism in all forms and stated that no particular religion, race or culture should be linked with
international terrorism.
• Discussed a number of regional conflicts like the war in Syria and Yemen and sought lasting peace in the Palestinian
territories for the establishment of the independent Palestinian state based on the pre-1967 borders with "Jerusalem as its
capital".
Investment Initiative:
• It is Saudi Arabia’s annual investment forum, also known as ‘Davos in the Desert’. The informal name derives from the
World Economic Forum’s annual meeting that is held in Davos, Switzerland, where world leaders discuss and shape agendas
for pressing international issues.
• The Prime Minister of India also invited Saudi companies to invest in India's energy sector as India has set a target of $100
billion investment in the sector by 2024.

Cooperation in the Energy Sector:
Saudi Arabia is keen to play a role in the creation of strategic petroleum reserves at Padur in Karnataka.
A study is being conducted for the setting up of the world’s largest greenfield refinery at Raigarh in Maharashtra by Saudi
Aramco, Adnoc of the United Arab Emirates and Indian public sector oil companies.

India - Saudi Arabia Bilateral ties:
1. Saudi Arabia is a strategic partner of India since the signing of the Riyadh Declaration in 2010.
2. It is currently India’s second-largest supplier of crude oil– providing about 18 % of its energy needs. It also has a major role in
India’s Strategic Petroleum Reserves (SPRs).
3. The largest supplier of crude oil is Iraq.
4. It is India’s 4th largest trade partner. In 2018-19, the India-Saudi bilateral trade was the US $ 34.03 billion.
5. The 2.6 million-strong Indian community in Saudi Arabia is the largest expatriate community in the Kingdom and is the ‘most
preferred community’ due to their expertise, sense of discipline, law-abiding and peace-loving nature.
6. Haj pilgrimage is another important component of bilateral relations.

Source: PIB

SUPERCYCLONE KYARR
GS-I | 29 October,2019

Context:
According to the India Meteorological Department (IMD), Supercyclone ‘Kyarr’, in the Arabian Sea has moved westwards and
away from India’s coast.

Tropical Cyclone :
• A tropical cyclone is a rapidly rotating storm system characterized by a low-pressure center, a closed low-level atmospheric
circulation, strong winds, and a spiral arrangement of thunderstorms that produce heavy rain or squalls.
• It is an intense low-pressure area in the atmosphere over tropical or sub-tropical waters, with organised convection (i.e.
thunderstorm activity) and winds at low levels, circulating either anti-clockwise (in the northern hemisphere) or clockwise (in the
southern hemisphere).
• From the centre of a cyclonic storm, pressure increases outwards.
• The amount of the pressure drop in the centre and the rate at which it increases outwards gives the intensity of the cyclones
and the strength of winds.
• The cyclones are classified as severe (MSW of 48-63 knots), very severe (MSW of 64-89 knots), extremely severe (MSW of
90-119 knots) and super cyclonic storm (MSW of 120 knots or more). One knot is equal to 1.8 kmph.

CONDITIONS OF TROPICAL CYCLONE FORMATION :
• A source of warm, moist air derived from tropical oceans with sea surface temperature normally near to or in excess of 27 °C
• Winds near the ocean surface blowing from different directions converging and causing air to rise and storm clouds to form.
• Winds that do not vary greatly with height – known as low wind shear. This allows the storm clouds to rise vertically to high
levels;
• Coriolis force/spin induced by the rotation of the Earth. The formation mechanisms vary across the world, but once a cluster of
storm clouds starts to rotate, it becomes a tropical depression.
• If it continues to develop it becomes a tropical storm, and later a cyclone/ super cyclone.

FACTS :
Kyarr is the ninth super cyclone to have developed in the North Indian Ocean, after Super Cyclone Gonu in 2007.
Gonu was also the strongest cyclone to have made landfall in Oman.
Before that, Odisha was hit by a Super Cyclone in 1999 causing catastrophic damage to the state and massive loss of life and
property.
The name Kyaar was given by Myanmar.

Note:
In 2000, eight countries came together to assign names to the tropical cyclones that originate in the Bay of Bengal and the
Arabian sea: Bangladesh, India, Maldives, Myanmar, Oman, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Thailand.
It was then decided that each country will submit a set of names which will be used one by one to name the cyclones. The
framing of the list began in September 2004 and later 64 names, eight from each country, were finalised

Source: THE HINDU
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FIFTEEN POINT CHARTER FOR THE PARLIAMENT
GS-II | 30 October,2019

CONTEXT:
Expressing concern over the functioning of parliamentary institutions in the country and decline of pubflic trust in them, Vice
President Venkaiah Naidu has come out with a 15-point reform charter.
This is the new political normal to enable effective functioning of the Parliament and State Legislatures.

The 15-point charter :
• Political Parties has to ensure attendance of at least 50% of their legislators to all sessions.
• Review of anti-defection law.
• Review of the whip system which is restricting reasonable dissent even.
• Set up special courts for time-bound adjudication of criminal complaints against legislators.
• Pre and post legislative impact assessment.
• Address problem of rising number of legislators with criminal background.
• Governments should be responsive to opposition and opposition to be responsible and constructive while resorting to
available parliamentary instruments
• Consensus on the proposal for simultaneous elections.
• Steps should be taken for the effective functioning of the Parliamentary Committees.
• The representation of women in legislatures needs to be raised.

Why is 15 point reform charter is necessary?
The present pitfalls of our parliamentary democracy are too well known to be elaborated. Briefly, these include:
Declining number of sittings of legislatures.
Persistent disruptions.
Declining quality btof legislatures with criminal record.
High degree of absenteeism.
Inadequate representation of women.
Rising money and muscle power in elections.zt47w
Lack of inner democracy in functioning of the political parties.
Poor knowledge, low argumentative power of the masses, negative influences of poverty and economic disparities.

Faulty ‘First Pass the Post (FPTP) election system.
Society’s perpetual habit of accepting all permeable state to control public and private affairs.

Way forward:
As an institution, Parliament is central to the very idea of democracy and was assigned a pivotal role in our Constitution by the
founding fathers of the republic.
Yet, so many decades later, it has neither evolved nor matured as it could, might or should have. If anything, slowly but surely, it
has diminished in stature and significance.

Source: PIB

NATIONAL DIGITAL HEALTH BLUEPRINT
GS-II | 30 October,2019

Context:
The government has released National Digital Health Blueprint (NDHB) which aims to
create National Digital Health Eco-System, in public domain. Health Ministry has sought imgs
from various stakeholders on its vision.

Findings of the National Digital Health Blueprint (NDHB):
It lays out the ‘building blocks’ for the implementation of the National Health Stack (NHS),
which aims to deploy Artificial Intelligence (AI) in leveraging health records.
Keeping true to the government’s larger agenda, of ‘data as a public good’, the blueprint
proposes the linking of multiple databases to generate greater and granular data that can be
leveraged by the public as well as private sector – including insurance companies, hospitals,
apps and researchers.
The blueprint proposes a National Digital Health Mission “as a purely government
organisation with complete functional autonomy adopting some features of some of the existing

National Information Utilities like UIDAI and GSTN.”
The policy document essentially lays the implementation plan and defines the ‘building blocks’
of the NHS. In doing so, it lays down the following objectives:
To establish national and regional registries to create single source of truth in respect of
Clinical Establishments, Healthcare Professionals, Health Workers and Pharmacies.
Creating a system of Personal Health Records accessible to the citizens and to the service
providers based on citizen-consent.
Promoting the adoption of open standards by all the actors in the National Digital Health
Ecosystem.
Promoting Health Data Analyticsand Medical Research.

Concerns:
This National Blueprint illustrates yet another example of the Centre moving forward with a
major digitisation program involving the data of millions of citizens without a data protection law
in place.
Data security is a prerequisite for any data movement. Currently, data privacy in health is a
gray area.
Data researchers and activists have expressed concerns about the development of this policy,
which proposes a health data set-up on a foundation of India Stack – a bouquet of privatelyowned proprietary software applications.

Source: PIB

Implementation of the Uniform Civil Code in a piecemeal
manner
GS-II | 30 October,2019

Context:
The Supreme Court’s recent judgement in the Jose Paulo Coutinho v. Maria

Luiza Valentina Pereira case has revived the need for a Uniform Civil Code (UCC)
in India.

Constitutional provisions:
Indian Constitution has a provision for the Uniform Civil Code (UCC) in Article
44 as a Directive Principle of State Policy, which says “The State shall
endeavour to secure for the citizens a uniform civil code throughout the
territory of India.”

What is the Uniform Civil Code?
The Uniform Civil Code (UCC) in India replaces the personal laws based on
the scriptures and customs of each major religious community in the country
with a common set of laws governing every citizen.

Historical Background:
Indian Constitution provides certain strong safeguards in Part III, for the
protection of individual rights irrespective of their differences with respect to
caste, creed, religion, race, sex and place of birth.
It is universally accepted principle that one has to give prime importance to
one’s religion, tradition, culture and customs as it comes under personal
realm.
The provision enshrined under Articles 25-28 of our Constitution provides
religious freedom to all religions. It paved the way to frame personal laws as
suiting to one’s religion and culture.
Traditionally, under the basic feature of Secularism, every religion is left free
with a discretion to frame their own personal laws and keeping them away
from judicial clutch.
In a few instances it was found that under the guise of this religious
freedoms, personal laws came in frequent conflict with other fundamental
rights guaranteed under Articles 14-15 (right to equality) and Article 21 (right
to life). These articles in our constitution act as a watchdog
Almost all personal laws clearly manifest certain gender-discriminatory
provisions and have been challenged in the courts with the courts recurrently
stressing on the need for a UCC.

Judgements:

Ahmed Khan v. Shah Bano Begum, 1985 case:
In this case, the woman claimed maintenance from her husband under
Sec.125 CrPC after she was given triple talaq. The Supreme Court
clearly ruled in the woman’s favour.
The Supreme Court provided that the Muslim women are entitled to
maintenance from their husband under Section 125 CrPC, when her
economic position is weak and the husband’s financial position is good
enough to provide, even if it goes against the basic personal laws.
The Supreme Court then directed Parliament to frame UCC. In this case
the court held that Article 44(3) has remained as dead letter in the
constitution.
Sarla Mudgal Vs Union of India, 1995 case:
In this case, the question was whether a Hindu husband, married under
the Hindu law, by embracing Islam can solemnise second marriage.
The Supreme Court held that adopting Islam for a second marriage is an
abuse of personal laws.
The court held the view that Hindu marriage can be dissolved only under
the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. It meant that merely by converting into
Islam and marrying again does not dissolve the marriage under Hindu
Marriage Law and thus any such act will be an offence under Section
494[5] of the Indian Penal Code. It would also be a violation of the
female’s basic fundamental right guaranteed under Article 21 of our
constitution.
The Supreme Court again called for implementation of UCC and it also
detailed how personal laws of different religions are in conflict with each
other.
Jose Paulo Coutinho v. Maria Luiza Valentina Pereira case, 2019:
The case dealt with whether succession to the property of a Goan
situated outside Goa in India will be governed by the Portuguese Civil
Code, 1867 as applicable in the State of Goa or by Indian Succession
Act or by personal laws, as applicable in the rest of the country e.g.
Hindu Succession Act, 1956, Muslim Personal Law (Shariat) Application
Act, 1937, etc.
The court held that Goa is a shining example of an Indian State which
has a uniform civil code applicable to all, regardless of religion except
while protecting certain limited rights.
The Supreme Court has lamented at the failure of successive

governments to frame a UCC.
Shayara Bano and others v. Union of India and others case, 2017:
The 5 Judge Bench of the Supreme Court pronounced its decision in the
Triple Talaq Case, declaring that the practice was unconstitutional.
The judgement upheld the primacy of Human rights like equality and
dignity over the personal laws.
Though this case does not exclusively deal with UCC, the need for a
uniform UCC become obvious.
On passing the verdict on Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of
Children) Act the SC paved the way for an adoption of a child by
persons from Muslim Community even though not allowed under their
personal laws. The Supreme Court of India again asked the Union
Government to form a UCC to remove gender inequality and abolish the
retrograde practices followed under the framework of personal laws.
The need of UCC is related to inconsistencies in Tax laws as well. The
Hindu Undivided Families are exempted from taxes whereas Muslims
are exempted from paying stamps duty on gift deeds. This brings in
unnecessary differences which are generally exploited to avoid taxes.
Such cases have been challenged in the courts as well.

Why Uniform Civil Code?
UCC will help in providing equal status to all citizens irrespective of their
religion, class, caste, gender, etc. as it is envisaged in a secular democratic
republic.
It is commonly observed that personal laws of almost all religions are
discriminatory towards women. There is a need to reform our social system,
which is full of inequities, discriminations and other things which conflict with
our Fundamental Rights. UCC will help promote gender equality. UCC will
bring both men and women at par.
India is a young country with more than half of India’s population, being
under 25 years. They are set to change the fortunes of not just India but the
world too. An attempt of shedding their identities based on religion has to be
given a serious consideration so as to utilize their full potential towards nationbuilding. They should be guided by the principles of equality, humanity, and
modernity as is envisaged by the UCC.
With the implementation of the Uniform Civil Code, all citizens will share the
same set of personal laws. With this all Indian citizens will be equal before

the court of law in case of both criminal laws and civil laws including personal
laws. So, UCC will promote national integration.
There have been demands for reforming the personal laws since
independence. But, politicization of issues of discrimination, concessions,
special privileges enjoyed by a particular community on the basis of their
particular religious personal laws have either eliminated the chances of
positive reforms or have drastically slowed down the process. Implementation
of UCC provides an opportunity to address the challenge of reform of existing
personal laws individually.

Issues:
Given the tremendous cultural diversity in India across the religions, sects,
castes, states, etc., it would be challenging to come up with a common and
uniform set of rules acceptable to all.
The internal differences within the communities is a major factor.
Eg: not all Hindus in the country are governed by one law. Marriages
amongst close relatives are prohibited by the Hindu Marriage Act of 1955, but
is considered auspicious in Southern India. The Hindu Code Bill recognises
customs of different Hindu communities. Similarly, there is no uniform
applicability of personal laws among Muslims and Christians. The
Constitution itself protects the local customs of Nagaland, Meghalaya and
Mizoram from outside influence.
There is an alternative view which states that India is a unique example of
unity in diversity. Uniformity should not be mistaken for unity and any attempt
to ensure uniformity via the implementation of UCC might endanger diversity
which has been a defining nature of our shared culture.
Several communities, mainly minority communities perceive the Uniform Civil
Code as an encroachment on their rights to religious freedom.
The Constitution via Article 25 provides for the right to freedom of religion of
one’s choice. Under the basic feature of Secularism, the state extends its
respect to all religions equally. With the implementation of UCC the scope of
the freedom of religion might be reduced.
UCC can be counterproductive leaving minorities more insecure and
vulnerable to get attracted towards fundamentalist and extremist ideologies.
Attempts for implementation of UCC might endanger the secular fabric of
India which has been largely successful in ensuring unity and progress in
India.

Since personal laws are in the Concurrent List, they may differ from State to
State. The framers of the Constitution did not intend total uniformity or one
law for the whole country. The states have brought in many amendments to
cater to the local needs and culture this proves the futility of one nation, one
law.

Way forward:
The importance of UCC was emphasized by our forefathers on, keeping in
mind the advantages it can offer to India. However, the resistance to UCC
must also be considered.
One territory one law will draw more benefits rather one territory with multiple
laws having conflicting provisions in the same area.
UCC must be brought about by borrowing freely from different personal laws,
making gradual changes in each, acknowledging the benefits that one
community secures from the others.
The government should be sensitive and unbiased at each step while dealing
with the majority and minority communities.
UCC can only emerge through an evolutionary process, which preserves
India’s rich legal heritage, of which all the personal laws are equal
constituents. The codification and implementation of UCC must necessarily
usher in the expected equality among genders and religions.

Source: The Hindu

Assamese Bhaona to make an English debut in Abu Dhabi
GS-I | 30 October,2019

Context:
Almost 500 years after saint-reformer Srimanta Sankardeva experimented with
the literary language of Brajavali, Assam’s Bhaona has now reached foreign
shores in an English avatar.

Bhaono:
Entertainment played a major role in the neo-Vaishnavite movement that
Sankardeva started in Assam.
He wrote his prose in Sanskrit but used Assamese and Brajavali to develop
Borgeet, a new form of spiritual music, and Bhaona, a mythology-based
theatrical performance, and monastic dances that evolved into the
classical Sattriya.

Why Brajavali?
Sankardeva needed to connect with his Assamese masses, who did not
expect the divine characters of his plays to speak in the common man’s
language. So he created the Brajavali, a literary language limited to theatrical
usage.

How English Boano evolved?
The need to connect with an audience not conversant with Assamese, not to
speak of Brajavali, was the reason why three siblings from Sonitpur district’s
Jamugurihat conceived the English Bhaona a couple of years ago.
The experiment has taken them to Abu Dhabi where they are set to stage two
Bhaonas — Keli Gopala (‘Playful Krishna’) and Ravana Badha (‘Slaying
Ravana’)

Issues:
Conservatives have been critical of the trio for “deviating” from the pure form
of Sankardeva and his disciple Madhabdeva’s creations with their “English
misadventure”.
Transporting an entire troupe with their costumes and array of musical
instruments is unwieldy besides being expensive.

Satrriya dance:
The Sattriya dance form was introduced in the 15th century A.D by the great
Vaishnava saint and reformer of Assam, Mahapurusha Sankaradeva as a
powerful medium for propagation of the Vaishnava faith.
The dance form evolved and expanded as a distinctive style of dance later
on. This neo-Vaishnava treasure of Assamese dance and drama has been,
for centuries, nurtured and preserved with great commitment by the Sattras
i.e. Vaishnava maths or monasteries. Because of its religious character and
association with the Sattras, this dance style has been aptly named Sattriya.
Sankaradeva introduced this dance form by incorporating different elements
from various treatises, local folk dances with his own rare outlook.
There were two dance forms prevalent in Assam before the neo-Vaishnava
movement such as Ojapali and Devadasi with many classical elements.
Two varieties of Ojapali dances are still prevalent in Assam i.e. Sukananni or
Maroi Goa Ojah and Vyah Goa Ojah. Sukananni Oja paali is of Sakti cult and
Vyah Goa Oja paali is of Vaishnava cult. Sankaradeva included Vyah Goa
Ojah into his daily rituals in Sattra.
Till now Vyah Goa Ojah is a part of rituals of the Sattras of Assam. The
dancers in a Oja paali chorus not only sing and dance but also explain the
narration by gestures and stylized movements.
As far as Devadasi dance is concerned, resemblance of a good number of
rhythmic syllables and dance postures along with footwork with Sattriya
dance is a clear indication of the influence of the former on the latter.
Other visible influences on Sattriya dance are those from Assamese folk
dances namely Bihu, Bodos etc. Many hand gestures and rhythmic syllables
are strikingly similar in these dance forms.
Sattriya dance tradition is governed by strictly laid down principles in respect
of hastamudras, footworks, aharyas, music etc. This tradition, has two
distinctly separate streams - the Bhaona-related repertoire starting from the
Gayan-Bhayanar Nach to the Kharmanar Nach.

Source: The Hindu
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FIFTEEN POINT CHARTER FOR THE PARLIAMENT
GS-II | 30 October,2019

CONTEXT:
Expressing concern over the functioning of parliamentary institutions in the country and decline of pubflic trust in them, Vice
President Venkaiah Naidu has come out with a 15-point reform charter.
This is the new political normal to enable effective functioning of the Parliament and State Legislatures.

The 15-point charter :
• Political Parties has to ensure attendance of at least 50% of their legislators to all sessions.
• Review of anti-defection law.
• Review of the whip system which is restricting reasonable dissent even.
• Set up special courts for time-bound adjudication of criminal complaints against legislators.
• Pre and post legislative impact assessment.
• Address problem of rising number of legislators with criminal background.
• Governments should be responsive to opposition and opposition to be responsible and constructive while resorting to
available parliamentary instruments
• Consensus on the proposal for simultaneous elections.
• Steps should be taken for the effective functioning of the Parliamentary Committees.
• The representation of women in legislatures needs to be raised.

Why is 15 point reform charter is necessary?
The present pitfalls of our parliamentary democracy are too well known to be elaborated. Briefly, these include:
Declining number of sittings of legislatures.
Persistent disruptions.
Declining quality btof legislatures with criminal record.
High degree of absenteeism.
Inadequate representation of women.
Rising money and muscle power in elections.zt47w
Lack of inner democracy in functioning of the political parties.
Poor knowledge, low argumentative power of the masses, negative influences of poverty and economic disparities.

Faulty ‘First Pass the Post (FPTP) election system.
Society’s perpetual habit of accepting all permeable state to control public and private affairs.

Way forward:
As an institution, Parliament is central to the very idea of democracy and was assigned a pivotal role in our Constitution by the
founding fathers of the republic.
Yet, so many decades later, it has neither evolved nor matured as it could, might or should have. If anything, slowly but surely, it
has diminished in stature and significance.

Source: PIB

NATIONAL DIGITAL HEALTH BLUEPRINT
GS-II | 30 October,2019

Context:
The government has released National Digital Health Blueprint (NDHB) which aims to
create National Digital Health Eco-System, in public domain. Health Ministry has sought imgs
from various stakeholders on its vision.

Findings of the National Digital Health Blueprint (NDHB):
It lays out the ‘building blocks’ for the implementation of the National Health Stack (NHS),
which aims to deploy Artificial Intelligence (AI) in leveraging health records.
Keeping true to the government’s larger agenda, of ‘data as a public good’, the blueprint
proposes the linking of multiple databases to generate greater and granular data that can be
leveraged by the public as well as private sector – including insurance companies, hospitals,
apps and researchers.
The blueprint proposes a National Digital Health Mission “as a purely government
organisation with complete functional autonomy adopting some features of some of the existing

National Information Utilities like UIDAI and GSTN.”
The policy document essentially lays the implementation plan and defines the ‘building blocks’
of the NHS. In doing so, it lays down the following objectives:
To establish national and regional registries to create single source of truth in respect of
Clinical Establishments, Healthcare Professionals, Health Workers and Pharmacies.
Creating a system of Personal Health Records accessible to the citizens and to the service
providers based on citizen-consent.
Promoting the adoption of open standards by all the actors in the National Digital Health
Ecosystem.
Promoting Health Data Analyticsand Medical Research.

Concerns:
This National Blueprint illustrates yet another example of the Centre moving forward with a
major digitisation program involving the data of millions of citizens without a data protection law
in place.
Data security is a prerequisite for any data movement. Currently, data privacy in health is a
gray area.
Data researchers and activists have expressed concerns about the development of this policy,
which proposes a health data set-up on a foundation of India Stack – a bouquet of privatelyowned proprietary software applications.
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Implementation of the Uniform Civil Code in a piecemeal
manner
GS-II | 30 October,2019

Context:
The Supreme Court’s recent judgement in the Jose Paulo Coutinho v. Maria

Luiza Valentina Pereira case has revived the need for a Uniform Civil Code (UCC)
in India.

Constitutional provisions:
Indian Constitution has a provision for the Uniform Civil Code (UCC) in Article
44 as a Directive Principle of State Policy, which says “The State shall
endeavour to secure for the citizens a uniform civil code throughout the
territory of India.”

What is the Uniform Civil Code?
The Uniform Civil Code (UCC) in India replaces the personal laws based on
the scriptures and customs of each major religious community in the country
with a common set of laws governing every citizen.

Historical Background:
Indian Constitution provides certain strong safeguards in Part III, for the
protection of individual rights irrespective of their differences with respect to
caste, creed, religion, race, sex and place of birth.
It is universally accepted principle that one has to give prime importance to
one’s religion, tradition, culture and customs as it comes under personal
realm.
The provision enshrined under Articles 25-28 of our Constitution provides
religious freedom to all religions. It paved the way to frame personal laws as
suiting to one’s religion and culture.
Traditionally, under the basic feature of Secularism, every religion is left free
with a discretion to frame their own personal laws and keeping them away
from judicial clutch.
In a few instances it was found that under the guise of this religious
freedoms, personal laws came in frequent conflict with other fundamental
rights guaranteed under Articles 14-15 (right to equality) and Article 21 (right
to life). These articles in our constitution act as a watchdog
Almost all personal laws clearly manifest certain gender-discriminatory
provisions and have been challenged in the courts with the courts recurrently
stressing on the need for a UCC.

Judgements:

Ahmed Khan v. Shah Bano Begum, 1985 case:
In this case, the woman claimed maintenance from her husband under
Sec.125 CrPC after she was given triple talaq. The Supreme Court
clearly ruled in the woman’s favour.
The Supreme Court provided that the Muslim women are entitled to
maintenance from their husband under Section 125 CrPC, when her
economic position is weak and the husband’s financial position is good
enough to provide, even if it goes against the basic personal laws.
The Supreme Court then directed Parliament to frame UCC. In this case
the court held that Article 44(3) has remained as dead letter in the
constitution.
Sarla Mudgal Vs Union of India, 1995 case:
In this case, the question was whether a Hindu husband, married under
the Hindu law, by embracing Islam can solemnise second marriage.
The Supreme Court held that adopting Islam for a second marriage is an
abuse of personal laws.
The court held the view that Hindu marriage can be dissolved only under
the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. It meant that merely by converting into
Islam and marrying again does not dissolve the marriage under Hindu
Marriage Law and thus any such act will be an offence under Section
494[5] of the Indian Penal Code. It would also be a violation of the
female’s basic fundamental right guaranteed under Article 21 of our
constitution.
The Supreme Court again called for implementation of UCC and it also
detailed how personal laws of different religions are in conflict with each
other.
Jose Paulo Coutinho v. Maria Luiza Valentina Pereira case, 2019:
The case dealt with whether succession to the property of a Goan
situated outside Goa in India will be governed by the Portuguese Civil
Code, 1867 as applicable in the State of Goa or by Indian Succession
Act or by personal laws, as applicable in the rest of the country e.g.
Hindu Succession Act, 1956, Muslim Personal Law (Shariat) Application
Act, 1937, etc.
The court held that Goa is a shining example of an Indian State which
has a uniform civil code applicable to all, regardless of religion except
while protecting certain limited rights.
The Supreme Court has lamented at the failure of successive

governments to frame a UCC.
Shayara Bano and others v. Union of India and others case, 2017:
The 5 Judge Bench of the Supreme Court pronounced its decision in the
Triple Talaq Case, declaring that the practice was unconstitutional.
The judgement upheld the primacy of Human rights like equality and
dignity over the personal laws.
Though this case does not exclusively deal with UCC, the need for a
uniform UCC become obvious.
On passing the verdict on Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of
Children) Act the SC paved the way for an adoption of a child by
persons from Muslim Community even though not allowed under their
personal laws. The Supreme Court of India again asked the Union
Government to form a UCC to remove gender inequality and abolish the
retrograde practices followed under the framework of personal laws.
The need of UCC is related to inconsistencies in Tax laws as well. The
Hindu Undivided Families are exempted from taxes whereas Muslims
are exempted from paying stamps duty on gift deeds. This brings in
unnecessary differences which are generally exploited to avoid taxes.
Such cases have been challenged in the courts as well.

Why Uniform Civil Code?
UCC will help in providing equal status to all citizens irrespective of their
religion, class, caste, gender, etc. as it is envisaged in a secular democratic
republic.
It is commonly observed that personal laws of almost all religions are
discriminatory towards women. There is a need to reform our social system,
which is full of inequities, discriminations and other things which conflict with
our Fundamental Rights. UCC will help promote gender equality. UCC will
bring both men and women at par.
India is a young country with more than half of India’s population, being
under 25 years. They are set to change the fortunes of not just India but the
world too. An attempt of shedding their identities based on religion has to be
given a serious consideration so as to utilize their full potential towards nationbuilding. They should be guided by the principles of equality, humanity, and
modernity as is envisaged by the UCC.
With the implementation of the Uniform Civil Code, all citizens will share the
same set of personal laws. With this all Indian citizens will be equal before

the court of law in case of both criminal laws and civil laws including personal
laws. So, UCC will promote national integration.
There have been demands for reforming the personal laws since
independence. But, politicization of issues of discrimination, concessions,
special privileges enjoyed by a particular community on the basis of their
particular religious personal laws have either eliminated the chances of
positive reforms or have drastically slowed down the process. Implementation
of UCC provides an opportunity to address the challenge of reform of existing
personal laws individually.

Issues:
Given the tremendous cultural diversity in India across the religions, sects,
castes, states, etc., it would be challenging to come up with a common and
uniform set of rules acceptable to all.
The internal differences within the communities is a major factor.
Eg: not all Hindus in the country are governed by one law. Marriages
amongst close relatives are prohibited by the Hindu Marriage Act of 1955, but
is considered auspicious in Southern India. The Hindu Code Bill recognises
customs of different Hindu communities. Similarly, there is no uniform
applicability of personal laws among Muslims and Christians. The
Constitution itself protects the local customs of Nagaland, Meghalaya and
Mizoram from outside influence.
There is an alternative view which states that India is a unique example of
unity in diversity. Uniformity should not be mistaken for unity and any attempt
to ensure uniformity via the implementation of UCC might endanger diversity
which has been a defining nature of our shared culture.
Several communities, mainly minority communities perceive the Uniform Civil
Code as an encroachment on their rights to religious freedom.
The Constitution via Article 25 provides for the right to freedom of religion of
one’s choice. Under the basic feature of Secularism, the state extends its
respect to all religions equally. With the implementation of UCC the scope of
the freedom of religion might be reduced.
UCC can be counterproductive leaving minorities more insecure and
vulnerable to get attracted towards fundamentalist and extremist ideologies.
Attempts for implementation of UCC might endanger the secular fabric of
India which has been largely successful in ensuring unity and progress in
India.

Since personal laws are in the Concurrent List, they may differ from State to
State. The framers of the Constitution did not intend total uniformity or one
law for the whole country. The states have brought in many amendments to
cater to the local needs and culture this proves the futility of one nation, one
law.

Way forward:
The importance of UCC was emphasized by our forefathers on, keeping in
mind the advantages it can offer to India. However, the resistance to UCC
must also be considered.
One territory one law will draw more benefits rather one territory with multiple
laws having conflicting provisions in the same area.
UCC must be brought about by borrowing freely from different personal laws,
making gradual changes in each, acknowledging the benefits that one
community secures from the others.
The government should be sensitive and unbiased at each step while dealing
with the majority and minority communities.
UCC can only emerge through an evolutionary process, which preserves
India’s rich legal heritage, of which all the personal laws are equal
constituents. The codification and implementation of UCC must necessarily
usher in the expected equality among genders and religions.

Source: The Hindu

Assamese Bhaona to make an English debut in Abu Dhabi
GS-I | 30 October,2019

Context:
Almost 500 years after saint-reformer Srimanta Sankardeva experimented with
the literary language of Brajavali, Assam’s Bhaona has now reached foreign
shores in an English avatar.

Bhaono:
Entertainment played a major role in the neo-Vaishnavite movement that
Sankardeva started in Assam.
He wrote his prose in Sanskrit but used Assamese and Brajavali to develop
Borgeet, a new form of spiritual music, and Bhaona, a mythology-based
theatrical performance, and monastic dances that evolved into the
classical Sattriya.

Why Brajavali?
Sankardeva needed to connect with his Assamese masses, who did not
expect the divine characters of his plays to speak in the common man’s
language. So he created the Brajavali, a literary language limited to theatrical
usage.

How English Boano evolved?
The need to connect with an audience not conversant with Assamese, not to
speak of Brajavali, was the reason why three siblings from Sonitpur district’s
Jamugurihat conceived the English Bhaona a couple of years ago.
The experiment has taken them to Abu Dhabi where they are set to stage two
Bhaonas — Keli Gopala (‘Playful Krishna’) and Ravana Badha (‘Slaying
Ravana’)

Issues:
Conservatives have been critical of the trio for “deviating” from the pure form
of Sankardeva and his disciple Madhabdeva’s creations with their “English
misadventure”.
Transporting an entire troupe with their costumes and array of musical
instruments is unwieldy besides being expensive.

Satrriya dance:
The Sattriya dance form was introduced in the 15th century A.D by the great
Vaishnava saint and reformer of Assam, Mahapurusha Sankaradeva as a
powerful medium for propagation of the Vaishnava faith.
The dance form evolved and expanded as a distinctive style of dance later
on. This neo-Vaishnava treasure of Assamese dance and drama has been,
for centuries, nurtured and preserved with great commitment by the Sattras
i.e. Vaishnava maths or monasteries. Because of its religious character and
association with the Sattras, this dance style has been aptly named Sattriya.
Sankaradeva introduced this dance form by incorporating different elements
from various treatises, local folk dances with his own rare outlook.
There were two dance forms prevalent in Assam before the neo-Vaishnava
movement such as Ojapali and Devadasi with many classical elements.
Two varieties of Ojapali dances are still prevalent in Assam i.e. Sukananni or
Maroi Goa Ojah and Vyah Goa Ojah. Sukananni Oja paali is of Sakti cult and
Vyah Goa Oja paali is of Vaishnava cult. Sankaradeva included Vyah Goa
Ojah into his daily rituals in Sattra.
Till now Vyah Goa Ojah is a part of rituals of the Sattras of Assam. The
dancers in a Oja paali chorus not only sing and dance but also explain the
narration by gestures and stylized movements.
As far as Devadasi dance is concerned, resemblance of a good number of
rhythmic syllables and dance postures along with footwork with Sattriya
dance is a clear indication of the influence of the former on the latter.
Other visible influences on Sattriya dance are those from Assamese folk
dances namely Bihu, Bodos etc. Many hand gestures and rhythmic syllables
are strikingly similar in these dance forms.
Sattriya dance tradition is governed by strictly laid down principles in respect
of hastamudras, footworks, aharyas, music etc. This tradition, has two
distinctly separate streams - the Bhaona-related repertoire starting from the
Gayan-Bhayanar Nach to the Kharmanar Nach.

Source: The Hindu
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Bifurcation of Jammu and Kashmir into 2 UT's
GS-II | 31 October,2019

Context:
The state of Jammu and Kashmir has been officially bifurcated into the Union
Territories of J&K and Ladakh with effect from October 31, 2019.

Details:
October 31,the same day of birth anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel —
the day will mark the beginning of the functioning of the two UTs at a
bureaucratic level.
Basic bureaucratic structure has been put in place to implement the Jammu
and Kashmir Reorganisation Act.
The Reorganisation Act gives a period of one year for full-fledged bifurcation,.
The two new UTs will get their respective Lieutenant Governors.
The UT of Jammu and Kashmir will have a legislature like Delhi while Ladakh
will be a UT without legislature like Chandigarh and both the UTs will be
headed by two separate lieutenant governors (LG), as per the Act.
The Centre will be in direct control of the police.
The law and order in Jammu and Kashmir when it becomes a UT, while the
land will be under the elected government there.
The UT of Ladakh will be under the direct control of the central government
which will administer the high-altitude region through the LG.

What is Article 370 and Article 35A ?
Article 370 grants an autonomous status to J&K, while Article 35A, incorporated
into the Constitution in 1954, provides special rights and privileges to the citizens
of the state.

Historical Background:
In October 1947, the then-Maharaja Hari Singh of Kashmir signed the
‘Instrument of Accession’, which specified three subjects on which Jammu and
Kashmir would transfer its powers to the government of India:
1. Foreign affairs,

2. Defence and
3. Communications.
In March 1948, the Maharaja appointed an interim government in the state, with
Sheikh Abdullah as the prime minister.
In July 1949, Sheikh Abdullah and three other colleagues joined the Indian
Constituent Assembly and negotiated the special status of J&K, leading to the
adoption of Article 370. The controversial provision was drafted by Sheikh
Abdullah.

What is Article 370?
Parliament needs the Jammu & Kashmir government's nod for applying laws
in the state — except defence, foreign affairs, finance, and communications.
The law of citizenship, ownership of property, and fundamental rights of the
residents of Jammu & Kashmir is different from the residents living in rest of
India.
Under Article 370, citizens from other states cannot buy property in Jammu &
Kashmir. Under Article 370, the Centre has no power to declare financial
emergency.
It is important to note Article 370(1)(c) explicitly mentions that Article 1 of the
Indian Constitution applies to Kashmir through Article 370.
Article 1 lists the states of the Union. This means that it is Article 370 that
binds the state of J&K to the Indian Union. Removing Article 370, which can
be done by a Presidential Order, would therefore make the state independent
of India.

Article 35A:
Article 35A gives the Jammu & Kashmir Legislature full discretionary power
to decide who the 'permanent residents' of the state are.
It gives them special rights and privileges regarding employment with the
state government, acquisition of property in the state, settling in the state,

and the right to scholarships and other forms of aid that the state government
provides.
It also allows the state legislature to impose any restrictions upon persons
other than the permanent residents regarding the above.
To guarantee these special rights and privileges, the Article says no act of
the state legislature that comes under it can be challenged for violating the
Constitution or any other laws.

Possibility of issues after repealment of Article 35A:
Repealment of Article 35A by the Supreme Court of India or by the
government will have some far-reaching implications. Before Article 35A was
introduced to the Constitution of India, the Governor and the Chief Minister of
Jammu and Kashmir were addressed as the Sadr-e-Riyasat (President) and
Wazir-e-Azam (Prime Minister).
There's a possibility that if Article 35A is repealed, it would lead J&K back to
the same arrangement.
The jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and the Election Commission of India
would also be curtailed.
The legal control of the Centre over Jammu and Kashmir would be limited
only to the matters of Defence, External Affairs and Communication.

Source: The Hindu

Malware attack in Kudankulam plant has been confirmed.
GS-II | 31 October,2019

Context:
Minister of State for Atomic Energy and Space Jitendra Singh said that the cyber
attack happened in the administrative block and not in the plant.

News:
Malware was detected at state-run Nuclear Power Corp. of India Ltd’s (NPCIL)
Kudankulam Nuclear Power Plant (KKNPP) in September.
State-run NPCIL runs India’s fleet of 22 commercial nuclear power reactors with
an installed capacity of 6,780 megawatts (MW).
A malware infection was identified in NPCIL KKNPP Internet connected system

What is a malware?
Malware is any software intentionally designed to cause damage to a computer,
server, client, or computer network.
A wide variety of types of malware exist, including computer viruses, worms,
Trojan horses, ransomware, spyware, adware, and scareware.

Issues of cyberattacks in India:
India’s power sector facing cyberattacks, with at least 30 events reported
daily.
A majority of the attacks originate from China, Singapore, Russia and the
Commonwealth of Independent States countries.
The cyberattacks assume importance given the increased state of hostilities
in the Indian subcontinent and India’s ambitious nuclear plans that include
constructing a dozen new nuclear power reactors across the country, with a
total power-generation capacity of 9,000 MW.
While nine reactors totaling 6,700 MW are under construction, the Indian
government has also given in-principle approval for setting up nuclear power
capacities totaling 25,248 MW at Jaitapur (Maharashtra), Kowada (Andhra
Pradesh), Chhaya Mithi Virdi (Gujarat), Haripur (West Bengal), and Bhimpur
(Madhya Pradesh).

Way forward:

As such, there are growing concerns that the country’s power infrastructure could
be the next target of terrorists looking to cripple its economy. The issue has
assumed greater importance as India now has an integrated national power grid,
with south India joining the national electricity grid

Source: Live Mint

NIRVIK Scheme
GS-III | 31 October,2019

Context:
The Ministry of Commerce and Industry through ECGC, has introduced a new
Export Credit Insurance Scheme (ECIS) called NIRVIK to enhance loan
availability and ease the lending process.

About the Scheme:
The main aim behind introducing the scheme is to enhance accessibility and
affordability of credit for exporters.
The decision is tipped to make the Indian exports competitive and make
ECGC procedures exporter friendly, reduced insurance costs and ease of
doing business.
The insurance cover is expected to bring down the cost of credit due to
capital relief, less provision requirement and liquidity due to quick settlements
of claims and will ensure timely and adequate working capital to the export
sector.
The Export Credit Guarantee Corporation of India (ECGC) provides
credit guarantee of up to 60 percent loss.
Under the new ‘NIRVIK’ scheme, the insurance cover guaranteed will cover
up to 90 percent of the principal and interest. The insurance cover will
include both pre and post-shipment credit.
Details of the Scheme

The Finance Ministry has decided to increase the insurance cover for banks
up to 90 percent for working capital loans and moderation in premium
incidence for the MSME sector to provide additional support to the banks in
the wake of a global slowdown and rising NPAs.
It will catalyze the banks to enhance the volume of export credit lending,
especially to the MSME Sector with optimal pricing due to capital and risk
optimization.
The insurance cover will include not only the principal outstanding but also
the unpaid interest for a maximum of two quarters or the NPA date,
whichever is earlier. The coverage has been increased to 90 percent from the
present average of 60 percent for both principal and interest.
It will also cover both pre-shipment and post-shipment advances unlike the
present system, where two different documents are issued by the ECGC.

ECGC :

The Export Credit Guarantee Corporation of India (ECGC) is a fully governmentowned company that was established in 1957 to promote exports by providing
credit insurance services.
The ECGC provides Export Credit Insurance to Banks (ECIB) to protect the
banks from losses on account of export credit at the Pre and Post-Shipment stage
given to exporters due to the risks of insolvency or protracted default of the
exporter borrower.

Source: PIB

Air Independent Propulsion System (AIP)
GS-II | 31 October,2019

Context:
The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) programme to
build a fuel cell-based Air Independent Propulsion (AIP) system for Indian Naval

Submarines.

What is AIP?
Air Independent Propulsion (AIP) has a force multiplier effect on the lethality
of a diesel-electric submarine as it enhances the submerged endurance of
the boat, several folds.
Fuel cell-based AIP has merits in performance compared to other
technologies.
Operation of the land-based prototype engineered to the form-and-fit of a
submarine
In a fuel cell AIP, an electrolytic fuel cell releases energy by combining
hydrogen and oxygen, with only water as the waste product.
The cells are highly efficient, and do not have moving parts, thus ensuring
that the submarine has a low acoustic signature

Importance of AIP:
Submarines are essentially of two types: conventional and nuclear.
Conventional submarines use a diesel-electric engine, and must surface daily
for oxygen for fuel combustion. If fitted with an Air Independent Propulsion
(AIP) system, the sub needs to take in oxygen only once a week.
While many naval powers, including India, have acquired nuclear-powered
submarines for deep-sea operations, conventional diesel-electric variants are
considered useful for coastal defence. The latter are optimised for stealth,
and their weapons and sensors provide for effective operations close to the
shore.
Because diesel-electric submarines require to come to the surface frequently
to charge their batteries, their underwater endurance time is less. ‘Airindependent’ propulsion technology helps to make the diesel generator less
dependent on surface air.
Older submarines can be adapted to the AIP system by retrofitting.

Source: PIB
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provides.
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To guarantee these special rights and privileges, the Article says no act of
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Constitution or any other laws.
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State-run NPCIL runs India’s fleet of 22 commercial nuclear power reactors with
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What is a malware?
Malware is any software intentionally designed to cause damage to a computer,
server, client, or computer network.
A wide variety of types of malware exist, including computer viruses, worms,
Trojan horses, ransomware, spyware, adware, and scareware.
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India’s power sector facing cyberattacks, with at least 30 events reported
daily.
A majority of the attacks originate from China, Singapore, Russia and the
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The cyberattacks assume importance given the increased state of hostilities
in the Indian subcontinent and India’s ambitious nuclear plans that include
constructing a dozen new nuclear power reactors across the country, with a
total power-generation capacity of 9,000 MW.
While nine reactors totaling 6,700 MW are under construction, the Indian
government has also given in-principle approval for setting up nuclear power
capacities totaling 25,248 MW at Jaitapur (Maharashtra), Kowada (Andhra
Pradesh), Chhaya Mithi Virdi (Gujarat), Haripur (West Bengal), and Bhimpur
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Way forward:

As such, there are growing concerns that the country’s power infrastructure could
be the next target of terrorists looking to cripple its economy. The issue has
assumed greater importance as India now has an integrated national power grid,
with south India joining the national electricity grid
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